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PREFACE

'The complexity and novelty of the revenue-sharing con ept embodied in

CETA has called attention again to the need for cooperatio and coordination

in government if manpower services are to be delivered eff
l'
ciently and

I

effectively. The problem of coordination is as old as theoriginal legisla-

tion which created these manpower programs, awarding joint juriWction and

ozylapping authority to agencies charged with servicing eommon clfents.

Consider HDTA, which mandated that programs of on-the-job training would be

administered by the Department of Labor while programs of classroom

(institutional).training were to be administered by the Department of

.1.1ealth, Education, and Welfart. Left to the parties was the management

..problem-=how to coordinate the two training programs for clients who needed

both. ---- --

Joint responsibility over clientele and overlapping authority were only

t146 of the many administrative peoblems which arose during the creation of the

new programs. Another critical issue was the continually shifting program

focus, or in management terms "conflicting objectives," which persist to this

day. A particularly sharp shift in focus, for example, occurred'in the mid

1960's as federal peiicy-makers changed the original MDTA focus on job

displacement from automation to a focus on Stouth and the disadvantaged.

Instead of the task being one of retraining experienced workers, it now

became one-of introducing inexperienced persons (many 4arginal in their

productivity) to the sophisticated world of production, .persuading employers

--;
po'hire them, upgrading people already on the job but wanting something

better out of work, and aiding people held back in their work by lack of

training or other handicaps. The Equal Opportunity Act (and the Community

Action Agencies set up under EOA) broadened and complicated the administration

of manpower policy. E0A spread these responsibilities broadly across govern-

5
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ment,included clients in the administration of programs, and reiterated the

emphasis upon the unemployed and the underemployed poor.

As the economy changed'in the mid 1960's, the emphasis in manpower

programs chinged also. In 1966 President Johnson announced that for 18

months 65 percent of MDTA training slots would go to disadvantaged applicants,

and 35 percent to upgrading persons in labor shortage "tiottleneck" occupations

which threatened to contribute to higher rates of inflation. But, as we now

know, the "bottlenecks" developed too fast and the upgrading progressed too

slowly for t4ft policy to have an effect. There were more changes in 1966:

expanded training opportunities for persons over 45 years of age, subsidized
.

public employment programs for older workers, para-professional jobs in human

services agencies, and special impact expenditures in cities for human resource

development and capital investment.

Corps, Work Incentive Program, New Careers, Special Impact and Operation

By the end of 1966 annual appropriations for HDTA, the Neighborhood Youth

Mainstream were one billion dollars; adding the Job Corps and an expanding

Employment Service brought the total to two biliion dollars.

To meet the administratiye challenges induced by the shifting focus and

growing complexity of manpower programs, improved linkages among departments

were attempted. In 1964 executive orders created a President's Committee on

Manpover, an Inter-agency Committee on Education to coordinate programs, and

an Economic Opportunity Committee to coordinate all federal anti-poverty

programs--all three of which had overlapping functions. Experimentation

. occurred with one-stop service centers to reduce confusion for the client.

Skill centers utre established to bring all related services under one roof.

The Concentrated Employment Program was devised to bring clients, services,

and employers together in local areas. The Cooperative Area Manpower Planning

System (CAMPS), which some believe was the precursor to CETA, was created to

improve program coordination at the state and local levels of government.
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An added dimension of complexity occurred with the passage of the Emergency

Employment Act of 1971 which contained a Public EmploYment Program (rE0 ahd
MN,

provision for cransition into non-subsidized jobs.' This was the first

application since the New Deal of job creation by government as a counter-

cyclical tool during periods of high unemployment. With the advent of VEP,

programmatic actions and policies existed at all levels of government; means

of coordinating activities and of managing public and private interface was

necessary.

After eleven years: the MDTA was phased out. It was a victim of the

multiplicity and massiveness of its own programs, haste with vhich these

programs had been created,the complexity ok putting people to the .

large number of relationships and linkages involv 10:-Elle cost, the public

impatience with such expenditures, and,thi-scatcity o5 resources in retation

to the number of unemploye o needed aid. In its p..ace was created ehe

Comprehensive EmploYment and Training Act.

CETA-was and is an effort to rationalize the galaxy of amnpower programs

and efforts by focusing them at the local and state levels of government.

The Act was a hybrid, decentralizing decision-making in some areas and

preserving substantial federal control in others. It ieflected the rhetoric

associated with the "New Federalism" which declared thAt locally oriented

programs are best administered by those closest to an area's needs. Under

this arrangement the federal government was less dominant than in the past

in matters of.organization, funding patterns, and institutional arrangements;

state and local government grew in influence.

Looking back over the problems of delivery as they evolved from MDTA to

CETA, it is possible to draw one important lesson: the'manpower people railed

*

to take the essential step of identifying.measures by which to implement their

ideas,in spite of the fact that they asked the right questions about the

economics of labor market problems and the politics of delivering manpower

1-
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services, andthen went on to creatively identify alternative solutions.

Moreover4-the aasumption was made that almost,anyone with comton sense could

manage..a program oi an operation.. However, the job would prove to be much

more complex.

Practically overnight 400 prime sponsors became responsible for deciding

difficult administrative questions, making choices among programs and people

to,V0 served, and establishing priorities: who should receive services; who

.sheuld be excluded; how can effective services be produced; how can good working

relationships with other organizations be developed; how can a marginal

worker be turned into a productive,one; how does one know when a program or

activity works or does not work, or is better or worse than something else;

what prog6m or activity has done the most or the least good and how does one

messvire this; how can CETA turn'potentially deskruckOle agency competitiOn

into a positive relationship?

While the researcherg struggle with these questions, the CETA operators

without the luxury of time must daily develop ad hoc responses./ And in the

process of dealing with these problems they themselves have come to think of
_

Lhese questions in generic manegement terms. In their own words,as you will

see in the Introduction to this report and in the Appendix to the Introduction,

they are asking for help in how to deal with conflicting rules Sand regulations,

the need for effective communications, competition over turf, goal incongruence

and role confusion, planning cycle problems, and linkage problems with other

agencies.

Private sector management has known the answers to these questions for

some time. Why hasn't the relevant private sector management knowledge and
*.

experience been tiensferred to the gnblic secior? This lack of-transference

may have arisen out of the notion that management in the public sector was

different from private enterprise; that such knowledge could not be trans-

ferred, possibly because manpower adrainistrators came mainly from other
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disciplines and fields,such as economics, education, social work, the behav-.

Loral sciences, and few from management. Furthermore, few if any business

schools.focused their attention on social programs--perhaps because cf a bias

against government programs--leaving the training to public administration

schools. Another source of resistance at the local or community level may

be the fact thee-many local maniower leaders come from the Cammunity Action

Agencies where they often saw management (bdreaucracy, rules, values) as the

problem, not as the solution to their problems.

RegArdiAss of the reasons why help has not previously been forthcoming,

we have responded to the request of these local operators by providing in this

report several management models which deal directly with the prOblems they

raise; also included is.a workbook to help them learn applications of these

models. We call the reader's attention to the sections on problem identi-

fication, communication, implementation, planning and budgeting, and applying

the models.

Our sessions with the operators told us something else. They told us

that beyond the problem of arranging the delivery of manpower services are

even more basic problems--a need to understand the employer's perspective on

the labor market, the employer's behavior in the labor market, and the

implication of this understanding for the tRuccessful operation oE any job

readiness and placement agency (in effect, the CETA function). Thus, there

is a need to supplement quantitative labor market data with qualitative

information. CETA operators need to know about employer requirements, the

work environment, the opportunity structure, work rules, and the readiness

of employers to accommodate marginal or near marginal workers (especially

in loose labor market situations).

Ourjstudy showed the need for intermediaries such as CETA to be informed

about the qualitative aspects of the supply side as well: the oreferences

and attitudes of the individual as they miiht affect job readiness or jai

9
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survival. These might include willingness to undergo discipline and accom-

modate to the pace of work, to commit to the organization's goals, to adapt
a .

to prevailing customs end practices such as dress stylls, and finally, the

person's need for autonomy.

4.1k

Acquiring a job and petforming it successfully iss therefore, themend

product of a complex of transactions and interactions Imong public and private

institutions, public and prftate programs, remedial institutions, facilitative

agencies or persons, employers, education, labor, and a variety of government

agencies dit various levels whose functions are often overlapping, sometimes

competing. The questions of what information, hew to collect it, and how to

use it are,dealt with in the two models entitled Information and Public-Private

Relationships..

What lessons can we draw from this study? We suspect that a cost-benefit

analysis would show that it wfuld pay to distribute existing management

knowledge more widely and use it more intensively; that research with respect

to qualitative information about work, values and preferences as they affect

Job access and sucoess tiould be-helpful to intermediaries; that research into the

linkage between training and education to economic development of the states

and their regions would advance the-cause of enlarged employment opportunity

substantially.

In the course of this and is other earlier manpower studies a curious'

contrast between public and private organizations which acionnister manpower

and programs began to emerge. Among the areas of knowledge needed by both

public and private administrators two stand out: labor market theory and

behavioral theory covering both individuals and organizations. The curiosity

is that while managers in public sector organizations are familiar at least

in general terms with labor markets and their relationship to administration,

they have minimal acquaintanceship with the behavioral elements of management:

quite the reverse is the case with private sector private enterprise firt.
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Why this is has not been determined but it seems clear that each apparently

has something to learn from the other.

If this volume helps to improve the operations of CETA, that is good.

If it encourages expanded research into public and private management, that

too is good for the research team on this project the exwrience has been

informative--an intensive learning process. We hope it will help further

developmeneorknowledge in this field.

No undertaking of this magnitu de is accomplished without accumulating a
fiwo

large number of debts. Many people supported our work on this project Dick

Brunner of DOL, Harvey Lorbelrbaum and Carol Schloss of .TW, and Chet Shure and

Nora Lorterbaum of the EPA 4ve been valuable reiources with respect to their

own agencies from the iniUition of our own efforts. Kent Wiley, Lois Feldman,

atd Barbara Crisanti, all of DOL, have.been invaluable in assisting us with

needed information and reinforcement. Jean Baron and.Cynthia Coldring have

helped us keep our feet on the ground throughout by poring through many

documents and by visiting case sites in order to:become an instrumental

liaison between our office and our-clients. Harry Crane asyisted on the

cases pnna Hans was an exacting editor. Finally, Judith A. Moylan,

secretary zo the project has been an integralpart of our work from the

beginning. 141- caring and meticulousness totally supported our efforts.

The support for this proect came equally from the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency, the U.S Department of Labor and the U S. Department of

Health, Education and.Welfare We gratefully acknowledge this support

but es always the authors accept full responsibility for their judgments,

conclusions and any errors of omission or commission which mitt; remain.

1 1
Frank H. Cassell
September, 1976



INTRODUCTION

The goals for this project, as established by tne three sponsoring

-1. .1.

agencies (USDOL, HEW and EPA), were twofold -- OD identify barriers which

preclude cooperation or coordination among these agencies in the discharge

of their manpower responsibilities and to develop techniques for overcoming

the barriers so identified.

Semillars were held throughout the six state region (Minnesota, Wisconsin,

IllinOis, Miehigan, Indiana and Ohio) at which federal, state and local

representatives of each of the sponsoring agents were asked to identify

what they felt were barriers to cooperation or toordination in the basis of

,L

their own experience in the field. As a result of these seminars we learned .

two things. First, participants felt that they did not know enough about

the structure of or available resources within their own agencies to be able

to'coordinate with other agencies. Second, there are generic management

problems which arise whenever any agencies or organizations attempt to work ,

40.

wlth one another.

These findings, together with data from sitt visits to several linkage

pro ects from around the country uhich had been identified "as successful

projects, then found the background for a series of seminars.and courses

designed to develop and disseminate useful techniques for overcoming the

barriers to linkage most frequently identified in the Literature and frOm

our own research. Specifically we offered the following:

Agency Specific Seminars. Speakers p .sented information about the structure

of each agency and the programs offered within each agency. One seminar was

held per agency. onration o day.

12
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Linkage Seminars. Management models were developed to aid decision makers in

Overcoming the most salient barriers which had been identified earlier. The

purpose of these seilinars waa to teach those models. Participants from all

-

three agencies were invited to each of five linkage seminars. Duration - one

day, each.

Application Seminars." These seminars were designed to offer participants the

opportunity to apply the management models to issues they face in their work

responsibilities. The plan was to hold three such seminars, one for each

agency. Duration - two days.

College Level Courses. Two college level courses were developed and offered

in the School of Education of Northwestern University to:,-eiplore further,

and to disseminate informatkon developed in the project. One,"Vocationa

Guidance and Occupational Trendsu(Exhibit I),was offered for undergraduate

and graduate credit. The second,'Transitions in Education, Work and Leisure"

(Exhibit 2),was offered fctr graduate credit only.

In the following sections, we disc

(s

each of the stages of the project
k...,

in greater detail:

Implementation of Linkage: Barriers

We ran three workshOps to identify barriers to linkage. Each of the

three sponsoring agencies invited participants who were employed by or worked

with their agencies ts? each of the workshops.. Through the use of a process

known as Nominal Croup Technique (described in the "Problem Identification":

Section) we asked 115 people... "From your point of view, what barriers exist

-

to your agency's coordination of planning and programming activities with

other agencies that may serve the same set of clients?" The specific barriers

to coordination which Were identified fell into fourteen broad categories.------,_

13



(A detailed analysis 3T-tbase categories can be found in Exhibit 3, page )

However, from among the fourtein, six issues were cotsistently identified

as the strongest barriers 0, coordination between agencies. These were:

Communication Methods, i.e., the need for effective and efficient means

for communication and non-threatening means for.,sharing data and other

perhnent information.

Confusing and Conflicting Rules and Regulations, i.e., the language

of legislation and written rules and regulations covering the operations'

of each agency anci the interpretation of those rules and regulations.

Turf; i.e., agincy boundaries, competition, power relationships, lack

of commitment to other agencieslgoals or 'programs, and distrust or sdspicion

of others' motives, lt also includes the responses Of dome operators of

small programs who feartheir programs will lose identity or be overwhelmed

by coordination.

Information, i.e.,'information about the participants' own and other

agencies, information about clients, and labor mb-ket information.

Information about their own and other agencies necessary to joint Ventures

includes agency objectives, goals, responsibilities and methods of operation;

existing programs; funding cycles and fundingtestrictions; positions, titles

and responsibilities of persons who codld effect inter-kgency cooperation.

Client information needed for coordinated,efforts includes 41ient history,

demographics, and needs. The participants said there is no common data base

4

for clients; there is,no inter-agency commonality of terms or definitions used

An preaent,reporting forms; existing information is accumulated in varying

geographical jurisdictions; and there seems to be a disincentive to share

--
client information.

Improved labor market information refers to information on supply, demand

and market intermediaries needed to facilitate long-range planning by individual

agencies as well as by thoseseeking to coordinate planning or services.

1 4
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Planning,Cycle Problems, i.e., fiscal years of various agencies and prime

sponsors differ, the time horizon for planning and budgeting is typically

limited to one year;and discourages development of long-range interactive

programs; thereforz, each agency concentrates on its own short-run objectives-

The uncertainty resulting from short-term funding also precludes inter-
.

organizational cooperapion, and.various funding formulas make coordination

difficult.

Goal Incongruence and Role Confusion, i.e., while various agencies do

have different roles and different client groups, some roles and some clients

do overlap. In planning for linkages based on common services or common

clients, people foundlthat barriers exist.because of sometimes diffuse and

sometimes converging goals of eaCh agency andpubsequent confusion about roles

eidh agency should play in cooperative ventures.

Implementation'of Linkage: Models

In identifying specific barriers to coordination in Region V, we have

actually identified general problems faced by all agencies or organizations '

which are making attempts to try to form liaison projects. A NStional DOL

Task Force on Linkage which ran a workshop similar to our own found precisely

the same problems. Moreover, these turn out to be the very problems which are

continually dealt with in management and'behavioral science literature. In

this section we take the next step which is to specify models for identifying

barriers peculiar to one's own institution and for overcoming barriers

generally. The six models are: Problem Identification, Communication, Imple-

mentation, Public/Private Coordination, Information and Budgeting,and Planning

Processes.

15
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Problem Identification. Before organizations candevelop strategies lor

.

solving problems there must be a way to establish just what those problems are.

The model on problem identification by Leslie Nathanson addresses itself to a

technique for identifying problems as well as reaching group consensus in

general.

Communication. We could have offered several different processes for types

ofcommunication from Nominal Group to Robert Rules of Order. But the manager

would have been no farther along in eliminating the-communication barrier. The

problem is not how to Communicate but of identifying an appropriate way to

--------- -communicate. But what constitutes an appropriate way to Communicate varies

with environmental drcumstences, The Communication model, written by Joseph

`.1

Hoag addresses this latter program: What communication strategies are appropriate

during various stages of the life cycle of a linkage project.

Isiplementation: Defining_and SolvinA Liaison Problems. This model deals

with three of .he major barriers to coordination: confusing and conflicting

rules, turf, and goal incongruence. Joseph MoagLOresents a model which

explores these problems and offers a strategy designed to increase the

...., incidence of successful linkage by offering a decision logic uhich will help

managers know beforehand whether or not a liaison project is at least from

a design peripective capable of being implemented.

Public-Private Sector Coordination, This model by Frank H. Cassell and
1 4

RcealdC.RodgersexplorestherelatIonshipbetweensupplyanddemand.in the

labor market and the role of intermediaries in effecting unsubsid, compet-

itive jobs for clients

Information, Myron Roomkin's model on the Exchange of Information and

Inter-agency Linkages enaides decision-makers to analyze the information needs

of their projects relative to the available data and a decision logic for

C. 16
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determining whether the benefits of an aggressive posture toward gathering

appropriate information are worth the costs such a posture entails.

Budgeting/Program Analysis. Allan R. Drebin's model of Budgeting and

Program Analysis addresses itself to issues of budget and goal setting which

may in fact be more of a catalyst to linkage than a barrier.

,
Implementation of Linkage: Method

This manual has two purposes. The first is conceptual. The introduction

and the six models comprise a conceptual framework for linkage. Someone

curious about linkage or linkage models can simply read the manual. The

second purpose is operational. Each section contains not Only the model

but recommends seminar agendas and supportive exhibits which aid in developing

seminars to teach the models.

Teaching the Linkage Program. Behind each tab the reader will find-not

i

only a Statement of,the particular model and applications but also an agenda

for a one day seminar to teach the model and suggestionwfor speakers and

cases. Our experience indicates that one day per model may be too little

time to teach both concept and applications. Each trainer shoul4 judge for

himself or herself whether he or she wants to extend each session beyond one day

Behind the last tab, "Applying the Models': is a workbook developed by

the Project Staff which is designed to walk.operaiing level personnel through

the steps necessary for applying each of the models (except for "communication"

which ib self contained). Individual trainers might want to decide whether'to

save implementation (from the workbook) until all the models have been taught

or to use the individual sections from the workbook while teaching each

separate model. //

The Appropriate Audience Audience is very important. The single greatest

barrier to linkage, the one barrier which cannot be overcome by technique, is

17



an'unwillingness on the part of persons throughout either or any of ebe

sponsoring agencies to effect a lingage. Without a fundamental support for

r*

linkage, the modeli mean nothing. lf, gowever, there is support at the

Federal, Regional and State levels for cooperation and coordination these

models may be used to help facilitate linkage.

Conceptually this package has beel designed for teaching linkage to

operating level personnel. While others may attend the seminais, it is the

operating level people to whom this project is directed. Having identified

the app opriate atidience, we must caution.the potential trainer,that it is

;

essential to the conceptualcontinuity,of the program and especially to,any

2'4
hope of,implementation that the same peOple from any given agency or project'

come to:il 'the training sessions, When different people'attend different.

sessions, all continuity is list and there is intrufficient underitsnding or

support in the "pricy for implementation.

One Final Word. Implementation depends on support. Agenciei using this

manual might consider running short overview seminars for federal, regional
./

and state personnel before running an exiended series of seminars for

operators. In ehis way people up and down the line will understand the

process and hopefully be supportive.
-

18
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EXHIBIT I

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
I VANS1OK H &OK. lAMI

THE SCHOOL Ol I OM ATION
Spring Quarter 1976

C12 VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND OCCUPATIONAL TRENDS:

;Career Education and Work Adjustment Counseling .

Monday and Wednesday 3 to 5.p.m.

Counseling Lab (Educ. 145

Professor Ronald C. Rodgers

Education Bldg. 1-114 492-3264
Leverone Hall 2-114 492-7195
Home.Phone - 835-4261

In introduction to the roles of fami,lies, ,teachers, counselors

arid employers as individuals select, prepare for, enter, adapt to aid

change occupations from adolescence to'retirement; Laboratory pnd field

lk.
1

experiences include exploration of pathways into various 'occupations and
: V

work estahlishment. for youth, minori4es, unemployed adults, individuals

reentering thelabor fore?, and ppopk leeking alternative careers.

Texts: Eli Ginzberg, Cal'eer cuidance: Who Needs It, Who
Provides It, Who eon 10147-ye It. New Yoric: McCraw-

Hill, 1971.

Marcia Preedman,.The Process of Work Es'tablishment.
New York: Columbia University Pre.;8, 1969.

Recommended: Willard Wirtz, The Boundless Res9urce: A astpsaus
for' an Education-Work Policy. Washington, D.C.: New
Republlc, 1975.

9
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Session

1. Monday,

March 29

2. Wednesday,
March 31

3. Monday,
April 5

. ,

.?

4. . Wednesday,
April 7

5. Monday,
Apre 12

Salc71_0bjectives,

Introduce concepts of labor
markets, work adjustment,
adaptation, transition, and

labor market intermediaries.

Labor force and labor supply
characteristics; national
projections of the supply-
of wOrkers.

u Employment and occupational
mix forecasting in national
labor markets.

Theories of occupational
choice and vocational
development.

APGA: Labor,markets and
research for Counseling.

6. Wednesday, State and regional labor
April 14 market forecastingir-

reducing national data to
local labor markets.

, 7 Monday,

April 19

8. \ Wednesday,
\April 21

FRIDAY, APRIL 23

13

No Claas

No Class

Prof. Rodgers

Assignment

Chapters 1, 4-6: pp. 3-12, 38-87,
Ginzberg, Career Guidance, 1971.
Forewrard, Chapter 1: pp. vii-12,
Freedman, Process of Work Estab-

lishment, 1969.

Chapter 1: "Labor Force, Employment
and Unemployment," pp. 71-16, Bureau
of Labot,Statistics.(BLS) Handbook
of Methods, Bulletin 1711, US GPO.,

Chaptera 5-7: "Occupational Outlook,"
"Projections of the Labor Force,"
"In4ustry-Occupational Macrix,"
pp. 47-57, BLS Handbook.

Chapters 7, 8 6,12: pp. 91-123, ,,,

186-210, Ginzberg, Career GUidance.

Attend APGA convention in Chicago.
Prepare summary of at least one,
session to turn in April 14.

Chapters 2, 3 & 6: "Schools and the
Labor Market Perspective,","Goals
and Models for Regional Approaches
to Vocational Education," pp. 6-35;
."Regional Geography and Boundaries,"
pp. 78r97, Plannim. for Vocational
Edbcation and Regiohal
Cassell et al., 1975.

Preparation of PrOject Proposal
(see below).

Preparation of Project Proposal.

PROJECT PROPOSALS DUE ,Detailed description of occupational
area or problem to be examined,
sources of information, people to be
consulted during field (on site)
sxploration of pathways into or
daaptation to work in problem area.2 0



Education :92

9. Monday,
April 26

'10. Wedneeday,
April 28

11. Monday,
May 3

Early entry.and adaptation
to the labor market.

Personal assessment for
vocational preferences and
career decisionmaking.

Prof. Rodgers

Chapters 2 & 3, pp. 13-53, Freedman,
Process of Work Establishment;
Chapters 9 & 10, pp.. 124-166,
Ginzberg, Career Guidance;
pp. 1-32, Wirtz, Boundless Resource.

Chapter 11, pp. 167-185, Ginzberg,
Career Guidance; Chapters 2-4,
pp. 32-7677WEEz, Boundless Resource.

-

Bias, error & interpretation "Face Validit/ of Interest Wasures:
issues in vocational interest Sex-Role Stereotyping. Mary Faith
& guidance testing. . . Tenney, pp. 89-99. "Academic Achieve-

ment Bias in Vocational Preference and
Career Development Measures." Rodgers
and Lee, AERA 1976.

12. Wednesday, Structure and operation of
May 5 internal labor markets.

13. Monday,
May 10

Values and attitudes in ,

.choice, preparatiog ana
adjustment to work.

14. Wednesday, Women and minorities in
May 12 the labor market; discrimina-

tion and bias in internal and:.
external markets.

15. Monday,
May 17

53"

-16. Wedne0ay,
May 19

Government intervention,
resources and policy in
employment and training
programs. ,

Job search.and selection
strategies; career change
and adaptation in a dynamic

labor market.

21

Ereedman, ChapEers 4 and 5, pp. 54-113,
Process of Work Establishment.

Chaptei 14, pp. 235-246, Ginzberg, .

Career Guidance; Chapters 5 and 6e
pp. 78-110, Wirtz, Boundless Resource;
"Value Orientations in Work," pp. 72-86, t

Ginzberg, Development of Homan Resources,
1966.

Boundless Resource; Chapter 3,

IMpan

President, 1975; Chapters 17 & 18,
pp.235-256, Ginzberg, Development
ot HumanResources, 1966.

Manpower Report of the President,
1975, pp. 79-10t, 139-173.

"Jobseeking Methods Used by American
Workers," pp. 1-18, Bulletin 1886,
BLS 1975; Chapter 5, pp. 146-193,
"The College Dropout and Occupational
Choice," in Higher Education and rhe
Labor Market, M. Gordon, McGraw-Hill,

1974.
. 11



bluelitios C92 Prof. Rodgers

.17. Monday,
May 24

IS. Wednesday,
May 26,

19. Uonday,
May 31

Labor Mhrket resources
and opportunities for the
non-college-bound youth;
unions, apprenticeship,
craft markets and secondary
labor market employment.

New directions and roles
for labor market inter
mediaries.

Chapter 6, pp. 115-130, Freedman,
Process of Work Establishment;
Chapter 17, pp. 290-312, Ginzberg,
Career,Guidance; Chapters 7 &. 9,
PP. 111-127, 153-168, Wirtz,
Boundless Tosource:

Chapters 15, 16 and 18, pp. 247-289,_
313-331, Ginzberg, Career Guidance;
Chapter 10, p 169-185, Wirtz,
Boundless RAource.

PROJECT PAPERS DUE AND FINAL EXAM (TAKE-HOME)
TO BE DISTRIBUTED WEDNESDAYL MAY 26.

HOLIDAY. No.Class:

20. Thursday, Discussion of projects, exam; FINAL EXAM DUE BY 5 P.M,
June 3 evaluation of course.

. r By Zepu Fred end Dim

22
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EXHIBIT 2

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
II;ANSioN III MOM 604

THE SCHOOL OF WUCATION Summer 1976
June 28 July 16

091 TRANSITIONS IN EDUCATION, WORK AND LEISURE -

Prof. rrank H. Cassell
Graduate School of Managemenb

Prof. Ronald C. Rodgers
School of Education

Ms. Narilynr Jacobson
'Project Coordinator

Goals of the Course

Learri how the employment and training system works; became
familiar with th'e actors and institutions' who work in and operate
the system; understandihow agencies, information and 2hdividuals
in the system are linked together; learn'avenues of access and
strategies for mobilizing resources'to makt the system work more
effectively,for th6 individual; explore career opportunities in
the employment and training system.

Point of View

The ccurse assumes that6 members of the workshop will be
viewing the world from the perspeetive of a labor market intermediary.

'oontent of the Course

The workshop consists of three interdependent part:.

(1) Class meetings with representatives of various negmcrtn
of the employment and training nyntem.

(2) Readings 'designed to prepare For discusolons and research.

t3). Planned field rcvarch projectn applying the nc.fpt:. of

the workshop to problems confront!ng workflhop participant:,
in their WOPI.. Each participantIn fitAd project nt.cu)d
add to the resoumez and infurmation available to each
participant through workshop discussions and reports.

13
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Education D91
Prof. R. Rodgers
'Prof. P. Cassell

Session

1. Monday, June 28
9"a.m. noon
G-108 Education

2. Monday, Jun'e 28
8 p.m., Lewis Rm.
North, Norris
Student Center_

3. Tuesday, June 29
8:30 a.m. - noon
Education G7108

\

TRANSITIONS IN EDUCATION, WORK AND LEISURE

Objectiven & Assignments

Introduction to the Labor Marko.
Outline of the Workshop
DL:cunsion of Field Projects

Eli Ginzbera, "Toward a Theory or Uc-upational
Choice: A Rentrement," Voc. Guid. Q., 1972, '

20, 3, 169-176.

Frank Cassell, The...rob Market, from "Business
Takeft ajiand," 1973, 1-7.

CETA Labor Market Operatlions Model (Chart)

Occupational Expectations of Young Adults.
U.S. Orfice of fducation (HCES), 1976.

Defining Labor Market Transitions

"Womer in the Labor Market"

Dr. Juanita Kreps, Viee-Pres. & Prof. of
Economics, Duke University

Women,and Minoritie:: in the Labor Market
Dr. Juanita Kreps, Duke University
.Tackie Hearn3, Minority Econ. Development
Jo:;e Limes, ill. Office on Manpower
Connie Seals, Ill. Human Relations Comm.

Juanita Kreps,°"Chaneina Economic Role of
Women," Manpower Reportto the President,
197S. U.S. Dept, of Labor. pp. S5-75.

Judith Blake, "The Chanaing Status of
Women'in Developed Countries," Sciehtiric
American, Sept, 1974. Espee. Charts, pp.

Riehard Freeman, "The implications of the
Chanrlug,Labor Market for Members of Minority
Groups," in Higher Education and the Labor
Market, M. Gordon, ed., 1974, 83-109.

"Employment Changen, 1960-1970," Monthly,
Labor Review, May 1974; Tables.1-3.

Questions for June e9

Wx1lard Wrrtz, Thi houndlen:: 10.f,urce,
New Republic, 1975, 1-31.

21
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.Prof. Rodgers
Prof. Cassell

4. Wed., June 30
9 a.m. - noon
Education 0-108

I.

5. Thurs., July 1

§. Friday, July 2

'IRANSTTIONS IN EDUCATION, WORK AND LEISURE

Labor rarket Roles of Public Institutions - I

Richard Gilliland, U.S. Dept. of Labor
Employment-and Training Administration

John RRpes, Training Administratbr
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Steven Zell, "Recent Developments in the
Theory of Unemployment," Monthly Labor Review,
Sept.-Oct., 1975, 3-10..

Ewan Clague & Leo Kramer, Manpower Policies
and Programs, A Review, 1935-1975. Upjohn
Inqtitute, 1976, 11-33, 67-93.

Wirtz, The Boundless Resource, 32-62.

Labor Market Roles of Public Institutions - II

Robert Johnson, Office on Manpowe'r
U.S. Dept. of HEW

Joan Wills, Ill. Office on Manpower
& National GovernWs Conference

"Manpower Service Center Network," Baltimore
Metropolital Manpower Consortium, 1-15.

Frank Cat:sell, "Employability Development,"
1968 (Chart).

Clague & Kramer, Manpower Policies, 35-65.

Wirtz, The Boundless Resource, 63-76.

Labor Market informatlibn -- The Basic Tool
of the Interimehiary and Planner

RoLert Shacyford, U.S. Dept. of iabor
Bureau of Labor Statistics

BLS Hancbook of Methedz Bulletin 1711,
1971, Chapte-r 1 7:777,Chapteirs 5-7 (A7-57).

:Willard Wirtz and Harold Goldstein, "Measure-
' ment and AnalysiL of Wcrk Training." Monthly

Labor fViDW, tkpt. 197F., 19-26.

Definitiorw-for Current Iopulation Survey.

Rodger Lawson, Pmpeetifves on the Development
,)f a Comprehenolve Labor Market Information
*ystem-for Michigan. Upjohn, 1973, 1-39.

15
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Prof. R. Rodgers
Prof. F. Cas;tell

7. Tuesday, July 6
9 a.m. - noon
Education 0-108

a. Wed., July 7
9 a.m. - noon
Education G-108

9. Wed., July 7
8 p.m., Owen L.
Coon Forum,
Education bldg.

10. Thurs July 8
9 a.m. - nuon
Education G-1U8

11. Thur* July 6
1;30 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Edueatienol-114

16

TRANSITIONS :N FPUCATInN WC1K AND LEISURE

Local and Reri..nal Labor Market Information

rror. Ronald Rodrers, NU EdueLtion
l'rof:' Frank Vassell, MU Management

Lawron, rtrt:pecive::, 40-74

Frank Catwe'l, Ilanning thtb Employer Contact,
1-18.

Frank Catnel), Identification and Analysis of /I

Employers., 1-9.

Illinois Employer Survey Data.

Wirt, The houndlesr. Reourcc, 78-1:7.

Labor arket Jr-term:diaries, Bounciary-
Spannift Roles, and Job 3careh

Prof, Joseph Monp,'UU Management

"Jobseeking Metheds Used by American Workers"
BLS Bulletin 1886, 1975, 1-18.

Harold Sheppard & 114rvey Belitsky, Promoting
Jobfinding Succil:s for the Unemployeq, Upjohn
Instir,ute, 1968, 117.

Wirtz, The Boundle:In ReAource, 128-145.

CommunIty, Education and Employer Role:
in Transition:. from ;:chool to Work

W. Willard Wirt;., l'resident,
Naulonal Manpower Institute, &
former 1J.0. Seerotary of Id&bot

Pel'ting Education to Work

11. Willard Wire::

Tht Iwun,11r ke.tource, 148-183.

Computerized occupatiothil lvformati,bn :.:In;tems

Fxperiencing the imegon Career Irformatiori
Oystem -- a Miod,-on Miri-Workshop

Mruce MeKinlay, Director
Oregon CIS

26



Education D91
Prof. R. Rcdgers
Prof. F. Cassell

TRANSITIONS 1N EDUCATION, WORK AND LEISURE

12. Friday, July 9 Computerizod Occupational Information Systems
9 a.m. - noon Iruce McKinlay, Oregon CIS
Education G-108 JoAnn Harris-flowlbey, Project DISCOVER

JclAnn Harri, "The Computer:.Guidance Tool
or the Future," Journal of Counseling psych.,
21, 4, 331-139.

13. Monday, July 12
9 a.m. - noon
Education G-108

14. Tuesday, July 11
8:30 a.m. - noon
Education G-108

Barry Stern, "Applicatiun of Information
Systoms to Career and Job Choice," in Labor
Market Information for Youths, S. Wolfbein,
ed., Temple U, 1975, 199-234.

Intermediary Roles in the Labor.Market

Field Project biscunsion emphasizing
role of intermediary using following,
references:

.Harold Wool, "What's Wrong with WorlNin
America," Monthly_ Labor Review, Marc
1573, 38-44,

Eli Ginnborp, "Value Orientations in WOrk,"
Devolopment of Homan Rescurcest McGraw-Hill,
1966, 72-86.

Individual, OrEanizatIonal and Situational
Expectatior:: in Internal Labor Markets.
(Cae11 & Ro(1gors, 1975 -- Chart)

InT,Pogriti.ng Education into the Employment
and !raining nsef:tem

J(weph CroPtn, Ill. Supt. of Educption
Howard Katthews, Asst. to the Commissioner,

U.S. Offiqe Of Education

27
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EXHIBIT 3

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

NATHANIEL LEVERONE HALL
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 60101

BARRIERS TO COORDINATION IDBNTIFIED IN pROBLEM ASSESSMENT WORKSHOPS

A SUMMARY

At the request of the Department of Labor, Department of Health, Education and
Welfare and the Environmental Protection Agency, a team from the Northwestern
University Graduate School of Management has been investigating dhe problems

tof effecting linkages in the delivery of manpower services among the three
agencies; and their related state and local agencies. As part-of this effort,
the team ran a series of Problem Assessment Workshops, in Madison, Chicago,
and Columbus. The 115 people in the,workshops, representing manpower or
eanpower-related agencies in the six states of Region V, were divided into
14 small discussion irdnps. Each participant was asked to write responses to
this problem statement: "From your point of view, what barriers exist to your
agency's coordination of planning and programming activities with other agencies
that may serve the same set of clients?"

This summary presents an analysis of the participants' tesponses.

Identifying the Most Prevalent Barriers

A technique known as the Nominal Group Process was used tp encourage the partic-
ipants to generate, discuss, and rank their Sdeas about barriers to linkage.
Each of the small discussion groups generated from 30 to 80 ideas. After
discussion, each participant then selected the five barriers he thought most
important and ranked these from one to five in ascending order of importance.
Tabulation of the weighted ranks produced a list of the five consensus barriers
for each small group. These rankings fell into 14 categories of the most often-
cited barriers.

The project teain reviewed all the ideas generated abOut barriers to coordination,
placed thmn in the appropriate categories and calculated weighted scores, deter-
mined by R X P, where R = Rank and P = Participants. Vhe following chart shows

the relative importance of problem categories by agency.

Some caution is needed in interpreting this data. The weighted sumsicannot be
used for cross agency comparisons because the weighted sums have not been
adjusted to overcome attendance disparities. The weighted sums are inclvded,
as well as the rank order, for one important reason; they indicate that the
importance of the top six categories far outweighs the importance of the bottom
eight categories. The rank order alone would not have explained that fact.

The rank ordering of each category does allow cross agency comparison.

, 28
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PROBLEM CATEGORY,RANKING BY AGENCIES

.1O 0 I I
c4

oo

ol or
3 cl1 cd 3

Confusing and Conflicting Rules/Regulations 1 297 1 129 1 89 2 72 1 10

Communication 4ethods 2 267 4

Plannine Cycle Problems 3 234 2

Turf

Informaciol Lack

Gcal 7nconeruence:Role Confusion

4 1.85 3

88

119

89

2 85 89

62 5 50

5 51 6 44

3

4* 3

7*

152 5 60 6 36 3 55 7*

6 129 6 43

Intrnal Problems of Agencies 7 72 8

4 61
AM,

4 52
NNW

2 8
VI

19 7 26 8 27

4eneral Resistance to Change 8 60 10* 14 9* 18 7 28

JI
0

X 0

Monitorine and Evaluation 9 35 10* 14 8

Political Relationships 10 50

4

Lack si Appropriate Incentives 11 45

7 27

9

3o Time 3r Man ower to Coordinate 12 25 12

11

24

13

9 15

17 9* 18

10 I 12* 7

- 10* 10

6

0

10* 10

812

0

0

Inadequate Funding 13 14 II 12* I 7 11 13* I 4 4* 7
Inadequate Technical Assistance 14 I 9 III X 1 0 1 I 14 5 I 13*1 4 III X 0

29 *
Indicates.equal raw scores

Leslie Nathanson, February, 076
Northwestern University, Manpower Project 30
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Cateiory Definition_

AU of the barriers identified in the discussion groups fall into one or more

of the categories; In the few cases where barriers overlapped categories, the
rank was added 'to each category. This section of the summary defines each
category, indicates the range of ideas it covers, and includes illustrative
quotations from the workshop participants.

Confusin and Conflicting_Rules and Regulations

This category deals with participant responses pertaining to legislation and
written rules and regulations covering the operations of each agency, and the
interpretation of.thoie rules and regulations. Participant responses included:

- Structure and legislation,preclude coordination.

- Rules and regulations across agencies are too complex, inconsistent

'and conflicting - leading to client dissatisfaction and problems
4ith referral agencies, all of which are barrieis to coordination.

- Rules and regulations provide a lack of problem-solving authority.

- Various regulations are not mitten for linkage and cooperetion, but

to hinder linkages and cooperation, especially at the local level.

- Coordination hampered by regulation, by interpretation of regulations,

by rigidities in guidelines. .

- Differing interpretations of federal regulations-

. Communication Methods

Important issues covered in this category include the need for effective and
efficient means for communication and non-threatenin& means for sharing data
and other pertinent information. Participants said:

- The communications machinery is inadequaLe to cope with emeryencies

such as late fvuling. ,

- We need training in communication skills.

- No time to communicate, with proliferation of programs.

- Pederalese - inability to understand communication even when it is Lhere.

- Actors must get Logether in establishing whaL Lhey wanL; Lhis means

exchange of information at an early point.

31
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4.

Planning Cycle Problems

Included in this category are barriers related to funding and planning cycles.
_Sev,erai types of barriers were identified. First, fiscal years of various
agencies and prime sponsors differ. Second, the time horiz n for"planning and
budgeting is typically limited to one year ana discourages development of long-

.

range interactive programs% therefore, each agency concentrates on its own
short-run objectives. Third, the uncertainty resulting from short-term funding
also precludes interorganizational cooperation. Fourth, various funding
formulas make coordination difficult. Participants responded:

- We have problems with program linkages between digferen
lack of timely and clear dut-program guidelines
planning and budgeting approaches are sabstantially

' duration of funding and funding cycles are different

- Lack of planning time and predictability; no time to work

funding sources:.

different

things out.

- End-of-year rush to spend money when it should have been us
the year.

ed during

- Lack of consistency in federal programs concerning eligibili
clients.

-4Jhen common goal exists, what 'restrictions on use of funds?

Turf

This category deals with agency boundaries, and includes participant re
related to competition, power relationships, lack of commitment to othe
goals or programs, and distrust or suspicion of others' motives, It als
includes,the responses'of some operators of small programs who fear thei

'programs will lose identity or be overwhelumd by coordination. Participan
said:

spouses

r agencies'

,

- Rational planning is blocked by vested interests.

- Different funding sources tend to lead to different loyalties and
different priorities, sometimes conflicting:

- We are serving tile same set of clients and competing for their
participation.

CS

- Turf management: protecting own jobs, programs, way of doing things.

Coordination,leads to loss of identification.

- Lack of agreement to coordinate at-different agency levels.

- Natural tendency of program operators and agencies to proiect ir

own turt and even. expand it if possible, often to the excinnion oi
cooperation and coordination.

32



Informatiori,74

Three major categories of information barriers are included: information about
agencies, information about clients, and labor market information.

Information about other agencies, necessary to joint ventures, includes agency
objectives, goals, responsibilities and methods of operation; existing programs;
funding cycles and funding restrictions; positions, titles and resp:Onsibilities
of.persons who could effect interagency cooperation.

Client information needed for coordinated efforts includes client history, demo-
graphics, and needs. There is no common data base for clients; there is no
interagency commonality of terrs or definition* used in present reporting forms;
existing knformation is accumulated in varying geographical jurisdictions; and
there seems to be a disincentive to share cliP. information.

Improved labor market information is needed to facilitate long-range planning by
individual agencies as well as by those seeking to coordinate planning or serv-
ices. Participants said:

- No process to perpetuate information flow from agency to agency.

- Insufficient knowledge of the functions and activities of agencies.

- Lack of understanding of other agencies' purpbses, methods of operation,
funding restrictions, philosophies.

- Lack of common identification of terms '(definitions) and reporting
process; we can't communicate because we don't know"what we're talking
about.

- Internal information systems used for planning and operations by indivi7
. dual state agencies are often incompatible across agency lines.

- Type of client may be the .same but gaehering information about them is
different fcir each agency; need coordination of infOrmation.

- No accepted information system for referral and Client tracking at local
level.

- Different data bases and confidentiality restrictions.-

- Consistent assessment base for client needs"to establish who is sLrecned
in or out of individual programs.

Need to identify and communicate labor market needs. Center or reiource
'heeded for good information up to five years, so no panic programs.

33
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Goal Incongruence and Role Confusion

Participacits alade clear thit while various agencies do have different roles and
different client groups, some roles and ,some clients do overlap. In planning
for linkages based on common services or common clients, people found that
barriers exist because of sometimes diffuse and sometimes converging goals of
each agency and subsequent confusion about roles.each agency should play in

- cooperative ventures. AmOng participants' responses were:

to.

Too'much duplication of services. We are not utilizing the capacity
of existing deliveries of certaintservices.

- Too many agLicies have the authority to do the same service.

- Role differentiation not really clear.

- Goals or clients may be the same but priorities are different.

Internal Problems of Agencies

Many participants wire concerned with in-house problems, such as management
problems, staffing deficiencies, or training inadequacies, which prevent
responsive coordination with other agencies. .Participants said:

- Places where final decisions are made are not always identifiable;
when you find,out where, you can't get dacisions.

- Inadequate management training at all levels: operating, federal,

state, local.

- Bureaucracy; too much red tape in getting clearance for coordination.

- Federal, state and local agency reluctance to deal with private and/or
public sLctor needs in their area.

General Reaistance to Change

Participants noted that coordination itself adds an additional layer of
complexity and is often met with inflexible bureaucratic resistance. Some

of them said:

- inertia. It s easier not to do something than to do something.

- Agencies have parochial attitudes, from top to bottom.

- Fear of excess paperwork with .:..nter-agency coordination.

3.4
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Monitoring and Evaluation

Participants saw a need for tmprovedmethods of monitoring and evaluation of
existing and potential programs so that coordinated change can have a specified

direction and priorities can be intelligently selected. Comments included:

- We need evaluation.to reorder prkorities.

- There is a lack of evaluation for priority of needs between agencies.

-.We need outcomes evaluation; not just numbers.

Political Relationships

Included in this category are boundary inconsistencies of governmental units or

agencies that may wish to coardinate services. For instance, CETA as a locally

controlled agency must coordinate with HEW and EPA which.are stage level agencies,

and locally elected officials may hive political goals for CETA which confliCt

with goals established by manpower planners.

- Use of clout ehanges decision6 and alters power.

- The territorial imperative: geographical boundaries for lochl

governmental units. .

- Politicization of manpower under revenue-sharing structure.

CETA can exercise local control and their own prerogatives; other

agencies cannot do the same.

- Geographic problems; never sure who to coordinate with.

- Different funding sources lead to different loyalties.

Lack"1---B2.

Participants said:

- There are no incentives to cooperation.

- Benefits of coordiration ara outweighed by costs.

- Our funding is not based on successful coordination.

No Time or Manpower to Coordinate

-1-- N.
) Participant comments included:

./

- Little time to meet anl/communicate.

- Lack of sufficient lead time'for proper planning.

MEM,.
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Inadequate Federal Assistance
,

26

Comaenta included:-

- Feds Initiate programs without sufficient planning; foster competition

rather than coordination. ,

- Dire need for clear-cut program guidelines or directive6 so all program

operators sing the same tune. . t

- Differing interpretations of federal regulations.
F

- No agreements in regions - or in Washington - (in'acdels for coordination.

If they'd come first, we wouldn't have to do so much second guessing.

Inadequate Funding

Comments included:

- Lack of money reflects overall lack of federal commitment to human

resource development and full employment.

Who's,going to pay for ;all of it?

Commentary

Perhaps the mobst striking result of the problem identifization ranking by work-
shop participants was that there was so little difference in the rankings,
whether the participants came from Department of Labor, Department of Health,
\Education and Welfare or Environmental,Protection Agency programs. Each of

these groups of participants picked the same six problems asthe most difficult

and ranked these six far above the other valid problems they identified. The

rather small group of participants from WIN, which is already a coordinated
program, had a slightly different perspective but tended to identify the same

barriers as difficult.

The workshops were the beginning Of a study process intended to culminate in a
series of.seminars conducted by the Northwestern University Graduate School

of Management through August, 197,6. Linkage seminars will deal with strategies

for overcoming or coping with the most significant barriers identified. Awmey-
specific seminars will deal with the problems from the particular poini 01 view

of each agency.

36
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PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Leslie Nathanson

Northwestern University
Graduate School of Management

1976
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Problem Identification

Before one develops a strategy for overcoming the barriers to linkage

between and among agencies, one must first identify just what is preventing

linkage from occurring. Identifyifig the problems with respect to linkage was

therefore, the first focus of this project.

Seminars were held at three geographically diverse points 14thin Region V

to ask persons invited by each of the three agencies (HEW, DoL and EPA) jest

what, in their opinion, is preventing coordination, cooperation or linkage

between the agencies. The technique we used in these seminars is called The

Nominal Group Technique and it, in itsplf serves as a model for problem

identification by group members, and furthermore as a general model Of a

process for reaching group consensus:

The Model: Nominal Group Technique

Nominal Group Technique (NGT) is a structured problem so1ving.process

specifically designed to generate ideas and reach group consensus. It was

developed in 1968 by Andre Delbecq and Andrew Van de Ven who derived the

technique from "social-psychological studies of decision conferences, manage-

ment-science stu.iles of aggregating group judgments, andsocial-work studies

of problems surrounding citizen participation in program planning." (Delbecq

1975, pp. 7-8) The resulting technique is one which is especially effective

for "situations wheriindividual judgments must be tapped and combined to

arrive at decisions which cannot be calculated by one person." (Delbecq 1975,

p. 4) It is a technique which is most effective at problem identification or

solution oriented meetings and not effective in routine, coordination, bargaining

or negotiating meetings. (Delbecq 1975, p.8)

3 8
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In tiveleping the small group model, Delbecq and Van de Ven were concerned

with committee decisior-making effectiveness. They were dealing with situations

where "a variety of groups fragmented in terms of vested interests, rhetorical

-04 ideological concelns and differentiated expertise needed to be brought

30
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together in order for a program to emerge or take place." (Delbecq 1971, p.2)

NGT is effective in goal, Value, problem or solution clarification meeting

because it promotes:

1) creativity

2) full'and balanced participation_pt<onp members

3),abundant idea generation

4) closure to meetings via voting techniques (Delbecq 1975, p.9)

'ltchieves these qualities'through 4 steps, each utilizing a difierent

process to nuture each stage of creativity. Simply, the steps include silent
t.

idea generation, reporting of ideas, discussion of ideas and ranking of ideas.

The first step promotes divergent thinking by gioup members who are asked to

think about a specific issue and make private notes about their ideas concerning

that issue. The second stage gives each member time to relate their ideas to the

group while the leader records them on newsprint. This step encourages full

group participation even by members who are usually quiet or shy. The third

step involves discussion of each idea for clarification aLlowing expanded group

perception of ciitical issues through defining L.dividuol points of view. The

fourth stage calls for the estahlishment of priorities of selected ideas or

issues through the aggregation of the ranking of all the ideas by individual

grouEmembers..

Nominal Group Technique is used with groups of 5 to 8 participants with a

trained leader; it has been used with people from many socio-economic levels

and cultures and has been employed In human service organizations in education,

39
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health and the social services. The length of time required to run t problem

identification meeting LS about tvo hours.

'Z The Process

'The four steps of the NGT process are depicted in detail in Figure 1 on the

following plge. The Action and Guidelines Sections show in detais. the specific

procedures to be taken by the leader in each step. The rationale refers to the

reason for the step especially with respect to the Oheoretical grounding discussed

in the previous section.

4 0
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Figure 1.
Nominal Group Process

Process Steps,

Action sad Culdelines

1. Clarify problentateteernr
- pass out worksheets and pencils
- read problem statepent
explain kind of response desired
(ePen endtd or what comes to clod)
resist furthet process clarification
(no exarples)

2. Culdelines
request that Ideas in response to
getstlon be written in short phrases
on worksheet
rifluese ennhers work Indivtcluslly Sad
silently
stress identification of problems, nor
solatio.n

again, esk for cooperntion and coomit-
ment tO task at hand.'
discourage disruption of silent.
indeperdent activity (please stay

with your group )

Pallnoe

L. Provides adecuate tine for thinking.
2. Encourages people to work, as they see

others working.
3. Prc.totet divergent thinking.
I4. :Urinates dominance b% highstntus or

ar-re,ftve participarts.
,S. neer: crt4 prohlem-centered.
I
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Opera:4.n Hiffs
fit rjte tars without tttles

Vse des% "e:,s eards
'3) Se: rro.t1 rules - I e. ktndly do not

..t4erczt wel s...rsone Is talking

1. Clarify goal sod proeesa of this srep
- An accurate list of the ideas g

in this group
- ideas will be taken serially

Ask the first person for one of his
ideas

- %Mite down the phrase as it is stated
Ask if mnyoue else has a similar ides:
write down variations of the ideas as
thee ate stated

. Return to next person for dew idea
- Continua until all are recorded on

flipehatt .
2. Cuidelines

- Record ideas as quickly as possible
(attention if short here)

- Retotd idcas in words bv the individuals
- keep entice list visible by tearing off
completed sheets and hanging on unit.

Nate: "Mitehhikind" is invited. lf ideas
written On the chart stimulate another
ides tor a partleipant, participant is
encouraged to add to worksheet and
report to group.

1. Equalizes opportunity to ptesent ideas.
2. Providei a written record and guide,

- Increases ability to deal with large
poacher of ideas

Avoids IOSS a ideas
- Presents group filth an array a clues
- EneourAges hitchhiking

3. Places evelifeting ideas comfortably in
front of group.

4. Round ttobln opnroaeh establishes a behavior
,pattern. By tic steer.; or third tire around

effb renbcr is an ad-I.e.:int participant. A
precedent for lurthet participation is set
without eorpecition uith high-status,
arfc4S:vc Of voottonal personalities

s. Allows ownership 01 coneep: by using
partifiparies.oun wocds.

6 iactIltates group particirs:Aon on an equal
-!coting.

'Step 3:
tolionfor_Clarificstion 1

1. Clarify the rote and process of this step
Purpose la to clarify.

- Members should aak each other the
g aming ei words and phrases

. The discussion can and should convey
the meaning, logic, or thought behind
an Item.

Z. Culdelinea
...Take each idea listed on the flipehart

in order.
Place the diseussioa tO avoid undue
.argumenestion sbout soutltens to the
n eglect of others. ( You want to
enhance understanding but minimite
infiuenee based on verbal prominence

or status) .

- Encourage partielpants to ask
ciarliyIng questions.

-Aak for specific examples when'nossible.

1. Avoids heving discussion focus unduly on a
partieular ides.

2. yelp. eliminate misunderstanding.
3. Provides opportunity to express logie

behind terms.

1. Purpose of ranking la to aggtegate the
ludgnents oh individuat membets in ordet
to deteraine the relative importance of
problems identified.

2. Cuidelines

- Clve eaeh idea a lettet identity (if
you ma out of the alphabet, use
double letters)
Give eaeh member 3 X S entds
Ask the group members to select S items
with highest priority (This will take
catelul thought and effort, so encourage
partieipsnrs to tale nced&J turf)
Ask each to record each of his selected
items on a card, placing the letter fa
the upper left corner and the short
identifying phtase in the tenter (shoo ,

example)

Itank otdet eerds at the sane time atter
each menbtt has selected his I. :tees
Say "Look at your five cards Betide
which problem has top priority Please
put s S in the !avec right corner"
Ptoeeed chtouph the rank otder

- Collect c.a.::

- Record and tally ranks en carter chat;

I. Obtaining independent Judgements in
wtiting helps eliminate sceial presevres.

L. Vathanson
november 191$
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'UM. Problem /dentificatiOn Session

A session to determine the problems which are preventing organization from

. coordinating their efforts might look like this. (Leader L, Participant - P)

Step 1. Silent Idea Generation

L: (to small, group) As you know we are meeting today because we are

trying to fineout what the problems are with respect to.our ability

to coordinate the services we are offering our common clients.

Today we are going to try to find out what is preventing this

coordination. Once we know what the problems are we will have

a better chance of finding some solutions. In order b) identify

our problems, we'll'usa a rather structured process known as Nominal

Group Technique. It consists of four rather distinct stages. First

I will ask you to respond to a problem statement or question. You'll

have about a half an hour to write down your ideas. Second, I'll ask

each person for their ideas, one idea per person at a time as we go

around the tible. Third, we'll take some time to discuss the ideas

and finally, we'll vote on the problems that seem to be of'greatest

Importance with respect b) our coordination or lack of it.

Please consider this problem statement.

(1. points to large mi.:sprint with problem statemene written out: au

example could be "Prom your point of viewr, what barriers exist to

your agency's coordination of planning and programming activities

with other agencies that may serve the same set of clients?" L then

passes our individual worksheets which have the problem statement

written on the-top but are otherwise blank).

P: What kind of barriers do you mean?

L: I want to know what your ideas are about the Lhings which nr9Oent us

from working well together. Simply put down in your own words what

33



your ideas'are on this subject. Remember, we'are concerned here with

the problems of coordination, not solutionsyet.

L: Please stay quietly at your place during this time/ We have found that

moving and talking'now disturbs people who are trying to think.

(Group takes about Zi-35 minutes tO respond to the problem statement)

L: Please loojV,ver your ideas. Take a few moments to distill your

t
statezn41ts into short wbrds or phrases. 2..

,

(Allow a (/)ut 5 more minutes for rewriting and finishing up.)

Step 2: ound Robin Repoqing of Ideas

i
Now we are going to give each person the chance to share his or herl,

// ideas. We will gd around the table Please give just one idea at a

/ ..
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time; we will to around as many times as we need to If you have

nothing to add, just say pass You may take your turn again

whenever you'd like Pi would you give us one of your ideas

concerning barriers to coordination?

Reads Response.

0
(L records Pi's idea on newsprint in Pl's exact worcis labeling the

statement with A. It is important to use alphabetical identification

to avoid later confusion with numbers when voting. L should make sure

that everyone can see.)

L: Thank you. Does anyone have an idea which is similar to Pi's idea.

We can record it here.

P5: I have almost the same thing. I just said it a little differently.,

L: Please tell us hOw you said it. We want everyone's ideas. Some

people might be more comfortable with your wording.

P5: Response about similar issue to Pi.

P4: I don't understand what P5 meens.

4 1



L: During this stage we simply record everyone's ideas. In the next

step me will discuss them. P2 (in order around the table),,would you

like to show one of your ideas?

P2: Response

(fluaround robin reporting of ideas continues until eVeryone has Afered as

many ideas as he or she wish. The leader should encourage "hitchhiking." In

other words, if one person's idea reminds someone else of an additional

thought it can be added to the list. The leader should make sure that the

entire list is always visible by tearing off completed sheets and hanging

on wall.)

Step 3: Discussion for Clarification'

L: Now that we have all the ideas in front of us on newsprint, we should

make sure we all understand what each of these phrases mean. If you

have any questions, simply ask "What is meant by statement (letter

name)?"

P6: I don'equite undersanti what is meant by 'statement J.

P2: Explains-his/her meani/fgRf stStement.

P. To me it means . .

Stilegroup discusses each idea as necessary. The leader facilitates movement

from one idea to the next as the time permits.)

Step 4: Ranking of Problem Importance

L: I will give each of 'you 5 cards (see figure 2)"which we will use to

establish the order of importance of our ideas. Please look over the

entire list and select 5 problems which you feel most strongly affect

departmental coordination. Please do not rank the cards yet. Simply

put one idea on each of the 5 cards. Identify the ideas by letter

identification and by writing the idea statmnent.

(Give about 5-10 minutes for people to look over the newsprint and make their

decisions.) 4 5 35
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L: Now look at your 5 cards. Decide which problem has the top priority '

or is of the most importance. Please put a five in the lower right

hand.corner of the card. Now select the problem of next highest

priority and put a 4 in the lower rightvorner. Please continue.

L: Px Would you please collect the cards and read the results to me.

(The leader has taken a new piece of newsprint and written the alphabet from

A to whitever letter the ideas end with. Now, as Px reads the results,

the leader records the rank order numbers iext to the appropriate

'identifying letter.

The ranks are tallied and note is made about the five top ranking problems

that the group feels are prohibiting coordination.)

Noie; It is possible that consensus will not be reached here and that another

vote will need to be taken after more discussion. For various rating forms

aMd'inttructions, see p. 63-66 in Delbecq et. al.

Figure 2

Identifying Letter Agency

Location

Identifying Phrase

Rank

* Agency and Location blanks are optional. But they are for situations in which
it would be useful to collect data with respect to particular problems of an
agency or of a geographic location. The leader can collect the cards and, at
a later more convenient time, sort them according to agency or location.
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Qperating Hints

There are several operating hints that miOt make the procedure a little

smoothlr. They are:

1) Be sure to do a quick overview of the whole process when you begin so

that the participants will know what to expect.

2) Write legibly in front of the whole group. Be very careful to write

ideas down in Ehe exact wards that they are presented. In other words,

be careful not to interpret what is being said so that you add your own

meaning to the participants ideas. Your participants are valued because

of the expertise they can bring to this issue.

3) Use name tee. If the participants are not,from relatively equal work

roles, do not put titles on the name tags. Let people become familar

with each other for their input, not their authority.

4) Use desk name tags so everyone has an opportunity to see the names of

the Oarticipants without trying to strain across the table to read the

small print on name tags.

5) Be sure to give people the opportunity to introduce themselves before

you begin if they do not-osually work with each other.

6) Set up a few basic ground rules. For instance, state "Kindly do not

interrupt when someone is talking."

Advantages/Disadvantlges

Advantages Of UGT are:

1) The technique can be used with groups consisting of people witn varying

backgrounds, cultures, education or work roles who share a common problem

or goal.

2) NGT can be used in groups where participants do not have previous

training in group process or communication skills.

4 7
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3) The highly structured process allows a quick method of bringing people

together to approach a common task.

4) NGT promotes the generation of many ideas surrounding an issue.

5) NGT allows for maximum and equal participation of all the glibup members,

allowing maximum input from many areas of expertise.

6) The structure of NGT.makes it a relatively easy process to run.

. 7) NGT allows the group to reach consensus in only about two hours.

Disadvantages of NGT are:

1) It is difficult to write an appropriate problem statement Oat will

generate ideas toward an issue.

2) NOi calla for a trained leader or facilitator.
i

3) TIL technique can deal with only one question at a time.

4) NiT is inappropriate to use' in a group where interacting problem solving

/

and team building skills are to be developed.

5) It takes some effort to prepare for an NGT session, including gathering

together the needed materials and writing a well-thought-out problem

statement.
i

6),The structure of NGT does not lend itself to a change in topic at a 4.

meeting. It is really a single purpose, single topic technique.

Resources

Special Equipment Needed for NGT include:

1) Newsprint and felt-tipped markers for each group.

2) A copy of the Nominal Group Task Statement Form for each participant.

3) Twenty 3" X 5" cards for each participant.

4) Paper and pencil for each participant.

5) Masking tape,

6) Tables and chairs to accommodate up to eight participants per group.
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Problem s.ssessmeAt WorkshopAgend4

9:00 - 9:15 Welcome:

9:15 - 9:20

9:20 - 9:30

9:30 - 9:55

1. Who we are, what ke are doing here.
2. Our tisk is seriouè and important.
3..Each member's role important.

4. How we plan to use to ay's output.

Welcome:

1. This morning will have a roblem orientatilon,

2. We will deal with solution this aftetnah9"-
3. How groups will be divided.
4. Initial statement of worksho'k queLtion.

Break into small groups.. Introduce participants by
name and agency.

Step 1: Silent Idea Generation

1 Clarify probleis statement
- pass out worksheets (Exhibit 1) and pencils
- read problem 'statement
- explain kind of response desired

(open ended or what comes to mind)
- resist further process clarification
(no examples)

2. Guidelines
- request th.:.t ideas in response to question
be written in short phrases on worksheet.

- request members work individually and silently
- stress identification of Problems, not solutions
- again, ask for cooperation and commitment to task
at hand
saaction disruption of silent, independent activity
(please stay with your group)

1000 - 1025 Step 2:'Round Robin Reporting of Ideas

I. Clarify goal and process of this step
- an accurate list of the ideas vaerated in this
group

- ideas will he taken serially
- ask the first person for one of his ideas
- write down the phrase as it is stated
- ask if anvole else has a similar idea; write
down vor:atLons of the ideas as they are stated

- retire t Isaxt person for new idea
- continue uatil all are recorded on flipchart
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2. GuiWines
- record ideas as quickly as possible

(attention is short here)
- record ideas in words used by the individual4a
- keep entire list visible by tearing off completed
sheets and hanging on wall

Note: "Hitchhiking" is invited. If ideas written on the
chart stimulate another idea for a participant,
participant is encouraged to add to worksheet and
report to group.

10:25 - 10:45 Coffee Break

10:45 - 11:30 Step 3; Discussion for Clarification

1. Clarify the role and process of this step
- purpose is to clarify
- members should ask each other the meaning of
words and phrases

- the discussion can and should convey the meaning,
logic, or thought behind an item

2. Guidelines
- take each idea listed on the flipchart in order
- Pace the discussion to avoid undue argumentation
about some items to the neglect of others
(you want to enhance understanding but minimize
influence based on verbal prominence or status)

- encourage participants to ask clarifying questions
- ask for specific examples when possible
- take notes here for our project purposes on any
information which could be useful to our project:
examples, case study possibilities,etc. (difficult
to do, but valuable for our research)

11:30 - 11:45 Step 4: Ranking of Problem Importance

1. Purpose of ranking is to aggregate the judgments of
individual members in order to determine the relative
importance of problems identified.

2. Gutd lines
- gi e each idea a letter identity (if you run out

Of he alphabet, use double letters)
- give each member 3 X,5 cards
- ask the group members to select 5 items with highest

priority ( his will take careful thought and effort,
so encourage participants to cake needed time)

- ask eaCh to record each of his selected items on a
. card, placing the letter in the upper left corner

and the short identifying phrase in the center
(show example)
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- rank ofder cards at the ssme time after each member
has selected his 5 items -- say, "look at your five
.cards; decide which problem has top priority;
please put a 5 in the lower right corner."

- proceed through the rank order
- collect cards
- record and tally ranks on master chart

11:45 - 12:00 Summary and Feedback

I. Bring the large group together and have a reptesentative
of each group feedback the problems which were identified
in that group.

2. ThAnk the participants for attending.

t-
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EXHIBIT I

From your point of view, what barriers exist to yOur agency's coordination of
p1anning and programming activities with other agencies that may serve the same

set of clients?

Please write your ideas here:
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Communication Strateeies for Liaison Relationships

The following materials are intended to provide those participating

in inter-agency projects and decision making with a.conceptual -6amework

for evaluating communication strategies used in linkage activities. Linkage

is communication and the utility of linkages between.agencies depends first

and foremost on the communication strategies used during the linkage project.

The model presented below offers two distinct communication strategies,

an open network strategy and a closed network strategy. It indicates the

decision conditions under which each of taese iwo strategies should be

employed. A rationale for the model is then presented after which some

problems of implementation are discussed and the concepts developed are

applied to two linkage cases.

The Model: Two Communication Alternatives

TWo important variables in inter-agency communiCation and related

decision processes are the type of communication network employed by the

communicators, and the state of development of the liaison project.

Each is discpssed below..

1. Communication Networks

Communication between agencies is a complex of procedurcs and attitudes

which may or may not facilitate a liaison project. Implicitly or explicitly,

each liaison project requires the parties to deal with the following three

questicas:

- who should I communicate with?

what should be communicated?

- how should it be communicated?

,af:71W
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How these questions are answered will determine the q..:olity of inter-

agency decisions and projects. The answers to these questions will affect

not only the effectiveness of joint activities but the harmony with which

these activities are engaged in.

The answers to these questions could fall in one or another of two

extreme communication strategies, an open network response or a closed

network response.. An extreme open network response would be a positive

"everyone," "everything," "always' sort of response and an extreme closed

network response would be a negative "no one," "nothing," "never" sort of

response. While there are wale agency communicators who tend toward one or

the other extreme (especially the,latter extreme),,most communications fall

somewhere in between. It is the point of this model that communications need

to move toward one or another "extreme" of this model according to the state

of development of the liaison project.

2. State of Project Development

The state of development of a liaison project can be determined by the

state of uncertainty and'or complexity of its decision problems. The most

uncertain situation, the most complex situation for liaison activities is

one in which the group of people from various agencies who would have to

participate in implementing linkage projects are not in agreement on their

values and goals with respect to die project. The least uncertain and least

complex situation for liaison activities is one in which there is not Only

consensus on the values and.goals of the particular project but in which individual

responsibilities and roles in the implementation project are understood by

all and acceled ann carried out by each individual.

The iipire presented on the following page matches the communication

extremes with the project development extremes. The data in the cells reflect

the appropriate strategy to follow in a linkage project under the conditions

indicated.
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Figure 1.
A Visual Design for Communication Strategies

Closed
Network

Communication

Open

Network

Project Development Stages

Low Certainty Hi h Certaint

DO NOT GO
ibeETRER

DO GO
TOGETHER

DO GO

TOGETHER
DO NOT GO
TOGETHER

When we discussed the communication and development variables above, we

presented extreme conditions forthese variables. We also noted that in most

situatiods, most communications fall between the extreme forms of open and

closed networks...Similarly, while it is true that linkage projects may

sometimes arrive at the extreme stage of consensus, 4ceptance and implemear

cation of individual responsibilities (project certainty/simplicity) it is

alsotrue that linkage projects are often faced with high project uncertain-

ty and complexity as defined here. /n effect, at the initiating stage of a

linkage there is always the condition that there is'no consensus on values

and goals vis7a-vis the project. However, overIthe life of a healthy project

. there is in effect a movement from low certainty to much more certainty. As

a consequence, communications strategy should also be moving over dhe life of

a healthy project, from a very open netw.3rk to a much more J.osed network.

Graphically, this norm for healthy project communications is ai-follows:

Communication

Figure 2.
Healthy Project Communications

Closed
Network

Open
Network

ow er a n y or
High Complexity
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Another way ,to interpret this graph is to read the vertical axis as ark

increasing number of rules restricting the communication relationships between

project personnel. As the certainty increases (horizontal axis) the number of

constraints on communication should increase. In other words, as we move to-

ward reaching consensus acceptance and implementation of individual respon-

sibilitiee(projeCt certainty/simplicity) we can begin to close our commu;lica-

tion network.

To help make this communicaticn principle more operational, Figure 3 pre-
.

sents some of the indicators oeproject development stages and open and closed

networks which can be useful'in the evaluation of project communication.

Figure 3.
Important Indicators of Communication Strategies and

Stages of Proiect Development

(II) Communication
Strategies

50

Ptoject
(I) Development

Stages
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Figure 3. (Continued)

(I) Project Development Stages (Indicators)

Stage A. Group agreement on values, relationships and goals. During this

Stage tile gcoop needs to agree (reach consensus) on such issues

1S:

- ground cities for pl:oup membership, including group's right to

sanction individuals

- gtound rules for group communication processes and decision

making processes

- meanie Zor resolving group differences

relevant.reference and/or client group

means for determining reference and/or client group preferences

14vAl of porennal risk,_troqp_Kisk

- time horizons, deadlines, project priorities

Stage B. Group agreement as to causality and as to the probable ;ifectiveness

of alternative programs or procedures. In this stage the group

needs to agree'on such iSsues as:

- cause and effect

- probabilities of outcomes from actions taken

- the quality and quantity of information used in coming to

decisions

- project specifications and role specification4

- mesas for assessing project effectiveness, role effectiveness
4

- conditions for reevaluation of goals

Stage C. When group individuals understand end agree on individual roles

and accept their performance.responsibilities.

(II) Communication Networks (Indicators)

AA mentioned earlier, communication is a complex of procedures and attit-

udes. In order to determine whether a network is open or closed we would

inspect the type of messages used, the description of the liaison roles, the

environment of the meetirgs and the attitudes of the communicators.
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Figure 3. (continued)
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the less a message

the miic open the
networ .

the less a liaison
role
the more o en is the
network.

the less a meeting
has
the more opcn the
network is.

/4cssagcs

.- is coded
- is numerical
- is written/printed
- is restricted ns to senders

iS restricted as ro rcolipients

- is personal
- is rule or order centered
- is fact centered
- serves as a record
- serves 8S a contract
- is sanctioned

the less attitudes of
participants arc

the more open the
communication network is.

Liaison Roles

- is responsible to a chain of
command

- has b4on broken into subfunctions
- requires special training or

specialized education
-has sr. Jairdized evaluation

criteria
- has yell-defined reporting
. relationships
- has a specific job description

Unctints

- hierarchical seating mange-
ments

- status recognitions
- mediated presentations (e.g.

charts, etc.)

-- A standardized time and/or format

and/or function
- an :tends of topics

- an agenda of participation
specialized roles e.g.
participation limited to
information

participation limited to

voting
participation limited to
arca oi expertise or

responsibility
Seating arranecments which limit
access of pat-ticipants to uach

other

tit_titude!i

- compel oriented
iniinonce oriented
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The Rationale of Model

The above model has been developed from the work of Weick (1969) and

WStzlawick, Beavin and Jackson (1967). Working from the control theory of

organization, Weick has shown that for groups and organizations to cope with

uncertain environments they have to reduce the rules and procedures of rela-

tionships (i.e., open tile network of relationships) as the uncertainty

increnses. It is argued above that the uncertainty of linkage projects is

greatest prior to group consen2us on goals and that uncertainty will continue

to decrease as goals are agreed on and subsequently the means for achieving

A

them is agreed on. As the linkage project readhes agreement on goals, and

their_means, the communicition relationships vhould gradually become more

and Tore restricted (i.e. become more and more a closed network). Conversely,

if there are sudden changes in the environment e.g., new legislation) a

linkage project with already well developed goals, considerable certainty of

means, and role responsibility will find itself in a condition of uncertainty

again. Consequently, the appropriate strategy of a closed network prior to the

sudden change is no longer appropriate and the linkage relationships will have

to become more ppen.

Watzlawick, Beavin ,and Jackson's contribution to the model is their pro-

position that the negotiation of relationships is dysfunctional to the exchange

of information. Thus whenever there is a change in status, power, authority in

a situation there will be a concomitant increase in the distortion of messages.

It is this which requires us to present in the model a necessary rogression

project development from sta9 A to stage C. in other words, untt he group

agrees on such issues as values, goals, and the other indicators in I A in

Figure 3 there will be considerable distortion in the information exchanged

between agency representatives to rke linkage project. It also reqnkre t. us

to present open communication characteristics in the way that we did, i.e.,

as those which stress the expression of values and feelings and deemphasizes
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authority, status, and expertise as well as deemphasizes attitudes of control

awl influence. For a further study of the effects of control-oriented

attitudes on communication and problem-solving see Gibb (1961).

Problems of Implementation

in the Communication,Seminar a number of problem* of implementation of the

model were noted by either the participants or the staff. A few of the major

ones'should be recognized here.

A. The organization structure of the individual egencies. For almost all

activities within the agenties, the structure 'id relationshipeis a

highly restrieted one. With respect to communication, this means that

the ical_anacy pattern ia thar nf r!losed_netwark,--There-arr-two---

consequences of this.

1. Personnel have insufficiently developed the attitudes and skills

necessary for them to conduct themselves properly in.an open

network.

2. Those personnel able to conduct themselves properly in open

networks have a difficult time translating linkage activities

into agency comprehensible systems:

A solution to this may have to be a structural one, a)namely the

development of liaison roles with periennel chosen who are equally

abie to participate in both open and closed networks, b) the

reporting relationship of liaison personnel should be high in the

hierarchy of the agency, at a point where it is more likely that

communication patterns are less rule bound (i.e., more open).

B. The lack of agency flexibility. The lack of agency flexibility

(either because of regulations or the resistance to change) forces

agency representatives into a negotiating relationship in the
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linkage project. As we have said above, negotiating relationships

are dysfunctional to the inter-agency exchange of information.

A solution to thiamay again 'have to be structural (although the

workshop on Problem Identification Strategies presented elsewhere

in this manual is an attempt at a process solution to ehis problem).

A structural solution would be to choose linkage representatives

from higher in the agency hierarchy so that the liaison individual's

influence within the agendy will be much greater. The greater his

influence within the agency, the less pressure ()Aim to continually

negotiate on the linkage project.

d. Time constrifints. The open network alternative is enormously-time.

consuming. Many of those working on linkage projects are overloaded

wit(' intra-agency assignments or with multiple linkage responsibilities.

Here again structural changes may be necessary, either reducing the

intra-agency responsibilities of'liaison personnel or, if these are

already reduced, developing a matrix type organization in the agency

with a number of project managers/representatives. (See Galbraith,

1973 for an understanding of this structural alternative and others.)

Case Application

During the seminar an attempt was made to use the aboVe model as a framework

for the analysis of two cases.

I. ltjhuILLI2m101. (Exhitat I) The McHenry County Forum was usea as an

example of a relatively open network participated in by a rather

large variety of agencies. it was pointed out that the attempt of the

Forum to develop its own budget would likely add restrictions to the

communication relationships. It was further noted that the issues

discussed were not differentiated with respect.to uncertainty. In

other words for some issues, the Forum was too open a network.
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2.-Baltimore Metropolitan Manpower Consortium. (Exhibit II) The failure

of the Margand Sea Service project was discussed in terus of amount

of preliminary communication engaged in between the Consortium and

the Sea Service Program prior to the determination of individual

responsibilities and the monitoring system. In effect, in this

instance, stages A end B of project deUelopmenCwere pretty much

skipped. CommunicatiOn was a.negotiation process without the open

exploration of values and feelings or even an exploration of alter-

native programs and procedures. Many participants argued, boweimr,

that_the structure of.funding and the process of funding as well as

the lowamount of money involved mitigated-against the adoption of an

56

open network prior to contracting the relationship..'
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Communication Strate ies for Liaison Relationshi s Seminar A enda

9:00 - 1::00 Welcome

Communication Strategies (Lecture)
1.)3verview
2. Principles and Procedures
3. indicators

Coffee

Case Discussion
- small groups read McHenry County Excerpt (Exhibit I)
and turn to group prepared to answer the following'
questions:

1:45 - '4: 30

58

1. What (are, could be) the advantages of the forum
as a coordination mechanise ,

40e1P a coordination mechanism?
3. What (are, could be) the advantages of your

agencies working with a forum.

- large group, a member of each small group feedback
results of case discussion.

- consultant makes notes on board and applies feedback
to concepts in model.

Lunch

Communication
- Consultant
model development lecture

Case Discussion
- small groups read Baltimore County Excerpt (Exhibit 11)
and return to group prepared to answer the following
questions?

1. What kinds of agreements (did, should have) ihe
consortium people try to get at the initial stages of
the project.

2. Can you map the stages of this project.
3. What were the results of this project with

respect to the communication strategies model.
4. What steps could have changed these results.

- large group, a memberof each small group feedback
results ot case discussion.

- consultant makes notes on board and applies feedback
to concepts in model.



EXHIBIT I
McHENRY COUNTY,ILLINOIS

CETA PRIME SPONSCa

In 1972 George Malley of Family Services and Mental Health Clinic, Jack

Haffner, then county probation officer, and Pete Stuckey, Head of the Office of

Community Services of the Community College, attended a meeting in Rockford of

the Winnebago County CAMPS organization. At th -meeting members of social

welfare agencies discussed individual problem cases. The McHenry County Officials

.were impressedwith the Llea of inter-agency cooperation and decided to try it

in their area.

Haffner and Stuckey, who had become acquainted thru the college's classroom

training program at the county jail, phone'd agencies they thought would be

interested in an inter-agency organization and invited them to send representatives

to a meeting. Meetings were subsequently held at the Timbers Restaurant in

Woodstock and at various agency offices, and an organization ultimately known

as the Community Forum evolved. A June 1972 memo identifies the following

goals for the group:

1. Reduce duplication of effort between agencies.
2. Establish an informational network.
3. Determine the needs of the people of McHenry County.
4. Attempt to resolve the needs as determined above.

Eventually, a once a month meeting date was established. Meeting places are

rotated among agencies. By-Laws were adopted in October 1975 and plans for in-

corporation made, creating what the current director of the Forum, Bill Biscomb

\- describes as an "identifiable entity." Any agency that is involved in'social'

services is invited to be a member, and ii is tacitly understood that an agency

representative.to the Forum has the authority to speak for his or her agency. In

addition io its originally Lientified goals, the Forum has decided to perform

services directly --, the creation of a legal entity is a prerequisite for che

receipt of funds for this purpose.
1/447;

This excerpt was taken from the case written by Cynthia Coldring, Northwestern
University Manpower Project, for tbe purpose of class discussion.
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According to Biscomb:

We are getting involved in a lot of things that perhaps transcended the
original concept of the t)rum...Nobody told us we couldn't do it, so we
did it...In providing snrvices, acting as a catalyst, and in evaluatlng
the services that are being performed--I think this is where we are going
to find our home.

In 1973 Pete Stuckey met with the County Board and encouraged the Board to

apply for CETA funds. He also recommended Jack. Haffner for director of the

prime sponsor-agency. The County Beard adopted both of his recommendations, and

Haffner set up shop in May 1974. Stuckey, Haffner and the consultant who writes

the agency's applications together attended the Department of Labor prime

sponsor training sessions in Chicago, and the first meeting of the Advisory

Council WAS convened four months later.

Advisory Council

The original Advisory Council WAS composed of members of the Community Forum

with whom Haffner had developed a working relationship in the past--Maxine

Wymore of Public Aid and Pete Stuckey of 4cHenry Community College, for example.

These individuals were selected by Haffner and approved by the County Board.

During the ensuing JA years, Haffner appointed others to the Council; there are

noy 27 members representing law enforcement, social service, and education

agencies, in addition to private industry and labor unions.

Eloy Salazar represents the Illinois Migrants Council, a largely Spanish-
.

American group. This organization had received a grant from the Lake County

CETA agency and had requested a similar grant from McHenry County. The Alvisory

Council refused the grant because it was felt that the request was excessive.
0.

Haffner pointed out to Salazar that while Spanish-Americans comprise only 1.3h

of lcHenry County's population, 10X of OUT slots are filled by members of that

group. Haffner then Invited Salazar to become a member of the Advisory Council,

which Salazar did.

Haffner ha.5 the authority to overrule the Advisory Council if he and they
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were to disagree. However, he says he "would bend over backwards to 4void that."

The Advisory Council approves all expenditures, altho this is not requtred by law

Several of.the Council members are in tegular frequent telephone of face-to-

face contact with Haffner--Tupy of ISES, Stuckey, Wymore and Biscomb are among

or regulation.

these. Contacts with others range from once a month (at Advisory Council

meetings) to several-times a month. In addition, Haffner serves on the boards

of several of the agencies represented on the Council.

The Advisory Council meetings, held in a community building, are informal.

There is an agenZa, but few parlimentary procedures are followed. Votes are

taken only on issues which are controversial among Council members, or which

involve the group with an.external agency such as the Department of Labor.

In the spring of.1976 several sewing machine operator positions became

available in the county at wage rates of $4-5 an hour. The staff was in favor

of using OJT Slots to fill these jobs. Through the Federal Representative,

Richard Wambach, the Department of Labor objected, warning that this type of

employment co.ld-be disallowed because of its history of sweatshop conditions.

When Haffner explained this at the Council meeting of March 18, 1976, and

several council members argued that-the wage rate was higher than rates being

paid other CETA participants, and that there are opportunities for further

training and advancement in the factories where the positions were available.

Wambach recommended that the prime sponsor submit a justification to the

Departmenz of Labor, and he predicted that :he DOL would allow the program.

The Council voted unanimously to submit the justification.

Another situation in which a vote was taken involved Mr. C, a Spanish-

American who had written to Senators Adlai Stevenson and Charles Percy

complaining that the McHenry County CETA provided inadequate services for

Spanish-Americans. The tetter was routed through the Department of Labor

and ultimately reachfd Ifitz. !loon investigation, the staff discovered that

*
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Mr. G. had lost his job at a local dairy due to recessionary layoffs and had

applied to CETA. He was offered a $9,000 job but refused because he felt the

pay was low. According to Wambach, Haffner was within hie rights to have

closed the matter, but instead Haffner referred it to the Advisory Council.

A committee which included Spanish-American members concluded that Mr. G did

not have a,legitimate grievance.

The agendas of the February 26 and March 18 meetingi included reports on

the OJT program and a verbal agreement between Haffner and Tupy of ISES. At

the.February 26 meeting, Carl Martens, staff job aeveloper, reported on the

OJT program, describing the program operation, problems enco4intered and numbers

participating. On March 18 Haffner eiplained that the numbeir of CETA

applicants had dropped by 50Z during February. Haffner observed that this

may have been due to prospective applicants applying for unemployment

compensation in the new and accessible ISES/U1 office rather than applying

for jobs at CETA. He and Tupy worked out a verbal agreeMent whereby any

person whose unemployment compensation has expired wouId be referred to CETA.

CETA AND OTHER :%GENCIES

Haffner's relationship with ISES has both formal and informal components.

Haffner talks to Tupy at least once a week for ingfMation on job openings.

There ii a written contract with ISES specifying ihe services that the ES

office will provide to the CETA agency. This agreement, signed in July 1975,

formalized programs that had already been in operation under informal

arrangements.

There is also a written contract with McHenry Community College specifying

the services to be provided by the coliege. Again, the contract was not signed

until July 1975, formalizing programs that had already been in operation.

By verbal at!reement, the CETA (Alice receives lists of the Department of

Public Aid cases. Haffner is considering a written contract with Public Aid,

62 which would specify that one person be employed full-time %), public aid for
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CETA referrals through the WIN program.

The contracfs with ES and McHenry College provide for personnel from those

agencies to be directly employed for CETA programs. These per Innel are housed

in the Outreach Center, a storefront intake facility located in downtown

Woodstock. The director of the Center is an employee of the College, as is the

adult education counselor. The placement counselor Nan employee or ISES;

he refers CETA non-eligible applicants to ES. CETA staft in the Center include

Lilltan R-Carrington, who is the EEO officer and perSon in charge of work

e*perience programs, a job developer, and the senior citizens organization

director.

Haffner set up an achisory body to determine the allocation of Title VI

funds, although this w*as not required by law (the Advisory Council is authorized

to consider matters pertainingz al1 titles). This council is composed of

mayors, township supervistTs, school superintendents and road commissiOners.

The Council agreed that Title VI funds snould be used for public agencies that

could retain the employees after Ttle VI is terminated.

Both Haffner and Wambach feel that their relationship is a mutually

satisfactory one. Haffner states that he often "asks for ad ice from Rich."

and Wambach feels that Haffner respects him.

HAFFNERISSHILOSOPHY

Haffner feels that the McHenry County CETA has been a success for several

reasons. First of all, "we don't pick aryone's pockets." Secondly, "everything

is out in the open." And third, "CETA touches every place in McHenry County;

everyone knows about CETA," Furthermore, he feels that he is "not out there

alone." Bob Schultz, an Advisory Council member from Oak Industries in

Crystal Lake, comments that "CETA works because Jack works,"
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EXHIBIT II

BALTIMORE METROPOLITAN MANPOWER CONSORTIUM

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

Q: How did you make the transition from no knowledge of another agency
to operation of a cooperative, coordinated program?

Marge:* Donna should be able to describe that. She started with our lffice
as a newcomer to Baltimore, in addition to working in an area we knew
very little about initially.

Donna:** You jump in and get dirty real quick, You jump in onc direction, and
if you drown, you know it was the wrong Way.

Q: How did the coordination with LEAA get started?

Donna: I started a year ago. We already had /one LEAA program that ItaiLbeerr
in .operation for about a year, and one that bad jusSibegua.

Marge: *The first one we took over from the City. The second was the one on
which we got the call about if we had these funds what would we do with
it. So we came up with an idea, hired Donna, and gave it to her.

Donna:

Donna:

Q:

On the first one we were apukoached by a private nonprofit group called
Maryland Sea Service. They said we have this idea for a voc training
program and we're seeking funding for it. After they spoke with one
person in this office, they hit on the idea of providing su.:11 a pro-
gram for juvenile delinquents. Once they hit on that idea, we were
aware of sources of funding thru LEAA. They were interested in dev-
eloping a vocational training program fell time for youth. They had
for the past 10 years a weekend progr4m. Kids in school came down on

: the weekend and worked in the dock, learned to tie knots and worked
on boats in the harbor. They thought maybe they could do the same kinds
of things for kids who were not in school, so they a proached us as a
resource. From that point we evolved to lets Work flLch delinquent kids
since they're the kids who nre not in school. From that a grant was
developed and the state planning agency for LEAA subsequently funded
it.

How did the sea service learn Out LEAA as a fdnding resource?

I don't think they knew aboutft until they came to us. What they knew
about was the Mayor's office of Manpower kosources. rhey approached
us with the idea. This office was the grantee, and we in turn subcon-
tracted to them. I'm not sure they had anything beyond an idea when
they first approached this office.

How much were they involved in dweloping the proposal?
* Grants/Sub-Contracts Manager, CETA

** Special Projects Coordinator: she came to the Consgrtium
with a background in criminal justice, and her role 4rb liaison with Crim-

inal Justice System for CETA.

This excerpt was taken 1. r the ct.se written by Ronald Rodgers, Ncrthwetern
University Manpower Project, for the purpose of class discussion. 65
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Marge: Prom a technical point of view, considerably. They were in the
business of 'working on boats, outboard motors, etc. When you write
a description of what you want to do, you need some technical in-
formatie.n as well as budgeting 63r speeific marine or maritime items.
But it's one thing to talk about doing a grant application, which is
perhaps the easiest step, but when you translate that into an opera-
tion program, that's where they had the real expertise. We subcon-
tracted the total operation of that grant to the Maryland Sea Service.
The project was funded for three years. The first two years it was
subcontracted, but in the third and final year which we are in now,
we decided not to subcontract it, and we are operating it directly.
They are not involved in_operation now, other than a $1 lease agree-
ment for the facility wheie the program operates.

Q: When did you (Donna) become involved in the.program?

Donna: In the second year. They had been in operation for a year and a half.

Marge: They started by getting their facility, fixing it up, and initiating
the process of getting the kids. There were some problems getting
the kids because they had to come from probation, uhich is always a
rather nebulous agency to deal with. Essentially they managed to get
411 the components together. They had a barge, they had a classroom,
and they had the kids. Putting all them together and getting a
viable program was another matter.

Q:

Marge:

Were they on their own in getting the program into operation?

First, there was one person in this office who was responsible for
nvInitoring (spotting problemsin) that program. Any LEAA grant in
tne city funnels through the Mayor's coordinating council on crim-
inal justice. Within that agency there are planners also assigned
to monitor the cyeration of LEAA funds. SJ you had two persons
designated from day one as responsible for seeing that this program
became functional. One from this office, and one from the coordinating

council. Both of those persons were very instrumental initially
in providing zdvice and direction and support. But ir was a contract,
so Sea Service had primary responsibility.

Q: How did the program change from a subcontract to direct operation by
your offioe?

Donna: It probably has saizethina to do with my coming here. One of my respon-
sibilities when I first came here was to evaltote the Sea School as
to what it was doing, whether it was icting its goals and objectives,
and whether I thought it had potential for continued funding after the
LEM graat ends. I Spent .alvera months in observation. It came clear
to me that they had the necessary components, but they did rot have
the eight direction in teris of dealing with delinquents. Nor did
Maryland Sea Semi:. fur,. persons with erperience in 11.aling with
delinquents and delinonvncy problems. So while they h.N1 d vezy good
program with all the components had th...y been dealing with your
average kid comirw ont kt set:call inta tl,eir weekend program -- that's
what they had been accu&tomed to dealing with -- they found_out very
quickly that they cumild not deal with delinquents in the sam wi.

Q:
66

What were the objectives of the Sea Schcol?
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A.-

Doem: To reduce recidivism, to increase reading and math leVels, to achieve
good attendance, to-achieve some attittide change, and to teach so4e
maritime skills in boats and outboard motors. That really presented
a problem that came out in my observation. They were attempting eo -

teach very sophisticated skills to students who had not so sophisticated
levels of functioning. For example, if you're going to be a boat car-
penter, a shipwright, that's a very technical skill. It recuires
great deal more commitment, perhaps, knowledge, awareness of what
you're doing than it does to take two pieces of board and nail them
together. They were dealing in an area of very sophisticated skill
training, and they were dealing with students 16 and 17 years old who'd
been out,of school four to five years, who were reading at the second
and third grade levels, and who weren't in attendance half the time.
So out of this one of my observations was that if we maintain a vo-
cational training program of this sort, reduce the skill training to
more basic tevels.of training until he comes up to certain level and
is ready,to begin a more sophisticated type of training.

4: What type of support and Aounseling were built into the program?

Donna: They had a counseling staff built into the budget.

tenet did they do?

Donna: Wrung their hands most of the time. They rapped with the kids. What
kind of problems did you have today? / saw you hit this kid, or I saw
you rip this off. It wasn't the psychologtcal kinds of counseling
you would hope could bring out students' problems. It was street
counseling. They did a little bit of vocational counseling as the
staff was able to do. But when we subcontracted it, they Lad hiring
responsibillties for the staff, and I think they may have made some
poor choices and no experience working with-these types of kids.
That combination really did not work very well. They had never had
to deal with probation officers, the probation dept, and it. was a very

rude experience. So after about a year and nine months, the Maryland
Sea SArvice requested that they not be considered for the third year
of the contract.

Qt

Donna:

How was the transition made for you to operate the program.

First, all of the staff of the Maryland Sea Service were given an
opportunity to apply. With LEAA, even tho you Ot yotir funding for
three years, you must resubmit to get your program approved each
year. When we pulled together the-refunding application for the
third year, and we did change it, once the goiternor's commission
approved the changes, around the end of September for a program to
begin Oct. 1, we had already don^ some preliminary work op finding
final location and on some of those operational things. So that be-

ginning October 1 we had for all practtlal purposes a brand new pro-
;

gram.

How many staff from Sea Service are now involved in tit( program?

Dmna: Zoo of seven, and they were both counselors. The rest did not apply.

The vocational staff did not apply,
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Q: How is the training different this year?

Donna: It's not related to maritime. It's small gasoline engine repair, two
and four cycle, and basically working in carpentry skills.

Q: Was any job placement written into the earlier contract?

Donaa:

Marge:

Q:

Donna:

Yes, but noneoccurred. No one finished. The contract said that
students should be at the sea school for nine months, but most never
made it that long. About 90 students were enrolled, but some may have
been there "only one day. They averaged about 4 to 5 months enrolled,
but that wasn't being there every day. They-wire on the roll for 4 to
5 months, but there for two days a week maybe.

One of the problems was they did not have a rigid termination policy.
As we do now. We weed out the kids very very early. Those who don't
want to be there are weeded out within the first two months. And it's ,

a little more realistic in terms of a kid coming in and saying, now
where do you want to be a year from now. This is where you can be a
year from now if you stick with us. This was not done before at all.

Sea service appears to have more experience with young people
interested in maritime skills as an avocation. How did that contrast
with this effort to prepare students for maritime skills as a vocation-
al area? What did they hope to prepare these delthquent youngsters for?

To go into the Harry londonberg school of sailing or the merchant
marine. They had totally unrealistic goals. It was unrealistic
for these kinds of kids especially. Very quickly I discovered that
these kids' were stared to death of the water. They can't swim, and
they don't want to learn how to swim. They're scared of the water.
And the jobs were just not available. There weren't jobs even if
they had been trained for these kinds of kids. Because if you look
around and see where the marinas are Ltcated, or the marine supply
stores, they're in an area of Middle 11..ver, and if the kid could get
transportation down there, these very white, middle class operated
marinas with 00,000, $70,000, $80,000 boats docked there, are not
interested in hiring this kind of kid. This is a kid coming to you
with an average of 6 or 7 prior arrests. These are your adjUdicated
impact offenders, an impact crime being violence against a stranger.
There is not a single kid in that Sea School who has nrn. been ad-
judicated for a violent crime.

Q: (Is it still called Sea School and being directed at Maritime jobs?

Donna: It's still called Sea School and its still located on Pier 4 in the
harbor, but they aren';:. being trained for maritime jobs at all. Their
work site is on the barge in which wc had engine shop, a woodworking
shqvand all the equipment that had been purchased during the first
two years. That remains their worksite, as opposed to school, which
is a different location. They now spend one week at mirk, one week
at school, alternately. Prwiously school and work were at the same
location, and it just wasn't conducive to anythinw/Now when they
go down there they punch a time clock and know they go to work that
day.
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Q: Has this improved attendance?

Donna; Surprisingly. We just finished our third year first quarter report,
and we have an 88 percent weekly attendance rate in both locations.
That's super. And we also have -- if you'll let me oaot my horn a
little bit -- only a six percent recidivism rate, since October.

What was it previousl9?

Donna: We don't know. There were very sketchy records and kids came and went
so freely that we just weren't able to tell. And there was no follow-
up.

Did tt require two years to make and learn from all these mistakes?

Donna: I don't know, since I came in at the tail end of the second year.

Marge: I think it shouldn't have taken as long as it did. Something should
have been done in the first year. The problems were evident, they
were there; for a variety of reasons, number one of which is that
there so many other things that we were doing that no one wanted
to assume this responsibility full time. That's the key to it. In
terms of dollars, this one little $200,000 program was just a drop,
in the bucket.

Donna:

Marge:

Marge:

Donna:

a

And prior to my coming, there wasn't a person specifically identified
to deal with the area cf criminal justice..

Did the source of,money (LEAA) lead you to set up a program for Sea
Service that they could not handle?

I don't think that's true. Some of our manpower service centers
are run to community organizations that never did any manpower programs
prior to this. And they do an excellent job. But one of the biggest
factors you can have is a commitment to the people you're working with.
Sea Service had a good idea for a program, and probably would not have
had many of the problems they ran into if we had not gone the route of
changing the client population for the program. But having once done
that it became a major problem. They also were inPolved in a number
of other programs, and they expected this to be like their weekend
program in that it really sort of 'runs itself. This required a great
deal of time and they didn't seem willing to devote that time because
of other things they also were doing. On the one hand I think maybe
we made a mistake of changing the client population, but on the othei
they never would have gotten,funding to try out the idea had that.not
been done.

Could someone else have done the job?

thinit's very 4110,ssible, but th,ey would never had had the connections
this group had to get right on the harbor, right on the pier, with the
barge. They had the contacts to get the facilities. They have a sub-
marine down there, they have the Constellation. They really are in
the harbor group. I don't think we could have done that. What do we

know abolt the harbor? Who do we know to get that kind of thing?
There was a lot of value in using their contacts.

Had another group had their contacts, itls'possible they might have

had more success in the first two years.
69
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Problem-Solving_Strategies for Liaison Functions

. A number of agency representatives have indicated (see Problem

Assessment Workshop Summary) that incompatible rules and regulations, local

procedures and authorities or attitudes (e.g. turf) have hindered tha

successful implementation of Inter-agency linkage for the delivering of

manpower services. We have developed a model to explore this problem and

evaluate some 'strategies which might increase the incidence of successful

linkage.

The working hypothesis of this model is that these perceived barriers

to linkage are only barriers to the extent that they make the system so

inflexible that there is no leeway to allow for cooperative effort. An

analogy can be drawn to the perception of a photograph in a newspaper which

when viewed from afar appears to be composed of solid blocks of color,but

when viewed from up close can be seen to be composed of thousands of

individual dots of color surrounded by open space -- i.e., porous, not

solid. So too in a linka situation, what.appears rigid may in fact be

flexible. If flexible, linkage may be possible. Our theory in fact proceeds

from the proposition that the implementation of linkage projects depends

basically on the flexibility available in the system. Three areas are

emphasized: the flexibility of the males and regulations governing the

transaction; the flexibility in the design or nature of the services

offered; and the flexibility within the bureaus and agencies participating

in the service.

The model presented below is inteaded to increase the ability of

linkage participants to do three things. First, they will be able to

distinguish between project proposals which are too inflexible 63r imple-

mentation and those which are not. Second. they will be able to apply a
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diagnostic for increasing flexibility through perceptual or structural

change, where at first glance there appears to be an impasse in project

opportunities. Third, the participants will be able to select from among

alternatives those situations which can most likely be efficiently or

effectively produced through linkage.

The Model: The Analysis of Project Opportunities for Lfaison Functions

Important Variables in the Design of Linkage Projects. While in any

problem-solving situation there are a host of issues to consider, the model

presented below focuses on five variables which it is argued are critical

factors in determining whether or not problem solutions will be successfully

implemented. The five variables are:

The degree of client interaction required in the delivering of services

plannedja_sha project. As an example, testing requires less client

interaction than counseling; skill training requires more client

interaction than training people for unskilled work.

The degree of rule or regulation specificity governin& linkage

participants. As an exampl-, a goal of increased employment is less

specific titan employment quota; a budget is more specific than depart-

mental objectives.

The degree of structure in the linkage project organization. For

example, a linkage project is more structured if it has a manager or

administration to whom all project members report than if it does not.

The degree of autonomy the linkage project has: For example, a linkage

project has greater autonomy if it has its own funds than if it dependi

on the agencies represented for its funds.

The devree of openness in the climate of the agencies or bureaus
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represented on the linkage project. For example, an agency which is

highly innovative probably has a more open climate than one that is not:

an agency which is highly centralized is likely to have a less open

climate than an agency which is highly decentralized.

The Basic Model. Figure 1 presents the basic model as a decision

tree. Inasmuch as agency and linkage activities are basically client-serving

activities, the model assumes that the basic focus of linkage deliberations

is the design of client servUes. These may be designs which are either

high or low interactive in nature.

The hypothesis of the decision tree is that project planners should

abandon a project at any stop point reached along the tree,or if they do not

wish to abandon the project,to seek to change the circumstance which led to

the stop point in the first place. Thus, in a high client interactive

service, if there is a low specificity of rules but a proposal for highly

structured project wrganizetion, the proper decision (see Figure 1) would

be to stop. An alternative would be to redesign the structure so that it

is more flexible. Then the parties could move on to consider project antonomy.

Conversely, if the project design is such that there is low openness

of agency climate, low project autonomy, etc.,the parties could alter the

client intensity of the service or product to fit the inflexible circum-

stance-s in which they fin4 themselves.

tt should be noted that this model does not evaluate all feasible

combination of variahles, but only those paths considered to produce optimum

paths. tn this respect, project problem-solvers can enlarge their oppor-

tunities by reading stop points as cost/effort points. When they extend a

path beyond a stop point,they need to include in the planning process a

strategy for by-passing or correcting a dysfunctional cost/effort circumstance.

'*0
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Figure 1.
Problem Solvine Paths for improving the implementation

of inter-Agency Projects
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Rationale of Model. This model is derived from the work of Burns and

Stalker(1961), Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), Galbraith (1973),and Weick (1969).

The basic logic involves three concepts: degree of client interaction,

problem-solving ability, and-efficiency.

Problem-solving opportunities are most needed where the product.or

service is likely to be custom designed for each client. In the terms of

the model this situation would be the one we have labeled high client

interaction. Problem solving can best be achieved in a task environment

which is high in ambiguity rather than high in structure or specificity.

Mcwever, environments which are high in ambiguity are quite costly both

monetarily and in terms of the psychic energy of participants. :Thus there

are trade-offs in our three variables. If you are.trying to deliver a custom

produet,it can't be done very effectively on a mtnimum budget of time or

money because both must be invested in problem solving to devise the product

and to make organizational arrangemehts for delivery. Mon the othor hand,

you want to deliver a standard product to large numbers of indistinguishaole

clients, this can be done most efficiently'if the teak environment is

structured and unambiguous.

Other combinations are possible,but the reader should begin to see how

the various elements of the model in Figure I relate to one another. The

graphs in Figure 2 precisely indicate the relationship between ambiguity and

design variables,and ambiguity and coste
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Figuru 2
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Problems of Applying the Model

In teaching the appLication of the model., it was decided to concentrate

on the interpretation of the flexibility of rules and regulations because

the other elements of tLe decision logic (project structure, project antonomy

and degree of client interaction, and degree of sponsoring ager.cy openness)

are relatively straightforward and easily understood (see the definitions

above). The following sections deals with the analysis of rule specificity.

The Force of a Rule. A rule is flexible (unspecified) to the extent

it is not explicit as to the force and domain of a rule. The force of a

rule is the power or authority behind the rule as interpreted by the follower.

It is the "why" of a rule. The "why" may be rational (e.g. a means-end

analysis) or intentional (e.g., the meaning or intentions of the rule giver

or the rule enforcer). Thke the rule "no smoking." If the rule applies
#

to the work area in an explosives factornit is probably quite rational.

If the rule is posted in the employee rest room of an automobile plant,it

probably. exists at the whim of some authority in the company, i.e.,

intentional rather than rational. The rational rule carries Ats own

sanctions. The sanctions in a rule whose force is intentional may be

quite a bit more ambiguous.

As long as the "why" is not explicit or understood, there is MOM

for ambiguity in the interpretation of the rule, thereby admitting greater
1

flexibility into the problem-solving process. However, even when the force

of a rule is ambiguous, when the force is intentional rather than rational,

tt -e is a tendency for personnel to be unwilling to interpret the rule,

because of imagined risks, without support from higher authority. In terms

of our model (Figure 1) this would Limit, then, the ability of planner., to

develop problem-solutions which ere g2ared toward higher client interaction
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services. Conversely, for lower interaction services,inexplicitncss in

the force of a rule (e.g.,the inability of linkage personnel to obtAin rele

interpretations from higher authority) leaves the linkage planners with tew

or no efficient design opportunities fer low interact:on services. Linkage

problem-solving activity wiil oe greatly enhanced to the extent that their

agencies are goal-oriented as opposed to rule oriented; in effect, that

the "why" of imles becomes rational as opposed to intentional.

The Domain of Rule. The domain of a rule is the who, what, when,

where vild how of a rule. Take the rule, "PO smcking." Assumt dhat the

rule is posted in an elevator. Does it really mean "no smoking"? For

example. if I am Jlone in the elevator, may I smoke? This is an example

of "when" no smoking. If I carry a lighted cigarette onto the elevator but

carry it at my side. am I smoking? This is an example of "what" no smoking.

For any rule, the reader tan apply cach of these questiOns to the ruie to

see the extent to which the rule allows for ambiguity in interpretation.

lhe less who, what, when, where and hcw Arc spe6ed out in rvrulations,

the greater the ambiguity an4 hence in finding problem-

solutions. Conversely, the less speir'ed out they are, the less economically

feasible low interaction services beccoe. This is becaust with low inter-

action services. production spced or quantity 44-e produced through a divislou

of labor which is integrated by rulcs ar.4 procedures_ Ito: deE,Ign ot

projects for low interaction serviceq depends on explicit rulet-: for tht

various stacioas responsible for their delivery.

The Degree/of Agency epeaness. i-tny workshop narticipant;. fcit corder-

able doubt about the assumption in the model that ageuctes ax opc.i Lo change

and r;ew relationships.
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solving options in the model. While the reasons for a closed climate in an

Agency could be many, the rationalization or rules (the application of

means-und anetypis as the rationale of rules) recommended in the discussion

of the force of the rule above should go a long way toward establishing

a climate which is more open. In other words, the greater the goal

orientation of an agency's hierarchy, the greater the flexibility introduced

into ihster-agency liaison functions.

Case_Aulication

The Baltimore Ileryland Manpower Consortium case was used as a vehicle

for discussing the problems of using the model. The La:3e indicated how

central the interpretation of rules can be in the development of inter-
,

410

agency projects. It was also used Ly show hov structural conditions of the

project and represented-agencies can enhance or inhibh the process of

developing services.

A point of the case width ehe model doesn't develop but which partic-

ipants felt was critical to using the model was the belief that there has to

ba a willingness to cooperate. This willingness is a precondition for the success

of any project. For example, rule interpre-atioes'iMöni agencies were much

more fle%ible when there was a positive attitude, good will, and the like.

then c ,t. The case else pointed out some tactics for by-passing inflexible

rules and strwtures In order to achieve certain types of servtces.

essm1..IIms.1
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Problem Solvin Strategies for Liaison FUnctions Seminar Agenda7.
9:00 - 12:00 Welcome

Introduction

I. Problems - Confusing and conflicting rules
and regulations

TUrf
Goal Incongruence/Role Confusion

2. The need for flexibility

Coffee

Problem Solving Strategies (Lecture)

1. The Model
2. Rationale

Lunch

1:00 - 3:00 Rule Logic (Lecture)

3:00 - 4:. Application 03 Case (Small Groups)
Each person reads the Baltimore Metropolitan
Manpower Consortium case (Exhibit I). Small
group discussion of paths taken in the case
and possible, yet more feasible paths which
could have been taken and why.
Large group discussion of how participants mlght
bypass caution points in the model with respect
to their own actions and decision making respon-
sibilities.

4:30 - 5:00 Summary and Feedback
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EXHIBIT I

BALTIMORE METROPOLITAN MANPOWER CONSORTIUM
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

Marge:* One of the big breakthroughs in the area of coordination is an area prime
sponsors have been pointing out, probably to the correct people since we see
some things going on to correct it, is that under CET& legislation, CETA
PS's are required to coordinate with a list of 25 or 28 different agencies,
but none of the agencies are required to give so much as a letter in response
to anything we send them. We follow all the progesses and send copies of

, all the modifications to all of the agenclos as we are required to do, all
of which gets you absolutely no coordination at all. It just produces a lot
of paperwork that look's like some activity might be going on. We mentioned
thii to HEW people, specifically with respect to'voc. ed. Now they have
tacked onto a bill in voc. ed a nice little section that says you will make
every effort to coordinate with your prime sponsor in the following areas.
Now ies been published in the Federal Regulations and camented on, it looks
like it will bo thru. lbe same is true for all other agencies we attempt to
coordinate with. Mt do not even get a copy of the plan of service for
Employment SecuriAy. It's nej thing to cooperate or coordinate. It's

another thing to know even wh t services are provided so that you have an
idea whether there's anythinr, you can cooperate and coordinate with. And in
some cases there,'s not much. But if you're not well versed on what's going
on in other agencies, or what an go on, it's hard to find ott. This is an
area that must be included in che business of o:ler agenc.es so that they also
are required to share informazion and to coordinate with CETA in areas where
we should be working mgerher.

Q: How ao you solve the problem in the meantime?

-)
Marge: Then it's hit and miss and trial and error. That's what we've done with most

agencies. Maybe we can start with CS. A lot of these relationships are built
or aot built on per:$6)-,alities. You have to know the peopie in non-threaten-
im relationships be ore coordination will begin to oed&r.

Jerry:** Lt.ui have to 6 ola with anyone you ma> want to cooperate with and try to find
out whether > Vtg common ground. It really doesn't matter who initiates it.
If you think th is some:hint; to do in that area, then you need to take the
iniLialave to vtt aings started. My approach is to begin first on my level
in their agency. If that dot:sn't woek, then I go to my director and we decide
whether to put-bac the effort bv goinv to that person's superior, and a that
doesn't work, then move up to the chain of command.

Margel i thir" ills rtallv quite easy to ini
letter sayinL, ve are workin:. in this
workinz in thde szniv problem arca. Ue

wuNs wc 4.:to coordirwtt an.Pkarn

Jerry. ThLn ned a Nimph_ rudow 0. ipt.

duL. vbt WithIlt It

tiate You can do it with a simpl
area ond we kilL4 you are or have been
would like to 11-!et with Jou to explore
-oar e%perienee.

lb, orv.luization is ot,aPized and who

This excerpt tkra t4ken from the ta.5( cziti; j 1ald Rode.ers, NorthwL,tern t'niver-tty,

Manpower LioLa..c I i Ow

* G:ants/Sub-contract:- :lanavcr, CETA
** Coordinator, Vlannio:, and 1,,r 110i .;.,vstcm tiob Ocvelopment) 85
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Marge: We have a good relationship with WIN. Their director has uorked with our
director for a number of years. We have built on that relationship. They

came to us. They said we want to put people in PSE, and we'd like to work
with you to do it with as little confusion as possible. The result was a
contiact for about $1.5 million to place about 100 WIN people in public ,

service employment jobs in City agencies. We've since added another )0.
Right,now we're trying to get a reading -- and here cumes a conflict --
from our regional office; the regulations for CETA say that to be enrolled
in a work experience activity, you must be paid a wage. WIN has approximately
500 enrollees who are primarily men who have used up their unemployment
compensation benefits. They can pay them $30 a week in addition to their
grant. Fo we are willing to provide training slots for them if they can
pick up the benefits so we don't have to foot the bill for enrollee wages.
But to enroll them.in. work experience we have to get either an exception
to the regulations, which is highly unlikely in Region III, somehow work
it out. As it is now, because of the regulations we cannot serve these
people unless we are willing to take them off welfare and pick up their
wages during training. That's a bone of contention of all WIN people wai
OSE. What HEWwill allow is much more flexible than the CETA regu:atieqs.
In acme cases, to put welfare recipients in our program causes thess eo 1-.se
their grants and medical benefits and allAite rest of it, and also torcen
us to pay the costs of their wages during %raining ($2.30 per hour)-

How have you resolved that issue so far?

Marge: We really haven't solved the problem. We do have one program that runs fur
people in high rise housing projects. The bulk of them are receiving grants.
What we did there was we allowed them to have the option of staying with
their grants or come iato the wage system. We had a worker sit down with
them and figure eut which way was most beneficial to them. We enrolled them,
allowing them to remain in the system that was most beneficial to them knowing
that in the middle of the program the regulations have been changed and we're
really not allowed to do that. Rut we made the changes on the date we got
the letter that said we really wouldn't bt allowed to do it. We have not
resolved that. We asked for two rulings oae from HEW aad one from DOL.
HEW had no problem, but DOL said that according to the regulations, you
would not be allowed to do that in the future,

Q: Does informing the regional office limit the alternatives available to you
in solving such problems?

:Marge: Yes. Th y would not give any thought to the possibility that giving an
excepticu to the regulations would solve the problem. They'd give no thought
to saying,"Look at this. Why don't we give them an exception to it because
it looks like a good idea. It serves a lot of people." We don't get that.
We've written on this one problem. We have not gottsn an answer. We may
never get an answer -- which is one solution to the problem. When yoa do
get an answer that disallsiws your solution in the future, you either have to
go to the national office, or note it for change in future regulations, yhe

danger in thiz h chat we could proceed to do this anyway we wanted to mid
piead ignorance, but when you Involve a lumber of other agencies such as Em-
ployment Security or a state Department of Voc. Ed., they raise all kinds uf
issues when they think their regalations ate in the way. So even when you are
willing to ignore or interpret a part of your regulations, the other agency may
refuse to go along because they don't think it can be done withia the regulations.
That's what we fuund with the State Department of :ocial Services. They didn't

1

clear it up.
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Jerry: It's el.so true that there are oifferent levels of concern because oC the
accountability they have to other agencies.

Qt How will this issue be resolved with WIN in the future?

Marge: There arc a couple of things that dan be done. Right row we are completing
the program for the vesent people in it on the basis of what we knew when
that program began, but we will have to deal with it in the next program we
have. In this instance we're going to have to follow the regulations. The
alternative I see is to subcontract with WIN Lo do the training, or not
enroll them kr, ',oth ?arts of the program so that you're only looking at one
set of regulations when the decision about payment comes up.

Have you used that strategy to solve other problems!

Marge: We did the opposite. We received a subcontract from LEAti. Their regulations
did not allow payment of allowances or a wage, but under our regulations they
are being paid to the people in those programs.

Q: How did that begin?

Marge: They had $300,000 uncommitted in their LEA& program and someone got the bright
idea that we might be able to do somethingewith it. They called us up and said,
'rat would you do with $300,000?" Me now have tPree operating LEAA programs.

Q: How did you respond?

Marge: Rapidly. Offenders were among our target groups Lost the beginning, so it
was a natural link for us.

Q: Did LEAA know that when they called!

Marge: No. I think they called us because we have a reputation for being able to do
things like this. so we looked at what kind of service3 we could provide and
came up with setting up sort of a manpower service center for ex-offenders.
It's a special service center. When we talk about our 13 centers we don't
inc4ide that one because it's 4ot open to anyone off the street. It's a
con:rolled access program.

Ruth:* In d sense its also an example of what to do when the repoFting requirements
are unique bausc we have to gath,r all thA informaiion for CETA, then add
to ;hat the information tnat must 4e reported to the governoes commission.
So n older 1.0 get that money and to provide that service we are dealing with
doo.le reportitr8 requirements.

Margc: We' ,e also tollowed that route wi h a I113t block grant, w%ere they wanted to
pro:idi: additional manpuwvi "st-Ivikt... to rusidents of a snJcific arua. We

alr,!aci.: had a contract with .nt;ther neighborhood gronp up there to run a
manoower serviieZenter, so wv became the contractor for the Mb block grant,
ai:d in turn .0slibcontracted to the saLh service Center so we could control

the kinds of manpower services n.otr. into that commuraty. It was just more
o. ,he ser-ice from t4v sem solir;, rither than forcing KM to set np a
dolAicat.. service center whcrv th.z% arc a1read7: ustablished.

Special Assksiaot to the bireLtor
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Jerry: This also is due in part to a philosoph% of the ctty that Nanpowcr services
will be handled thru this office and that each agencr will not 4evel,,p its
own programs to compete wtth kmrh.

Maltw6.: Why don't we begin Lo toens in on t'-; .nio low 'au dealt with tho..,L vc.

Jerry: Let me address the marketing side andleave the contractual ik!attonships
aside for now.

Marge: That's my point. Where in ocher programs we have verl. informal kinds of
relationshtpe with letters cL a,reement and arrangements in which no money
exchanges handsfor example, I'm a aseworker at LAT and I take all 0 mm
friends' clients comiag from one of our manpower senice centers. I do..'t

know about this and neither does the center manaler, but the counselors have
no trouble with their informal relationship getting services for their
clients-- in the case of ES, we have long, detaf..ed contracts. Lverythinp
that is done between our two agencies is done because it's written into a

contract. ,Everything is reduced to the letter, and even some things that
are written down aren't done.

Jerry: At the time the markAing system was being desi,ared, one of its important
objectives was to minimize duplication of emplo)er calls on U interagency
basis. Our director met with the head of employment security, and they had
agreed th-" this was a desirable objective, and they had'ferther apreed
that it wuuld be appropriate to lodge the coordinating responsibility in
this office. That was written into the contract that was drawn up.

Marge: In white ink, I might adC. It was the only way to get the contract slined.

Jerry: That's one orthe things not fulfy implemented. The plan that was originally
conceived was to try to have sufficient comnunication so that we would not
both be calling on the sato employer within a specifi. c span of time. Our
marketing staffs would meet periodicall), we'd exchangc log information on

p oyer visits, and the Baltimore Area Manpowcr Consortium would essentially
ave the responsibility for establishing the lead in this cooperative system.
t did not actually work out that way. The Liggest stumblinr bled: was the

tremendous resistance on their part to earing up id that part of their
responsibility. As evidence of their rood faith in this they were to provide
three members of our staff. We in turn agreed that the lobs developed by
these joint groups would all be listed on the job bank. ihe .! did provide

one member of their staff. One member of their employer services unit has
'been working here.

Marge:

%

Jerry:

They've only been trying to get rid ot him for 14 years. They finally managed ,

to find someplace to put him out of their office.

He operates the way he wishes to operate. There is some difference or opinion.
He's working out in Howard County. The director of that center feel. he's
being productive and effective. However, we could not establish or trace
any real job orders that were obtained directly to his efforts. .ne only
two job orders we succeeded in getting him to WTite had a workstte iv Alaska.

Marge: And he was here for six months before we ever rot that We loved u. this

gives you an idea of how much c -itment was them on the part ot the other

agency.
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Jerry: They have subsequently filled the other two ilots thru PSE -- we gave ehem
two PSE slots and they used them to place two people in our own office as
had been called for in the earlier contract. But they were jointly hired
and are on the state payroll.

Wen. .hey previously on the ES staff?

Jerry: No. And one of them we hired onto our own staff when the PSE money for that
slot ran out. One of the major stumbling blocks is the federal executive
order that requires any employer who lists with any agency, simultaneously
with listing with that agency, to list aS1 job openings with Employment
Security. A great many hours and a great deal of effort went into trying
to sell ES. We had contractual agreement that any job orders taken by us
went into the job bank, that effectively complied *with the regulation. But
they maintained that unless it was phoned in direct.ly to their office the
requirement had not been met. That was appealed by us to the regional office
uneffieially, this became very much involved in how one works with a great
many employers in this area who have mandatory listing. The decision that
came back to us was that if asked to rule, the department would rule in favor
of Employment Security.

Marge: We informally went to the national office. Meanwhile, in the spirit of
cooperation, they formally wrote a letter to the regional office and they
looked at it and bumped it over to Washington. So they have a formal written
ruling on this that the law does state thus and so. Part of the issue with
rules and regulations is the interpretation of those rules and regulations.
lt does say you have to place the order with the job bank. So that in some
ES offices the decision is OK -- you can de that if you're going to put the
job orders on the job bank. That meets the letter of the law. But ES requires
thdt there be a rule on it before they'd take our word on it or bend dven
a little.

Another ex'imple -- we call our skill training program work experience, because
we didn't want to pay any allowances. Whit we get.when we called someone in
the national office was You can cali themwanyEhing you want; once uhey approve
it in your plan ies approved. bt: for two years we have woek experience a. $8

million of our $11 million grant in Title I. We have very minimal allowanLe
payments. You can look at the regulations and interpret them in a waY that
makes cooperation easier.

Jerry: Our primary concern with all of this was its impact on employers -- thtt this
would be b.lildina in a duplicate contact situation. It has evolved that we
have a relationship with employers, and they make contact with employees--we
oftun think just one week after we've 'wen to see themusing our ?.)gs;
seriously, I doubt that they spend much time looking at our logs. Btu when
they've gotten a lob from tt,trom an empWer they think should be
a mandatory listing emplo.:er,C.ey will atter that emplcr:er. occasionally
an emplo.!er has responded by saving that if they have co do it thel way
thw'd preter tk, work directiv E-Thvment Security. More often it has
enhanced onr relationship because oar to.A.a.' is based on cooperation and
trying CO provide the umply-er with scryiec and not trying to hold a club
over their held Lmploymcnt ServiLe has occasionally resorted to becoming
extremely bureaucratic ir its dealfw-, wit!) employers. wc't not really
threateniny in an:. Wv 4on't 'Ia.,: a Llob, and ww hope we wouldn't
use one if we did. Ve approtch an cmplo,cr based on what we fcel is a t:trv4Lc
we Lau render.either in ::cttia, MAtth of a clualiiied employa with a job
opening, or in the area ot Oil, or in the referral of people who cow: out ot
our work experience progrem



Jerry: Another important area is in the problems of affirmative action. There ere

a number of employers in this area which have affirmative action plans, who
are understaffed in minorities and females and where we will take job orders
to fill to help them meet these problems.. I think we can give employers a
more personalized service. Our concept of people working with employers is
different. At Employment Security they do not take job orders generally.
Our marketing representatives are esponsible not only for taking the job .

order,but for folio:SI-Pup to se hat it gets referred on.

In terms of our work wih employers, we have written into the ES contract
that we will share information aboUt employers. Wo have the same agreement
in a letter of, understanding with WIN where their marketing staff and our
maeketing .cuff meet and try to deqelop a relationship working together that
helps us both. One of the problemil between our marketing staff and ES's
msrketing staff is that there is very little common interest in how we
really have mutual objectives, how We can serve each other's interest. Some
of this problem of perception is vatid. They do have a someeh4t different
scope of responsibility. They have a number of things we don't have to be
concerned about.

Marge: Our Employment Service feel they don'it serve thedowntrodden and unskilled.
They prefer to thinkthat's CETA's job. They advertise Cet Your Skilled
Workers Here.. Second, they think we Should only be doing training. They

finally realized that we do serve a larger population and we do more than
just training and that we may do some 'ef those things better than they do
them themselves. That gradually had to start at Lhe top and filter down.
It took a long, Long time.

(4; How has your relationship with ES changed during the past two years!

Marge: We're now on our second contract wi_h them. We learned the hard way. We
were not used to dealing with people whd, looked at the contract-and said,
'Well, it says right here I'm to do this ahd I'm sorry,but that's all I'm
going to do!' We learned very quickly that if you wanted marketing meetings
once a month it had to bt in the cot:rect. It's not enough to say we will
perform marketing activitios; the contradt had to spbcify an exact percentage
of time to be devoted to it, and tmecify how often any meetings between our
two marketing staffs were to et held. Weeliminated one of Phe'r centers
for poor performance, and much more carefully had to spell out the services
to be provided in tha remaining centers.

Q: How did you assess the pour performance of that center?

Marge: We looked at a variety of factors in the performance of all ei our service
centers, referrals to jobs, trainInb, etc., that ware in the contract, by the
way, and that was the lowest center we had- We used the samb contract for all
the centers, and no one was meetink, exactly what was wTitten into the contract.

Jerry: Another problem was in the first contract they really did not perceive them-
selves as realI) being responsible for the performance of their cente,.s. Every
other urganization with whom we had a contract acLepted that re:ponsibility.
In ele set-ond contract, they have assumed that responsibility ior meeting the
perforaence standards set in the eon1r4ct
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Marge: Our tslationship with ES had improved, even Wore we did the second contract.
We have gone out of our way to be as nonthreatening with them. We have
daigently worked with them on a number of differew: levels to show them we're
not all bad, that we do some good things, just generally handling them c;re-
fully and consctously trying to break down that hostile feeline.

Ruth: Sometimes going on a lower level helps. One thing anr fSE.director did was
create some paid PSE job positions for the director of the job bank. And all
of a sudden he was much more flexible and willing to wnrk with us. That was not
going to the top and not contractual. His boss didn't taWhim to do something.
But he kept complaining about how ovetiforked he was.

Jerry: And our jobs were increasing his work load while at the same time he had a cut
in his staff. Now he works much more openly with us.

Marge: There was a big change this year in how they viewed us. 1 don't know whether
it was.that after one contract they figuredAell, that wasnl.t too bad and they
weren't really too nasty. 1 didn't really lose my job and they're not really
taking away my clients."I think they found there were some things that were
very usefu1 to have us around for,like to give'a large number of unemployment
insurance interviewers so they could reduce the line and come to work in the
morning. I think the hostility has leaily calmed down.

Once the relationships begin tz,4 be established, we've gotten far enough along
to begin gaining broader cooperation in various areas. In some areas we may
need to be very specific, and In others it may not need so much detail.

We also are working on soma areas now that aren't written into the contract-
We're hoping to get the wage records tor PSE employment so that anyone who
qualiCies for VI will set,that automatically. The Baltimore city payroll
department prepares the computer cards that go directly to ES to write PSE
checks. 1 would say the key is that while their-services may not be improving
noticably as a result of it, thele relationship wieh us is improving.

one interestilu thing is that we probabl,, have a better relationship with WIN
than our Employment Service had with WI3.

Jerry: In the marketing area there has been d to ceoperrte. We don't find a
great deal of duplication.

Q: How do >ou work with d,enuies that don't tequIre the level of formality ot LS?

Mrcr.e: Uhat we',v found most etteeti%e Is imq t. te a formal subcontraet,is to do
a letter ot understandi.i, wt will pa. X number of dollars and enroll them iv
a Nite. You will provide traintu_ lot 01111dAL of weeks in sue; an area. Loch
d_eiv: is providin$ serj,0 with u. ol money. You Can do it Oik

much lower levet. ha..t: it wIta A Ir.iiithtr ot ditterent departmtnis in

Department ot Ld ,state Yo4 d itall% didn't want to do a%-th io. titth

us, 'Alt we lia-e relationship 4ith tin cilial'ilitatton eanter. Le pot v!

their peopte Into PSL, aod we've ../orLtd ut mateltitut dollars tot Li-41114We, aud

just worked out out own arra4.ement- uithogs. d contratt dt that level it ha.

worP.ed uel/ 1I Ilk ,t casvz, qe took 20 people .ton

1A, and plaeed them alter ti e. did the trainia-. Ve pieLtd ptople up tor sf
moothAn PSL in traininv-related 'ohs. Ue did letter of understanding in
ot. .tehab.\in Anne Aruntiti i R. t)f J. u I -1 1 ,

pro,,idiv:: the wa,des, and 1 p

trained l people to Lo w.)i-k tor ,whott,. ,Amtrat at al1 . avd it

worked out very well. 91
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Marge: I would love to see some of our contracts reduced to memoranda of understanding.
because when you have a contract you ve to set up a whole bunch ot administra-
tive procedures. Someone has to moni-or it, someone has to see the invoices
are in, someone has to pay them, and a hole set of administrative controls you
don't have when you don't exchange mone>4. A memorandum of Understandink, allows
you to be flexible enough. We're not: geing,to write contiacts to serve 12
people in five different agencies, but with a memorandum oi understanding we
can have a great dear oE latitude and flexibility.

Our service centers all have the same statement of work in them. We have
three CBO's as subcontractors, and they each said in the first year that
the statement of work seemed to them to be very non-bureaucratic. Urban
League runs 2 -- they picked up the ES'center -- and two local groups are
centers. Our OIC does training for us as a subcontractor. We also have a
skill center subcontract with the Ba Lmore City Schools, and several other
training contractors,

When PSE first came around,that led to a lot Of discussion about the possibility
of placing slots in small non-prolit agencies without having to put them on city
or county payrolls. Administratively it is very hard to deal with because of
different holidays and requirements in each agency. So we Calked to the
health and welfare council -- a planning arm of the Community Chest -- and
they agreed to take a contract from us toplace PSE jobs in these agencies.
So we gave them a metropolitan Contract where Baltimore City put in X amount
oE slots, each subdivision put in movey for X amount of slots. They in turn
wrote separate suhcontracts for each of those agencies. They have close to
250 slots. We were so glad we found them.

Ruth: They also had the decision about which agencies. With all the aggravation
we also gave them th authority to decide who would,get the slots, too. In.

most cases their priorities and the local subdivision's priorities were the
same. And they had one PSE to run the program. We found it a very good
solution.

Marge: We also have t-enefited from a new state director of Voc. Ed. He has opened
his planning process up to include us,and many others he recognized would be
affected by thel.r.program, and we in turn have invited him to join in our-
executive commitee. That's another way you can open up communication in a
critical,area. We also recommended that we have someone from economic develop-

-taunt to sit in on our executive committee,too,so that area would be part of
our planning.

Another example -- we wanted to run a summer program for youth in the
communities. But we didn't need to duplicate what already was going on, so we
went to the Baltimore City Department. of Recreation to discuss how we might:
work together. They wanted to hire some staff and we had PSE slots, so we
agreed to use their activities. We figured how many additional movies could
we show, where and when. Worked with the department of recreation to tie in
with planned programs. It worked very well. We had only 2-3 times when the
movie was there and no people showed up, and one where a bus trip didn't work
out because the people were there but the bus wasn't. We found that if you
have something to offer tliem and you're willing to assume the administration,
you'll find more cooperation. We've taken that role a lot of Lime. We look
at that as part of our tole. .0ne of the biggest savings under CETA is the
n7ed for only one administrative structure. We are set up to handle large'
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Marge: programs. We didn't even have to add a staff position to operate many of '

these programs. Wre already doing it, so it doesn't put much of a burden
of us. If that is a way to get coordination going,it seems more than
worthwhile to us by providing information, or space, or run a separate
program, or giye them an office. Or store things. It's interesting what
people come to you looking for, and what they leave with. Wt stored some
stuff for one group and made them happier than if we'd given them a contract
to run a program. You try to.be as helpful as you can. When you're large,
you can do manY thAngs that would require another agency to be completely
out of their field. We take most of those thingi in stride. We trip every
now and then, and overextend every now and then, but most tiines it doesn"t
require that much effort for us to help an agency or group by lending our
administrative itructure or staff or sharing information.

Jerry; ,For the most part it's because we're geared up to administer a broad array
of subcontracts as opposed to operating them directly ourselves.
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The Labor Market. What is a labor market? Quite simply, it is a market place wtlere

employers buy or employ labor and where people sell their time and talents. Exhibit 1

(page W) represents how one might function. Five elements- -.ontribute -to the--
_ -

paths people take in finding and succeeding in jobs. First is the lapix_21

labor, or Che number of people in the market who offer their time and talents

for employment ranked by characteristics such as as , se race, skills3 education

and experience.. The second element, the demand for la r, is the number of jobs

in the economy of a region classified by occupation, industry, location and the

conditions of various types of work. A third element is labor market inter-

me4iaries, or the adaptive and facilitating mechanisms which bring people and

jobs together such as:CETA, social servibe agencies,and job-related training and

employment resources. The fourth element, labbr market information, enables

employers, intermediariand people seeking training or jobs to make better

informed decisions about ehe advantages and disadvantages of alternatives in the

labor market. The final element, price, which is a funetion of the first four

elements, includes the wages and benefits of various jobs which attract or

discourage people from seeking work. ,The role of CETA and other intermediaries

is to provide a free flow of information and better access to competitive employ-

amnt so that people and employers can make mutually beneficial decisions about

training, Work and their lives.

Labor Market Transition. The concept of atIabor market transition helps explain

employment. The process has four steps: training readiness, skill readiness,

employability and job retention and success. Training readiness depends on the

basic learning skills and attitudes requisite for training in a particular

industry or occupation. High technology occupations, for example, require

training levels which assume basic learning skills in reasoning, computation

and communication. Placing people without these skills into such programs

how the person moves through this maze of agencies and services into successful
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often leads to disappointment and failure. The second step, job or skill

readiness,-invoIves-triiiiiiiginentry level skills adequate for competent

performance of work tasks required on the_job,_ CETA_typically addresses both
-

of these steps in the transition process but the second one is especially

critical to the Success of people in jobs after training and :lacement.

The third step in the process of labor market transitions is employability,

or the"social skills, work habits and attitudes which facilitate adjustment to

the constraints of supervision, values and demands usually present in competitive

jobs and often unfamiliar to youn1 g or inexperienced workers. The fourth step,

-lob retention and success, involves helping individuals ank,mployers meet each

other's expectations so that people move to self-sufficiency in managing their

own lives and careers.

The purpose of these steps in the transition process is to increase the

effective use of reJources of the individual, to maximize the person's learning

from training and education, and to equip the person to earn his or her pay on

the job. Many people achieve these objectives with the help of family and

school during adolescence and early adulthood. The problem of "hard-core"

unemployment among disadvantaged workers, minorities and youth often results

from inefficient use of these resources at earlier stages of their lives.

Family and community resources may be severely limited, reducing the efficient

delivery and use 01 education and training. Many CETA participants because they

have not achieved training readiness and job or skill -eadiness are unable to

succeed in the final two steps: employability, and job retention and success.

The Model Figu're 1 illustrates the labor market transition process as a person

is recruited and moves to the "gate-keeper" who assesses, diagnoses and refers

the individual to appropriate services Each person needs prompt, accurate
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referral to 'appropriate services based on his or her readiness for each stage

in the process. Some CETA clients, for example, are ready to be placed directly

into jobs, while othera.may require basic learning skills, social services and

job search and survival training. Only through diagnosis and assessment can

the proper referrals be made so that each person's progress is matched with

access to appropriate jobs, training and resources at the right time. This is

the meaning of the need to Know Your Client in helping people succeed in

competitive employment.

The key to transitions and to the operation of this model is the availability

of appropriate information about Local jobs. This information can be quantitative

or qualitative. Both are imporLant.

Quantitative data exists at thg macro level for the nation and for states

in a variety of measures of employment and unemployment trends and occupational

outlook predictions by industry and occupation. Quantitative data at the micro

level for local communities and regional labor markets are less dvailable but__
r wo. 11110=19

can be.gatheyed with an aggressive posture as discussed in the Exchange of

Information section in this report by Myron Roomkin. But perhaps the most

critical information essential to the final two stages in the labor market

transition process is qualitative insight into what often appears as hidden

costs in job entry and success. These must ceme from local employers and

intermediaries who can contribute to an intimate awareness of the process.

The most serious lack of information found as public agencies plan and

operate programs is a realistic understanding of the framework for planning

used by private sector employers. As the fiaal element in our model we

briefly summarize this framework:
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1. Planning lead time for employers is a calculus of the training lead

time for a-given occupation, the realities of the produce or service

market of the\firm in the business cycle, and the expectations of

shareholders.

2. Training lead time is Reared roughly to the technology of the industry

and the skills and knowledge associattd with the jobs for which

training is to occur.

3. The higher dhe level of knowledge and skill associated with an ojcapation,

the wider its geographic labor market for recruitment and the longer its

training lead time.

4: The higher the pay, fixed cost benefits and rigidity of work rules

inclling seniority and lines of progression within the firm, the

more emending the employer will be of'entry level qualifications

and lob oerformbnce.

S. The eml_p_Aty_s_is'siotl is not to fulfill the needs of the disadvantaged or-.

unemployed labor force; it is to make a profit. The private sector will

support training and offer jobs to people in the employment and training

system if there is a reasonable expectation that a return on that

investment will Occur through the development of a supily of workers

qualified and ready for jobs for which employment opportunities exist,

now or in the future.

In summary, our model says that to place individuals in utsubsidized,

competitive jobs in the private sector,we muft understand the nature of labor

market and the behavior of the parties in the transitions 'to a successful work

exierience. lb do this, we need inforAation and a framework for using it.
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Applving_the Model.

This ection deals with two questions. The first is the collection and

interpretation of quantitative micro labor market data; the second is the

gathering and uses of qualitative labor market data. Both are discuSied in

the context of the transition model developed above.

The discussion which follows assumes that organizations have already solved

their general communications problems and have determined:an appropriate infor-

mation processi4 posture. The ptader might want to refresh his or her memory
7

on-these isSues by referring to the Moag and Roolkin papers which precede

this paper in the report.

Micro 'Level Quantitative Information. Two examples from the work of the project

staff are av;ilable to illustrate the use of micro level quantitative labor

market information. The first surveyed employers from 15 southwestern Illinois

counties with the help_of vocational educators in the region; the second example

involves local labor market information gathered by CETA cosortium staff for

eight southweltern Indiana counties. The data for the two regions is similar

in form and content, but this discussion will focus on the Indiana survey results.

The process for collection and analysis of such information is inexpensive and

\ could be applied in any local labor market.'

In this particular case Evansville CETA consortium staff prepared and dis-

tributed survey forms to about 600 Cirms in ten majOr industrial groups identified

from 1973 County.Business Patterns data (Exhibit 2 on page ) from the U.S. Bureau

of the Census. A total of 180 employers responded to the survey;'one-third were

wholesale and retail firms, one-sixth were manufacturers, one-tenth were in

1 The employer survey procedure is descriped in detail in a report from Rodgers,
Cassell et al, to the Illinois Office of Education entitled Educational
Planning in the Labor Market: Linking. Occupational Education to Regional
Economic Development. Requests for copies should be directed to the Division
of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education, Illinois Office of Education,
100 North First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62706.
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health and medical services, and the balanc were distributed among the remaining

seven industries. Manufpcturers employed nea ly half of.the 27,000 employees

of the 180 firms, health and medical services employed 25 percent of the '1975

*fork force represented by the,survey, and wholesale and retail trade accounted

Dor 9 percent of the present work force surveyed. (Exhtbit 3 on page117). The

survey sample appears to be representative of the industries and types of em-

ployment in the southwestern Indiana labor market.

Employers provided three levels of information to assist the consortium

and the advisory cOuncil with strategies for translating numbers into priorities.

The first level involved projections of demand for futurelemployees. The 180

firms projected near* 4,500 full-time and 800 part-time job openings for 1976

f

and 1977. Nearly 60 percent of these openings.were projected by manufacturers,

just over 20 prcent were'f.n health and medical services, and wholesale and :

retail trade was'the third largest with 5 percent of the projected openings.

Manufacturing and health appear to be the two industries with the greatest

potential for job development, training and placement in southwestern Indiana

during the next two years with more than 80 percent of the projected full-time

job opportunities in these 180 firms.

The second level of information gathered in the survey represents the

educational and work experience requirements.preferred by employeri when hkriiig

people for jobs wlthin firautwhich resionded to the survey. Employers'do-not

appear willing to substitute-long work experience for basic learning skills.-

Opportunities for people without a high school diploma drop sharply foY.jobs

requiring more than one year of work experience. While half the 'jobs reviring
4

more than one year of work experience imain open to nigh school grad4atei, Just

6 percent are open to candidates with less than four years of high school.

Figure 2 summarizes the results these data in the employer survey'results

to illustrate the way employer. .ae education and work experience in screening

applicants for work in sottioestern Indiana.
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third level of information in the employer survey focused on more

detailed employer expectations of tuture employmene.opportunities b\job title

within industry. Such projections for manufacturing and health are reported in

Exhibits !fluid 5 on pages 119-122. Employers in the remaining industries project too

-

fiir opportunities to iaterpret their expectations by job title meaningfully in

planning CETA programs. These results do, however, indicate several occupa-

tional groupi which offer qie potential for job deveiopment, training, place-

meat cad success for CE4A.clients in the gight-county Evansville consortium.

In interpreting the results of dhe Employer Survey and translating its

results isto programs,the readf.tr must recognize the limitations of'the informs-

tion provided-by employers in this survey. Thus manufacturers expedt to be

hiring assemblers, freight and material.h4ndlers,and secretaries during the

nexi two years -- all jobs for 6:LETA-eligible people might qualify after

ten to twenty weeks of.training. Bile equally important is the fact that other

prothted openings for.jobs such as manufacturers sales representatives, grinders,

and tool and die makers require higher levels of skill and training than can be

accomplished during short-cerio CETA-type training. The numbers-reported in

Exhibits 4,and 5 suggest hOw many positions might be open by job title within

industrytased on employers' best guesses about the future, but the data must

0"
be interpreted first as reporting ordry probable openings -- no10t guaranteed

openings -- and second, the prime sponsor must realize that, it is his respon-

sibility to screen the data to distinguish those jobs for which his clients

might reasonably be eligible from those jobs for which his clients clearly

are not eligible.

Insight and information about job content and requirements for success are

essential to helping pedple'qualify,for and succeed in good jobs. The question

is ho4 do intermediaries go about gathering and understanding the implications

of such information. The simplest and most practical strategy is co go to the .

source -- to employers who might be able to hire the individuals being trained
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and placed into competitive work. Communication with employers is essential

throughout the process of job development, training and placement. Early con-

tact with employert also improves chances of securing mutual accommodations by

CETA and triining as they understand the needs of people and

employers in successful emoloyment. Intermediaries must be in touch with employ-

ers to learn what entry level skills arid productivity measures will be expected -

of peOple if they are to succeed in.jobs. The goal of this stage in the process
A

is to develop itrat!igies for incorporating qualitative labor market information

into program:planning and instruction),

Strategies for Gathering and Using Qualitative Information about Jobs. The need

for qualitative information about jobs grows from the need to improve under-

standing of the opportunities for employment and resources required to help

'people prepare for success in competitive jobs. Most members of such agencies

have some knowledge about various types of w6rk through yhat they have read or

heard from friends and clients. What is needed, however, is knowledge of acouainl-

tante' which provides insight into the conditions and requirements for success

in particular.jobs and work eavironmentif. Three useful strategies for gathering

and using spch informatlon were found in our studies of CETA activities in

Baltimore, Maryland, and Evanston, Illinois.

.. The first strategy foi gathering and using qualitative labor market infor-

mation comes from the six-county Biltimore Metropolitan Manpower Consortium (see

Exhibit 6 on page 123) in Maryland. The Baltimore program includes many important

\celements of the model for public-private sector lin i age presented here. Labor market
1

1

I

analysts for the Consortium gather and evaluate quantitative data from employers
\

1 This concept is adapted from the distinction first noted by William James in
4 The Principles of Psychology (London: Macmillan, 1890), Vol. I, p. '421, and

later expanded by Elton Mayo in The Social Problems of an Industrial Civilir
zation (Bost) : Harvard Univertity Graduate School of Business Administration,

1945), pp. 16 and 59.
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through teleOhone surveys and constant updating of information about labor

market conditions and economic development in the metroPolitan area.1- Job

development is incotporated into a "marketing" strategy which attempts to

coOrdinate visits and information gathered by the many public agencies seeking

employment opportunities from firms into which they hope to place clients,

including the employment service, work incentive program (dIN), and special

programs for youth, offenders and ex-offendirs in dhe Baltimore area. But

perhaps the most important factor in helping clients complete labor market

transitions to successful employment is the organization and use of Labor

Market Advisorommittees (LMAC) as part of program design and planning

for the consortium,

Many public agencies have advisory groups which may include employers,

unions and representatives of job-related and social service agencies, but the

role ofanLMAC is much more specific than that of a CETA advisory council or a

vocational education advisory group for a secondary school. The LMAC for a

:particular industry and occupation is formed from people in that industry and

its unions, training resources and."gate-keepers" (people who control access to

training and ) in which quantitative survey datft suggest good potential f4r

training d placing CETA clients into jobs. Once an LMAC is formed for a

( given indstty and occupational group, its role can develop into one of helping

shape programs:and specifying types of training and expeiiencis required to

enable' people to qualify for and succeed in
suchi/

jobs. In short, the LMAC
4\

a primary for keeping qualitAtive inforpation current 1* including 'the

insighi and experience of people in the particu ar occupation to assist with the

design and operation of training, job development and placement within dr;

consortium.
41
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1 Such data is available in many fotms in most urban aieas. See-'Exhibit;S:

"Developing an Employment Strategy."
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An MAC can be especially helpful in increasing knowledge of acquaintance

-about a particular'industry, occupation or firm, and the work environments and

requirements associated with each, by:

I. Confirmis and specifying demand for particular skills beyond
dhat suggested by_quantitative information alone. The LMAC
can help identify the particular sub-industries in which the
need is greatest and begin the process of gathering qualitative
information about working conditions and requirements for entry
and success on the job.

2. Guiding curriculum content in training programs as to real Jobs
and their.requirements. The training of welders...for example,
may need to differ from one industrial setting to another.
Employers familiar with an industry can help specify the elements
needed to prepare people for success on the job.

3. Specifying criteria for evaluating job competency skills and
determining when dhe person is ready for referral into competitive
emplOyment. Any public or pzivate agency which develops a
reputation for "graduating" Oeople without the skills to perform
successfully on ttlf job will soon find employers reluctant to
welcome his staff and clients.

A second strategy was found in a smaller CETA training program in

Evanston Township High School., north of Chicago. The Evanston program helps

illustrate the manner through which public agencies new to employment and

training under CETA are most likely to build successful linkages to private

sector employment. The key to the Evanston approach is informal communication

between its director and employers, followed by careful attention to the
%

special conditions, expectations and requirements to which individuals must

adjust as they enter competitive employment. Each employer in the Evanston

program begins t,ith one tothree graduates of the training.effort. Success

leads to success. Therefore, the initial breakthrough with any employer

must begin with careful collaboration of CETA, employers, ,unions and

related agencies to assurn success with the first placements in's given

firm or work environment. CETA participants must demonstrate their ability

to perform satisfactorily on the job. This alage of the strategy is based on

experience in other cOntexts affirming that emeloxers will cooperate with
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programs training the disadvantaged, the unemployed and minorities if they can

expect referrals of-4ilariliid: reliable workers for jobs in which they have

vacancies. Most employers expect some error and some referrals of people who

cannot perform on the job, but few can afford to hire people referred from

agencies with consistently bad judgements about the ability afrheir clients to

perform on the job; This strategy requires a willingness to start with a few

initial participants in a firm, then building on these to develop a reputation

for success as fellow workers, supervisors and employers recognize that CETA

can help supply a productive, reliaille labor force.

The third strategy offers a primary tool for helping participants achieve the

goal of success on the job in the.Evanston program through.simulation of the

conditions of work 03 help the.individual prepare to cope with the expectations

of employers, fellow workers and'supervisors in terms of the conditions and

environment of the workplace. This element of curriculum ii especially dependent

on the knowledge of acquaintance of members of the Labor Market Advisory Committee.

One element of simulation is time. Training programs might be scheduled, for

example, from noon to 8 p.m. rather than on a regular school-day schedule with

the resulting benefit that people in training have less difficulty adapting to

working hours and shifts which may not conform to the 8 to 4 or 9 OD 5 pattern.

Another element of simulation is to provide practice in dealing with typical vork

rules such as pay, tardiness, garnishments, grievance procedures and pathways

into promotion. Young or inexperienced CETA clients are seldom familiar with
r

\fsuch rules and procedures, but they need to become accustomed bo the discip I ine,

of the workplace: being to work on time; pay deductions for tardiness or absence;

seniority and tines of progression from one job to another within the firm or

department; a fair day's pay for a fair day's work. Such discipline may conflict

with the individual's values. A failure to resolve this conflict max,

lead to a client's failurd to retain the job A third element consisls
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of broadening participation within each training group to include ader_workers

with youth. The maturitif and experience of adults can be a settling influence

and a source of knowledge of acquaintance about the limitations of job opportu-

nities for those without the skills required for competitive employment. This

new role, in return, can help build the confidence of older workers as they

provide young trainees with information and guidance. The result can be a

mutually rewarding ixperience, one'which facilitates transition from training

\
to work by helping equip the individual with an understanding of attitudes

and work habits which are,required for success on the job.

SummaiY. Certainly other programs have also succeeded &k training to.qualify

individuals kor success in the labor market. But the'keY to this series of'

strategies for the employment and training system issnot the accumulation of

minor details with which to shape training programs into newer yet still

relatively inflexible molds. The key is the development of communication

channels and information resources with employers to keep qualitative and

quantitative data current. Only such communication and infermation can enable

public agencies in the employment and training system to remain responsive to

the changing needs, conditions,and opportunities'in the dynamic local labor

markets in which people live and work.

1 L 5
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9:00 - 9:20

9:20 - 10:00

Public-Private Sector Linkage
Transitions to Successful Work

Seminar Agenda

Introduction te the Day

Introduction to the Labor MarkFtt

A. Exhiblt 1: The SID Model for CETA and the Labor Market

B. Assumptions and Limitations in our use of the Mbdel
1. Communications linkages already in place
2. Incentives to link with private sector already

present

3. Informatbm about supply and demand are sufficient
. to begin the process

C. Skjeitives of our use of the model'
'1.'What information do you need to use SIB?
2. Wow do you use information and, communication

linkages toresolve local labor market problems?

10:00 - 10:15 Break

10:15 - 11:30 How do you describe a local labor market?

A. Concepts and Terms
I. Labor Market. Transitions
2. Training Readiness
3. Job Readiness

4. EmpIoyability
5. Job Retention & success

B. Looking at Local Labor Market Information
I. Southwestern Indiana
2. Southwestern Illinois

11:45 - 1:30 LuncheOn with Guest Speakers

A. CETA Director of a Local Program with Successful

1. Strategies i aining disadvantaged workers for
transition and adaptation to unsubsidised lobs.

2. incentives for employers to hire and retain CETA-
trained workers.

B. An employer with Successiul CETA-trained Employees
1. incentives' for employers to hire and upgrade

disadvantaged (CETA-trained) workers
2. Strategies for upgrading and promotion into high'3

skilled jobs within ihe rirm.
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A /

1:30 - 2:45 Marketing to Produce Success

A. Identification and Analysis of Employers

B. Planning the Employer Contact: Getting Information
about the Tirm

C. Socialization for Work -- Analysis of placement
opportunities from an internal labor market (employer/
employee) perspective.
1. What are entry level jobs?

2. Where do markinal workers begin in internal labor
markets?

3. How do they adyance into better jo:s after leaving
CETA?

2:45 - 3:00 Break

3:00 - 4:00 CETA as a Resource Mobilizer in the Labor Market

A. What is CETA's Role in Job Development?

B. Baltimore Labor Market Advisory Committee roles
1. Confirming and specifying demand

2. Guiding curriculum content to job relevance
3. Specifying criteria for evaluation of competency

levels (job readiness) before placement in
private sector employment

.4:00 - 4:30 Summary and Evaluation

Local ideas and strategies for mobilizing resources
in the Employment and Training System

us
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.10235r sTRIX

Emrloyed by sector:
Public
Private

Employment Status:
Foil time
Part Clue
With 3obi7 not
working
In achoolt
SeeJndary .

COmmunicy o
Jr. C011eges

Toth. Inst.
4.year C011eges
Ctedaate School.
Training ptiograms

Retirees

Unisployrd by duration

Utionployed by occopaiional-

gtoups

Unemploytd by
thaiattoriseics:
Economically
disadvantaged

Public Assistance
recipients

Women
Youth
Veterans
Minim-Me*
HiFrAnta
Lhififed English
speaking antlity

Over 40 wount
Older worsrrs
Handicapped
Ex-Menders
fducationally
414advanta,qt4
Native AliOrluere-.
Former manpoutt
enrollees

Lot at ion

EXHIBIT 1

CETA LABOR MARKET OPERAtIONS tkOLL

-nrellaMirnrmt.

Pecson-Job information and Atrie

Recall of laid.oft or former employee.
2. Wing on alto, alkins
3. WOrd of mouth. relatIvra, friends
4. Civil Semite ur other tuployanat ilatt

local. atate, fedelal
S. Public and private caployment agencies
4. CGTAassoclatc4 'Agencies. programs, prime

sponsor.
7. other employe:a (pid.lie and private)
8. Protease:a. teachers, coonatlorav

Graduate schools
Colleges, Jr. and Commonity Collegea,
Nigh Sehoola

I. Profea-lonal aocietivo
10. Newspapers. labor market publications

The Faciliratoto

Remedial health srtviceal medital dental,
optical. paythologleal

D ay care.'hooaing, family service. triais
pottatlon

P re.cmployment readiness. orientation:

literacy. remedial ro *trig. haiellin4

prraonsl finances, pte rocational skills
Professional knowledge, technical and skill
dove:emetic:

Technical InatItutts. junior and community
colirges. tour sear collects. universities.

CCTA, prime ssonsor rto4rams and agtutits,
short oreciolited proetams

Job success atda: counseling. coachinb.
orientation parch...lotto! support of
employee and sorturisor

Ti4uN'tional }As tV.41

A
.1

(A

:taefitsynts

Those of the raison

(t-uPPlY)

Productivity
Skills
Coos:ledge

Expetiento
Attitudes

Avvilebiltty
Mobility
Joi Prodinoss
Employability

P reitlenteS

N'tqeStIonel
takett

opportn.it.
fneffomment
'r.urtrwiCiOn. iii
Adil, 411. I.1.
V brt
III, .t0e

t ht, Ift-, f

to tr
r p,ft

L
61 .f . I 1. 4

1. 0 ct iv..

Thoge of the Cogdoyet

(Demand)

JOb Requirements
Technical
Professional
Wsges, hoots worii .

wotkthg conditions
Geographic
Artificial

OilanItation
Orportonits structure
Parrs of entry
Botta; seniority. testa.

etc .

lAriconmint
kaliovs, ot manage/seat
to ac,o.00..t. the
snopi%

(e) Erii4 R. (S.,cli
Rot110.0.1tru faftam .11 ,14.1qutt. Ltbo.i of nOnSit.»404
Rnnponer fouboer rtem.i
grill 1076 119

Job btratead

by Sector:
Public
Local
Public Service
kmployment

Job Corps
Neighborhood
Youth Cocoa

Stat.
Federal
Private

by occuration

Ry clue
Existing job vatanciss

forded

By sector
by function
Sy occupation

CI:toting job veer .sa
not fended

More, funded
Future, not (undid
(cimetabla)

Ry location
'Urban.rural
Committing distance not
.ttavel toot

Fultvs no SSSSS ry

lue. part time
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Training Readiness

A

EApIT 2

DEFINITIONS

Basic skills
- -Reading & Comprehension of instructions

--Computation & Basic math
- -Other training-related prerequisites

Attitudes toward training
Att(iudes toward industry or occupation as an opportunity system

Job Read4mess

Job skills at entry level adequate, competency for performance of work.
Preparing individual for internal labor market codditions with particular
occupation or industry (simulation experience)

Emoloyabiliti
./ /

Attitudes &ward entry level job .-

t
Work habits in conformance with internal, labor market demands
Willingness to accept supervision
Value systems in conflict
Attitudes toward work

Job Retention & Success

1

Absenteeism & Tardiness
Insubordination -- unwillingness to take orders
Perception of internal market as an opportunity system offering
advancement to better jobs

Concepts of a "fair day's work"
On-the-job support system

Labor Market Transitions

Process of movement through the Employment and Training System from
CETA client,to unsubsidixed, promotable, successful eniployee from
perspectives Of BoTH employer and.worker.

Northwestern University
(c) Frank U. Cassell

Ronald C. Rodgers
Manpower Linkage Project
April- 1976

13.6

'

120
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EXHIBIT 3

11,

8puthwestern Indiana San lams hi Maim_ %Mr &Ilse

To 421 EVoloiers_bi I

SUMMARY

8-19

61Ix%

Agricultoral Services 4

Mining 16

Contract Construction 9:,1

Manufacturing 100

Transportation. Communication
& Public Utilities 73

Wholesale & Retail Trade . 622

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 80

Services 264

Unclassified 10

Total # of Employers - 8 counties 1,150
1

20-49 60 or more Total

1

6

0

7

6

28

41 19 161

71 145 316

29 21 123

233 82 837

34 10 124

88 446 .388

2 0 12

504 330 1,984
i

Sourest IL S. Bureau of the Census, County Business Patterns,
1973 Indiana CBP-73-I6 IL S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 1974

Northwestern University .
(c) Frank H. Cassell

Ronald C. Rodgers
Manpower Linkage Project' )-

April 1976

1 1
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SOUTHWESTERN INDIANA MANPOWER CONSORTIUM AkEk

122

Northwestern University
(c) Frank H. Cassell

Ronald O. Rodgers
Manpower Linkage Project
April. 1976
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EXHIBIT 4 .

Southwestern Indiana EmplOier;$4WW,
Jobs, b Openings end Percent of Jobs ListOby Industry

,

1975 Em lo ees Listed
' ptoiected

Job 0 eni s in 1976-77
Pull*time Part-time

112122111 Employees.

Watkins 680 134
:use/5 3% 5%

.'

Construction 449 112
-. u=13 , 2% 4%

--

4

Educatioil 751
."1

150
0, ....

3% . 6%

TOTAL
'Pull-time
Employees

Part*time
Employbes

26

3%

356

44%

28

4%

TOTAL

814

561

901

61
1%

127
3%

43
1%

87

. 483

71

"Government 1131 199 133d
4

131 - 16 147
.u=5 5% 8% 3%' 2%

'Health 5939 897 6836 927 174 1101
u=17' 24% 35% 21% 22%

Manufacturing 11913 200 12113 2635 69 2704
497. 8%

,

59% 9%

Mins -
Agriculture 57 '0 57

.

Personal
Services 711 7

. 3
8

u=22 7. .7.7.

889 218

5%
19

2%

237

Itvnsportation.
Coimmunication

& Utilities 1107 123 1230 97 49 146
,n=11 5% 5% 2% 6%

Wholesale -
Retail Trade 1742 548 2290 214 . 58 272

u=60 7% 22% 5% 7%

TOTALS 2446 2541 27021 4453' 795 5248

. u=179, ', 91% 9% 857.- 16%

Percentage of Projected Placement \
Opportunities in 1976-77 18% 19%

(91 1976, Prank U. Cassell and Associates
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EXHIB\T 5

Southwestern Indiana Employer Survey
Present and Predicted Employment by Job Title

.Neinufacturers (n=30)

Professional-Managerial

Full
Time

1975

Part
Time

Anticipated 76-77
New Full New Part

Time Time

01 Accountants 99 3 7

02 Credit Managers 2

03 Computer Specialists
.

150 1 4

04 .Dept. & Division Managers 308 14

05 ChemIcal Engineers 6 cl
06 Electrical Engineers 36 U.
07 Industrial Engineers -, 82 1.2

08 Mechanical Engineers 85 6

.09 Metallurgical Engineers 2
2

10 Petroleum Engineers , 1

Al 'Other Engineers 93
12 Financial Managers 11

13 'Marketing Managers 26 3

14 Office Managers 12
15 Ptirchasing Agents_ 54 3

16 Research Workers - 202 25
- 19 Chemists 5

21 Physicists 206 1
22 Other Scientists 27 2 .

.23,.Advertising Writers 87 4.
24 Editors 1

25 Photographers 5 /
26 Public Relations 6 1.

28 Other Writers 97 3

Sub-Total 1601 4 97
Percentage of Total 13%' 2% . 47

.

Clerical & Sales Workers. /

29 Bin 7.ollectors 1

32 Mail Handlers 7 10 1

33 Manufacturer Sales Reps. 582 1 124
34, Messengers . 5

35

37

Keypunch Operators
Payroll Clerks

70

32 2'

14

3
/

38 Receptionists 10 1 2

39 Secretaries 137 29 43
40 Shippidg & Receiving Clerks 62 3

41 Stock. Clerks 59 3

42 Telephone Operators 24 8 3

43 Other Clerical 174 5
.18"

1

Sub-Total 1363 56 214 15
Percentage of Total 117. 277. 8% 227.

(c) 1976, Frank R. Cassell and Associates
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Frank H. Cassell and\Associates
Chicago, Illinois

Crafts & Technicians,

Manufacturers (continued)

44 Bakers'
45 Binders
46 Compositors & Typesetters -

47 ,Electttgians
48 Foremei
49 Furniture & Wood Finishers
50 Machinists s

51 Airconditioning, Heating &
' Refrigeration Repair

52 -Auto & Ttuck Mechanics

1975
Part

'AMA

4

1

Anticipated 76-77
Full
Time

NeW Full
Time

New Part
Time

74
83

14 s..

187

654
50

599

1

56

5

9

1

6

12

10

14

1

53 Data Processing Equip; Repair 9 2

54 Farm Implements Mechanics 25

55 Heavy Equip. & Machinery Mech. 71 2

56 Other Mechanics 63 12

58 Photoengravers & Lithographers 33 1

59 Plumbers & Pipefitters 25 18

60 Pressmen & Plate Printers 71- 1

62 Sheetmetal Workers 15 8

63 Technicians 130 23 10

64 Tool & Die Makers 198 80
65 Other Crafts 170 7 18. 4

Sub-Total 2528 12 222 15

Percentage of Total 21% 6% 8% 22%

Service Workers & Laborers

66 Janitors 190 8 31

67 Janitresses 47 7 12

681 Cleaning Supervisors 29

'70' Cooks 3 1 1

71 Cashiers 1

74 Other Food Workers' 5 1

75 _Freight & Material Handlers 349 192

77 Gardeners & Groundskeepers 10 6 12

78 Guards & Watchmen 85 42

80. Warehousemen 113 24

81 Other Services 397 46 24

Sub-Total 1229 69 340 12

Percentage of Total 10% 36% 13% 17%

1 5
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Frank H. Cass
Chicago, Illinois

Operatives & Transport

ell and Asimiates

82 Assemblers
83 Bottlers & Canners
84 Delivery & Routemen
85 Dressmakers & Seemstresses

e---....87 Examiners & Inspectors
. Is Filea, Polishers, Samders &

Buffers
89 Forklift & Tow Operators
91 Graders'& Workers
92 Metal Platers
94 Mixers
95 Oilers & Greasers
96 Packers & Wrappers
97 Drill Presses
98 Grinders
99 Other Makhinists
100 Soldereri
101 Truck Driveis

,

102 Welders & Flamecutters

122

103 Other Operators

Manufacturers (continued)

1975
Part

Time

Anticipated_76-77
Full
ime

New Full New Part
Time Time

208 1349

.6 7 5

258
,
\ 61

635 89

24

655 71' 20

3 20

8

30 1

33 16

70 7

62 '\ 40
129 100

115 15

,71 75
106 22 36

74! 10

6951 10 27 7

Sub-Total 5152 59 062 27

Percentage df Total 44% 307. 67% 39Z

Total Employees 11913 200 2635 69
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EXHIBIT 6

Southwestern Indiana Employer Survey
Present and Predicted Employment by Job Title

Health and Medical Services (n=17)

Professionals 6, Managers

01 Accountants
03 Business Managers
04 Clergymen .Chaplains
05 Computer Specialists
06 Dentists
07 Dieticians
08 Food Service Managers

Health Technologists;
10 Dental Hygienists
11 Health'Records Technicians
12 Medical Lab Technicians:

(Herntologists, etc. -
special groups)

13 Medical Equipment Technicians:
(Dialysis, EEG, etc.)

14 Radiologic Technicians
15 Surgical TeChnicians
16 Therapy Assistants '

(specify field)
17 Other Technicians
18 Managers de Administrators
19 Medical Librarians
20 Microbiologists .

21 Operating Engineers
22 Pharmacists
23 Personnel Workers
24 Physicians

25 Public Relations & Publicity
Staff

26 Purchasing Agents
28 Registered Nurses
29 Social Workers,

Therapists:
30 Occupational Therapists
31 Physical Therapists
34 Other Therapists

36 Other Professionals 6,
Managers

,Sub-Total
Percentage of Total

Full
Time

1975
Part
Time

Anticipated 76-77
New Full New Part
Time Time

20

7

8

3

4

2

1

1

21 3 7

5 1

1 1 1

1 l

116 16 21

37 16

'

112 8 16 1

48 8 10

35 4 4
39 1 10 2

209 11 18 1

10

2

1

39 13

26

16 -1

' 10 1

936 340 252 47

19 1 3

3 2 2

22 2 6

31 4 7

4 1 1r 1

..

1793 403 A
3921 53

30% 45% 42% 397.

(c) 1976, Frank H. Cassell ind Associates
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1.24

Frank W. Cassell and Associates
Chicago, Illinois

Service Workers

Health and

1975
Full Part

Time Time

Medical

New

Services (contimed)

Antictnated 76-77
Full

Time
New Part

Time

37 Janitors & Janitresses 423 ' 40 . 55 1

38 Linen & Laundry Workers 165 6 14

39 Cleaning Supervisors 64 1

41 Carpenters 18

42 Electricians 19 2

43 Maintenance Mechanics 85 1 4

44 Plumbers 8 2

45 Power Plant Workers 23

46 Other Maintenance Workers 22 1 2

47 Cooks 70 7 6 1

48 Diet Aides 195 59 12 26

49 Dishwashers 17 17 1

50 Other tood Service 95 30 11 25'

51 Gaideners & Groundskeepers 14 3 2

52 Guards & Watchmen 18 49 19 2

53 Attendants 38 8 20

54 Dental Assistants 3 2 2 3

56 Laboratory Aides 25 11

57 Nursing Aides 1302 86 108 35

58 Orderlies 34 5 111

59 Practical Nurses 378 31 29

60 Student Nurses 29

61 Surgical Aides 6 2 1

62 Other Service Workers 286 10 21 2

Sub-Total 3308 398 418 101

Percentage of Total 56% 44% 45% 58%

Clerical Workers

63 Admitting Clerks 51 7 6
64 Billing Clerks 52 3 6

65 Bookkeepers 6 1 1

66 Clerical Supervisors 8

67 File Clerks 43 11 17

68 Insurance Clerks 9

69 Keypunch Operators 18 8

70 Laboratory Clerks 13 2

71 Mailhandlers 8 2

72 Medical Record Clerks 64 6 3

73 Meisengers 3 1

74 Payroll Clerks 10

75 Receptionists 29. 8 6 1

76 Secretaries 172 8 13

77 Supply Clerks 29 1 2

78 Statistical Clerks 2 2

79 Telephone Operators 27 16 6

80 Typists 5

81 Ward Clerks 237 21 31 20

82 Other Clerical 52 8 16

Sub-Total 838 96- , 117 20

Percentage of Total 14%. 11% t37, 111

Total Employees 5939 897 927 174
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EXHIBIT,7'

BALTIMORE METROPOLITAN MANPOWER CONSORTIUM

I. THE MANPOWER SERVICE CENTER NETWORK:

ACCESS TO THE CETA SYSTEM

Clients entered the CETA system primarily through-a network of-fifteen strategically

located Manpowir Service Centers (MSC). TWo of th2 centers were devoted'eXilusively"

to kouth.'.* Their primiry function was to recruit clients for,CETA-funded training

programs designed to me...t the needs of young persons.

One such center was fully funded by CETA and subcon ced *to the italtimore County

Board of Education. The other youth center, in Baltimore City, was jointly funded

by Title I and Title IV. Staff salaries and operational expenses (sioace, office

supplies, etc.) were paid for by Title IV. Administrative and planning services

(MM/S, Marketing, Evaluation and Fiscal) were funded by Title I.

The other MSC's in the network (13) served both youth and adults. Nine were fully

funded by CETA. Ta Baltimore City the fully funded centers were: Dunbar (subcon-

tractor: Maryland State,Employment Service), Greater Homewood (subcontracto.r:

Greater Homewood Community Corp.), Lafayette Square (subcontractor: .Maryland State

Employment Service), Hondawmin (subcontractor: Urban League), Northwest (subcontrAc-

tOr: Northwest Baltimore Corp.), In Howard County a fully funded center was located

in Columbia (subcontractor: Howard Community College). In Anne Arundel County a

fullr funded center was located in Glen Burnie (subcontractor: Maryland State Em-

ployment Service). The Prime Sponsor directly administered two fully funded centers

whia Were operated out of mobile vans. The mobile vans provided tile flexibility

to reach puulation sectors not readily accishible to other MSC's.
;

In Annapolit. (Anne Arundel County), Bel Air (Hdri,-,rd County), Towson, (Baltimore

County), .ird Wetaminster (Cirr.111 i-ounty), OP Prime Sponsor provided supplementary

staff to expand manpower service delivery in existing Employment Service lezal offices.
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This SuctiOn\examines the characteristics of CETA participants, the'system's ability

to reach clients-most-in neva of manpower I:ervicca, and the t.utcomtI of referrals
\

to jobs and traihing.

Basic demographic information was obtained from each person who visited an MSC seek-

ing employment assistance. All such persons are regarded as CETA REGISTRANTS.

A CilA ENROLLEE is defined s a registrant who is determined to "be CETA eligible .

ind Who subsequently: 1) is\7ferreci, accepted, and actually begin; a CETA funded

training program (including PSE)\or who 2) is referred to and_actilally appears for

a job interview with an employer:\bt who 3) as a result of services received at a

center (counseling, employment information, job search skilI workshop) returns to

school, joins the armed services, enrolls in a non-CETA funded tiaining program, or

obtains"; job through his own efforts.

1. WHAT WAS THE &MOGRAPHIC PRO E OF FY '75 CETA REGISTRANTS?

During the past fiscal\year the Manpower Sorvice Center network registered a total

of 22,164.persons. Tabl\e\1 presents a demographic breakdown of this reglstering

population. When examl'n\these data the reader should be aware of several points.

The complete network of servite centers was not fully operational for the entire

twelve months July 1, 1974 to *le 30, 1975. CETA funds became available in early

July 1974 and there occurred a neekal "start up° period during which va ious entors

were gradually phased into operation\ Therefore, several training p grams directly

registered enrollees for their first cycle of'training. Also, triping programs

are permitted to directly registbr up to 10Z of subsequent training Kcles. Of

necessity, all enrollees in the training program operating in the stat\penal

institutions are registered by that training program.
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TABLE 1

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MSC REGISTRANTS

CHARACTERISTIC

Male 58.0
Primary Wage Earner 49.7
Offender 18.8
Black 73.4
Lesa than 26 yrs. of.age 74,1
Single 67.2
Less than 10 yts. Education 26.2
Veterans 11.0
Econpmically Disadvantaged 78.2
One or more Dependents 41.5

The significant segments of the population particularly targeted for manpower ser-

vices in the FY '75 Baltimore Metropolitan Comprehensive Manpower Plan were: youth"

Primary wage earners, and offenders. As Table 1 reveals,74% of the registrants

were less than twenty-six years old. The percent of primary wage earners in the

registering population was 50%. It is practically impossible to have a high ar

centaRe of youth and a high percentage of primary wage earners simultaneously. As

one increases the other naturally declines. In absolute numbers,however, primary

wage earners represented over eleven thousand registrants. Current or previoos

offenders accounted for 19% or almost one.cout of every five registrants: ThUs,

in terms of reaching the specially targeted groups and making them aware of the

availability of manpower services, the intake efforts of the Manpower Service

Center eettwork can be characterized as highly effective.

Of the remaining demographic characteristics, economically disadvantaged, and educa-

tion are particularly significant. Over a quarter of the registering clients had not

' completed the.tenth grade. Almost four out of five (79.27) of the registrants were

economically disadOntaged. This is further evidence that the MSC network attracted

those persons most in need of manpower services.
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II. TRAINING PROGRAMS:

EXAMINATION OF STRAUGTES

All skill training progyams are designed to meet the needs of CITA cliknts who

are not job ready or who desire retraining in order to prepare them to meet local laoor

market needs. Accordingly, panels composed of employers, Uhion representatives, educe-

tors,and trainers are convened to determine specific local occupational necds. Once

skills shortage is identified, these Labor Market Advisory Committees produce the

following essential daeO:

- approximate number of trainees that, can be oh-sorbed in the short run

(6 months - I year)

- entry level skill requirements

- training equipment needs

- trainer qualifications.

a

Ibis information is translated into program strategies including: work experience;

classroom training, on-the-job training and public service employment.

A. WORK EXPERIENCE

The largest commitment of Prime Sponsor funds provided work expeyience training program

activities utilizing the following mode13:

- Work Experience Coupled with Skill Trainine or Remedial Education

- Youth Work Experience

- Summer Youth Work Experience

- Adult Work Experience

a. COUPLED WORE EXPERIENCE

Training activities using the WoVk Experience cz.)upled with Skill Traiuing or Remedirl

Education model were implemented by eight subcontractors, providing training in

fourteen occupational areas. These sub-contractors began gerving CETA enrollees in
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Atly, 1974, and the results discussed in this sectioAkiteflect the completiOn of at

least one training cycle.

Each of the ight traininevork experience projects followed one of two models. One
1 , -

model combi4ed Xgtual work experience in a public agency with remedial education

andlor skill training. The other model focused on occupational skill development in

a simulated work setting, employing time *locks, production.xchedules, and approx-
.

tmations of the foreman-employee relationship. To reinforce the worlci of work

simulation, all enrollees were paid hourly wages through the city of Baltimore's

payroll system. Pay checkswete distributed by the subcontractor, acting as the

employer agent.

4: What are the roles of the Labor Market Advisory Councils?

Austin * The LMAC's give us admice'.on various training programs. We have them set up
around various programs to give us advice on curriculum, course outlines,
completpn criteria and standards, what people should'have at the end of a
program. They assist us in designing methodriof testing people coming out
of programs to meaSure the.effectiveness of programs. We currently have 8
committees. Some are more active than others,. Some we use primarily to
gather information on the labor market and to notice trends that may.be
occurring but don't show up in our data,yet. We have them help us determine
how big a program should be, or whether we should stop o'r change training
in one area or another. We get information from them about new areas of
training -- new types of training they think would be useful to them or to
employers in their industry. They donate time, equipment and money to
training programs.

4: What incentives are ftesent for them to provide this assistance?

Austin Basically if they can have some input in the design of manpower training,
programs will better meet their. needs. They're telling us they cannot find
people with certain types of skills, or people with the proper work attitudes,
or people able to go into certain entry level jobs given some in-house
training. If they can help us structure training programs to better meet
their requirements, it will benefit them because they'll have a larger
skilled labor pool with the minimum requirements they're looking for.

4; What' types of emploSers tend to become involved with your LMAC's?,

Austin Its reallv a mixture The committees are'about 10-18 people on the average.
They're made up of indusrry personnel, plus people from the Baltimore City
Schools, from the unions, from the Bureau of Apprenticeship & Training in
apprenticeable occupattons, the State Dept. of Education, so really its a
mixture We renerall. try to ba.re the committee syuctured so that we have
people from various selments of the industrv Maybe two major employers with
1000 or more people. plus smatter representation. tenerally they're familiar
enowh with Oats goirw on in the industry to speak for the entire.inclustry.

* Austin is Coordinator of Labor Market Advisory Council activities for the
Baltimore MetropolitanaManpower Constmium.
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Q: _Mho in those organizations tends to be involved?

Austin Actually we start at the top and work down. You address the presidents, the

vice presidents, the CH's of the company, and they generally designate.someone

('
who ,,has the type of expertise we're looking for, It can be a technical person,
a shop manager or foreman, and industrial relations person or manager; it
depends on the committee and the structure of that particular company,

Q: How do you identify firms to invite to be represented on LMAC's?

Austin WeJ subscribe to the Dunn and Bradstreet file. Companys ilre listed by SICs.
We match with the SlCs, employer information, past history of that company
in hiring people, and other information'we can find to help us make the
decisions as-to what companies shoutd be involved. Also in terms of training,4
some of the training contractors have had previous contact with certain employers.
We try to get their input too. We try to use a variety of resources.

The picture you've painted is that every employer is just waiting for an -

invitation.
4;

. Austin Not really. There's a lot of public relations involved. You have to talk to
them and explain what you want to do and what your purpose is. By serving on
cOmmittee they're not making a commitment to hire "X" number,of people.

Jerry* Austin's very good salesman. That has a lot to do with it.

Austin The approach is that we want your help ind expertise in helping us.design 8 train-
ing program. This appeals to a person's and a company's kgo when you indicate
to them that we recognize that you have expertise in this field. We solicit
their help in helping us design the correct type of training program. When
you use that approach they're flattered initially. HOst committee members
have various types of activities of this kind that they're involved-in. ,

4: Do.you also give them recognition.in other ways?

Austin Not really. But the committees involved with the State Dept. of Education t'Are

all invited to a special appreciation dinner the Dept. of Education sponsored.
Certain industry publications mention that the LMAC was involved in developing
a program or an aspect of training. We also do our own publication in which we
mention the committees and what they've done. Uhenever something unusual
happens, or certifying program completers, from this office letters are generated
to various people saying we appreciate what you've done. There 4re ways of
letting people know you do appreciate their help.

4: How do you anticipate keeping these committees current or representative of
others who might add new 1eaderdhip or ideas?

Austin A lot of eae committee menimrs will feel i is necessary to bring people in.
They'll give us suggestions about whom to invite. On occasion we ask them to
draft lists or suggest names of competent individuals who might help. In

some cases we are restructuring certain committees where we feel certain
people should be added or aren't the individuals we should be talking to.

* Jerry is Coordinator of Planning and Evaluation for the Marketing System.
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III. THE MARKETING SYSTEM:
EtVECTING OUTCOMES

. The Prime Sponsor's Marketing Service was developed as a strategy to better serve

the .needs of cliehts and employers. Job orders were to be taken directly by pro-

p...,

fessionai staff trained in serving employers and exposed to a metropolitan.alands; -

power center network where skilled counselors c)uld match abilities and ihtereits

of clients with the job needs of employers. This syste was designea to Stipplemeut

the efforts of the Employment Service in the hopes uf increasing job opportunities

for CETA clients and improving services to area employers.

A key element oi this service to employers was to reduce diplication of calls ty

agencies desiring tosdevelop jobs for their own clients. The Prime Sponsor de-

signed a syskem of allocating among its staff the responsibility for calling on

employers thereby controlling duplication, and initiated coordination with other

Agencies 'such as the Maryland State Employment Service, ehe Work Incentive Program

and the National Alliance of Businessmen. Success in inter-agency coordination

hes been limit.h1 to date because both the Emplo-yment Service and WIN are funded

based on placements, thereby limiting their incentive to share resourI/ ces. Co-

ordination, to'date, consists of inter-agency marketing staff meetings and crearinghouss

activities to determine what employers each ageceecy is calling on. This is a significant

first step and efforts will be continued to translate verbal commitments'to elim-

ination of duplication to actual operational procedures.

The Prime Sponsor's Marketing Service is cOmposed of a centralizcd and decentralized

staff.. The central staff servizes eMployery large enough to draw employees from

several geographic areas; multi-establishment employers who hire through a single

location; and multi-establishment employers who hire at separate locations, but
'Sec.
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whose personnel departments are interrelated. All job orders obtained by central

staff are circulated to all Manpower Service Cenlers% and concurrentl:. are sent

. to the ES Job Bank for immedlate listing.. Referral control is exercised by central

maro.eting until the opening appears on the Job Bank, at which time referral contro

shifts to Employment Security. f

The decentralized marketing staff is apportioned ?tween Manpower Service Centers

end training contractors. The Manpower Service Centers are assigned a ggogriphic

territory encompassing the general\area.from whichtheir clients are drawn. The

service centers are responsible for contacting all.employers in theit geographic

area except those already assigned to the central staff. The individualiAid job

orders obiained by the Manpower Service Centers f4 specific clients are usually

filled directly by the MSC with the center exercising its.own referral control.

Each training subcontractor has.one or more marketing specialists. These individuals

are responsible for developing jobs in occupations directly related to the type

of training .provided by the program. They call on a selected group of employers,

. .

coordinating their contacts with the central staff.

All diree components of the Marketing Service are closely coordinated and directed

towaid developing quality job opportu4ties. Their goal is to obtain job orders

whicitare full-time, permanent,'and accessible by public transportation; which

pay a wage enabling people to be self-sufricient; which do not require excessive

amounts af previous education or experience; and which offer good prospects fov,

upward mobllity. The following analysis will examine"the importance of the'Prime

Sponsor's Marketing System as a source of job referrals and placements, and will d

trate the degree to which the qualitative goals have been realized during the

first year of the Marketing Service's operation.

1. WHAT DID THE PRIME SPONSOR'S MARKETING SERVICE ClIFRIBUTE TO THE CETA JOB
mr

PLACEMENT EFFORT?
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Mere 'eve three primary sourees of job openings. These were Job openings

originated by:. the Prime Sponsor's marketing syltem, Employment Security,

indisiscellaneous sources. Table 16 examines the,relative contribution of each Of

these sources.
0

4

TABLE 16

REFERRALS TO JOBS, SHOWS FOR INTERVIEW-AND PLACEMENTS COMPARED'.
BY SOURCE OF JOBVORENING''

July 1,1974 - June 30, 1975-
.

Originator of Show as Placed AS.
.

Job 00enings Referrals Shows %of Ref Placed % of Shows

!Prime Sponsors

N

r

Martpring System 3707 3086
%

(83%) 1260 (41%)

-Employment Security .3820 . 2724 (71%) 565 t21%)
'

Other Sources 1 1140 971 (85%) 482 (50%)

TOTAL 8667 6781 (78%) 2306 (347)

originating with'the Prime Sponosr's marketing system were the referral

source for 46%. of the total system's clients who reported for job intervieWs

and the source of 55% of the system's total placements during the first year

of operations. This represents a substantial contribution to the job place-
.

mene results reported-by the Baltimore Consortium. In addition, the Prime.

Spunsor's marketing system was an unexpected job source for the Emplovment'Service.

894 non-CETA clients were referred to jobs placed on the Job Bank by the Prime

Sponsr.r,and 77 of these were hired in unsohcidlzed Ohs. Obis doei not include' PR.

ion!, plact-d An the Job Bank).

:14,10 include: newspapers; empluy.,rs calling a Mane. wet Servicq Cenr.r dIrE

libs oripnating in public agencies inc6 which a client in subbicfted tmploymunt

trInsferred. 133
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Table 16 above analyzes the orders generated by the-Marketing system in comparison

with other sources of job orders. This eompaxison indicates that a much higher

proportion of registrants appeared.for interviews and were hired in Marketing

System originated jobs than were interviewed and placed in Employment Service

originated jobs.

The higher show and placement rates fof the Marketing System are.partiany the

result of procedures by which jobs are developed\fo; individual cIientv. In these

I .

/ instances a referral is tantamount to appearing for an interview and being placed.

2. DID THE MARKETING SERVICE DEVELOP JOBS HAVfNG EDUCATION AND EXPFRIENCE
REQUIREMENTS COMPATIBLE WITH CETA CLIENTS?

The Maiketing Service is keenIy interested in developing quality Jobs, yet it

also seeks jobs whose education and experience requirements plgrmit ready access

to the most inexperienced of CETA clients.

TABLE 17

EDUCATIONAL AND EXPERIENCE CHARACTERISTICS OF JOBS OPENED

BY THE CETA MARKETING SYSTEM - FISCAL 1975

Characteristic
Total.

Marketing
. Central

Staff MSC
Training

Contractors

Education
',Required.

8th grade
or less

66% 57% 73% 86%

9 - II 7% 8% 6i I.%.

12 or more 27% 34% 21% 12%

Experience

No 64% 60% 63% 91%

t

134'. Yes 35% 40% 37%
...

9%
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In TY '75. 54.7% of the Consortium's registrants had less than a high school edu-
.

cation. Table 17 reveals that 73% of the jobs developed by the entire Market#g

Service required less'than twelve years .of school. /nformation on tht specific job

.erperience of CETA clients Is not available. It segns reasonable to assume.

however, that a mix of jobs 64% of which do not require experience represents a

relatively substantial pool of job openings for the unskilled arid inexpeiienced

CE;A applicants.

The marketing specialists consistently encourage employers to reduce educational
s

and experience requirements to the minimum necessary to perfOrm the job. This

becomes increasingly difficult ill tilies of high unemiloyment when the natural

Inclination of employers is to become more selective and to raise standards.

Data from the past fiscal year indicate that the marketing specialists have been

Highly successful in countering this trend.
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3. WERE THE JOBS OFEts10 BY THE MARKETING PMANENT, ULL-TIME AND
ACCESSIBLE BY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION?

During FY'75 the Prime Sponsor's Marketing Syitem developed a combined total of

6,002 jobs. Table 18 below indicates the,percentage of those job openingq that

.were permanent, full-time and accessible by public transportation.

TABLE 18

DURATIgN, PUBLIC TRANSPORTAWON AND INTENSITY OF JOB OPENINGS

....4RIGINATE0 BY THE CETA MARKETING SYSTEM - FISCAL l97t'

."

/

Characteristic
Total

Marketing

Duratior

Permanent
Temporary

Public Transportation

84%,
16%

Yes 65%
No 9%
Infrequent 26%

ILII2BRi52

Full-time
Part-time

82%
18%

it is the total Marketing Service's intent to .open,jobs with differing character-

istics to meet the diverse needs of clients. Most clients need permanent and

full-time jobs and a high proportion of the jobs opened met that criterion. However,.

some clients need a temporary job, others need a part-time job, and some need a temporary

part-time job.

Lack of access to many jobs via public trarisportation isa continuing problem. A

significant proportion of jdb openings exist in Baltimore Cc:minty and Howard County,

where public transportation is often infrequent or non-existent, yei many CETA clients
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needing these jobs reside in the city. The Prime Sponsor is examihing ways in

wi!ich public transportation can be supplemented in order to increase client

access to jobs. Nevertheless, a majority (65*Itof the jobs opened by the Market-

ing System were located with access to public transportation.

4. DID THE MARRETiNG SERVICE DEVELOP JOBS WITH A SATISFACTORY AVERAGE STARTING
WAGE?

AA stated in the Introduction, the purpose of CETA is to develop employment and

training opportunities that lead to economic self-sufficiency. Therefore, an

examination of wage data becomes critical in evaluation. The average starting wage

data for jobs developed by,the entire Marketing Service and its individual components,

are presented in Table 19 below. This indicates that each component, and obviously\

tue system as a wholL, produced job openings well above the federal Minimum wage.

TABLE 19

AVERAGE WAGE OF JOB OPENINGS DEVELOPED BY THE

PRIMESPONSOR'S MARKETINGISYS7EM- FISCAL 1975

Total
Marketing

Central Training

Staff MSC Contractors

Average Hourly
Starting Wa e $2,83 $2.86 $2.52 $3.74'

On an annualized basis, the starting wage for all jobs developed by the Marketing

Service was $5,886 per year. dobs developed by the Central Staff averaged $5,949

ptr year, the Service Centers averaged $5,242, and the training contractors averaged

$7,779. The $1,800-$2,500 per year differential between the starting wage of jobs

opened by the training contractors and the starting wage of openings generated by

the other components sharply underscores the value of skill training, particularly

when compared with cost per placement data.

5. 'DID THE JOBS DEVELOPED BY THE MARKETING SERVICE OFFER PROSPECTS FOR UPWARD

MOBILITY?

Given the available data, any judgements about the long term potential of the jobs

developed by the Marketing Servite requires,looking at the industries in which 137
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.jobs are developed,since it is impossible to collect in-depth information about

each opening. It is assumed that openings developed in industries ti)at are pro-

jected to expand in coming years will offer opportunities for promotion and advance

sent, and that jobs developed in industries projected to decline will offer fewer

promotion possibilities.

Table 20 presents a percentage distribution by Standard Industrial Classification

code of.all jobs developed by the Marketing Service and'all placements made against

them. This is a crude indicator, and results must be interpreted cautiously.

TABLE 20

JOB OPENINGS AND P1i7OEMENTS FOR JOBS ORIGINATED BY THE PRIME SPONSOR'S

MARKETING SYSTEM BY INDUSTRY - FISCAL 1975

SIC
Openings by
Industry

Placements by
Industry

erage Wage
bf Opening

Whaescale/Retail 28% 27% $2.20
Durable Mfg. 18% 34% 4.03
Services 12% 8% 2.28
Prof. Services '11% 10% 2.92
Non-durable Mfg. 8% 8% 2.78
Pub. Administration 8% 4% 2.94

Finance 57. 3% 2.76
Trans./Utilities 4% 22 3.07
Mining/Construction 2% 2% 3.62
Farming/Fishing 3% 1% 2.98

TOTAL 99% 99% $3.02

Previous labor market analysis, (Baltimore Metropolitan Comprehensive Manpower

Plan FY '75), has indicated that the fastest growing industrial sectors in the

Baltimore Metropolitan area are: Services, Public Administration and Finance.

Job openings in these industries accOunted for 36% of the total jobs developed by

the Marketing Service,and represented 252 of the system's placements. Utilities,

COnstruction, Farming and Fishing were not projected to grow. Correspondingly,

these industries accounted for less than 10% of the total openings developed by
13b
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the Marketing Service, and only 5% of the placements.

Durable Manufacturing accouvted for 18% of the total job openings and 34% of the"

system's placements. A large proportion of the work experience/skill training

provided by_Ahe.system's training contractors are in manufacturing occupations.

The 'success of their training and the high placement rates they achieved account

f:x a high proportion of the system's placements in this area. While the

Durable Mnnufactuking industry is not projected to expand, it is heavily unionized

and has the highest starting wage (4.03) of any SIC category. Collective bargaining

agreements are likely to insure good future prospects here even in the absence of

broad expansion.

The Wholesale/Retail Trade Industry offers part-time and temporary jobs which often

require no experience. Therefore it will remain an important source of entry level

job openings and placements despite its low starting wage and its projected lack of

growth. This industry will continue to be an important job resource, but the Market-

ing Service needs to reduce its reliance on such jobs in favor of those with more

stability and better pay.
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EXHIBIT 8

DEVELOPING AN EMPLOYMENT STRATEGY*

I, PLANNING THE CONTACT: GETTING INFORMATION ABOUT TBE
EMPLOYER

A, OUTLINE OF EMPLOYER INFORMATION

1. Identification l

Firm name
Address

, Industry
Products or services
Organizational identity (one-site independent firms main office,

branch or subsidiary of a statewide or national firm)

Personnel
Chief Executive Officer
Personnel or industrial relations officer
Hiring officials
Name of contact

I

2. rharacteristic of firm

Rate of growth

Dependence on government contracts, subsidies, regulations
Stability of market ,

Corporat eiwironment and corporate image

3. Characteristics of work force and lob structure
Size of employinent

Current
Usual

>

Peaks i

Anticipated changes, and their reasons

Occupat ional composition or mix

Unionization, kiwis of, degrees

Ntiring times (mouths, seasons)

1 A preparaigir wort, 1.;uitie uhich can be used by an individual or au orgardiation to
establish.an eMpiCo mnt. ..arategy for a firm, a hospital or any employ int; organization.

FRANK II. CASSII.L AND ASSOCIAM, INC
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4. !Bring practices

Job requirements
Job specifications
Master orders

In-house training
Usual recruitment sources
EEO information

Procedures

5. Considerttions in recruiting and maintaining work force

ray rates (comparability)
Location (transportation)

Work environment; conditions

Employee relations -- attitudes of management and supervision
and work force

Seasonality
Worker personal investment required (tools, safety equipment,

etc.)
4

6. 'CETA, employment service experience

revious contacts
Staff involved
Special (n cm-plaeement) services provided
Problems onousintered

Success of plaeenlent service: kinds and numbers
Openings rceived (occupations and levels)
Referrals
placenwnts
Total hires

B; SOURCES OF INFORMATION

1. Newspapers

Your own local newspaper

The Wall Street Journal

The New Yorl. Times ifinaneial section, daily and Sunday)

Barron's

14 5
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2. gagazines General*
Business Wee

McGraw lint Inc.
330 West . 2nd Street
New York, 'ew York 10036

Dun's (formerly Du, s Review), /
Dun and Brads, ect Publicatio, Corp.
1040 Merchandi e Mart Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60654

Forbes
Forbes, Inc.
60 Fifth Avenue
New York, New Yorl: 10011

Fortune
Time, Inc.
1271 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

Nation's Business
Chamber of Commerce of t4 United States
1615 11 Strept
Washington, D. C. 20006

Publications of the local Chamber of Commerce

3. Trade magazines
Aerospace Dailv

Ziff-Dzwis Publishing Company
1156 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20005

American Machinist
McGraw-11in, Inc.
330 West 42rid Stret
New York, New ork 10036

2aetorv (formerly 7%1odz;rn Ianufacturhlg)
16 West 61st Street
New York, New York 10023

Industrial M:tylt;nerv News
Indut.triui Machine* Nows Corp.
P. 0. box 727
Dearborn, Michigan 1 s,121

*Often thet:e are Ole magazines that th ersplot or wi.om you plan to romact
and should bo carried ht school and white hl rarics. See "Joh Potential Menu -
ficatiou: A MarLoimg Strale,;%," page 14S f ti report.
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Industry Week (fortnerb Steel)
The Penton Publishing Conipan
Penton Ruiliting
1213 West 3rd Street
Clete land, ohio l900;

Iron Age
Chilton Co.
One Decker Square
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania Ron

Rubber Ase
Palmerton Publishing Co, , Inc,
101 West 31st Street
New York, New \ ork 10001

Rubber world
-Bin Brothers Publishing Corp,
030 Third At emit'
New York, New \ orl. 10017

4, _Financial and Inl'etitincri Services

F. W, Dodge Corporation
Dodee Construction Contraet Statisties Sem ire, ntonthlt

Dun and Bradstreet
Dun's Markel Identiriers

Moody's Investors Scrviee,
Moody'S Bank and Finance Manul, annual tt ith updating

serviee
.12a2t1.? annual with updating sert lee
Mood,t 's Municipal and (k)t ernment Manual, annual with

tiptlating serriee
Mood:. 's al"C Industrial Manual, annual with updating

set.% ice
Moo44 Manual, annual with updali'.

service
Mooth s Transportation Manual, annnal with updating

Standard and Poor's. Conioration
Industrt Survet , annual
The Outlool, weep:,
Orer-the-Ctiunter anoi Region:d Exchange S!..bei, Repiirtti
Seettlitl ownee's stock Guide, monthit
Sccuri4 Price We% Rceord
Standard and Poles EarnitIL,:s and Rattnes

nuinthl
Standard Corporation Record-, loose- leaf e

United BuSilless Stor% tee
United itusinvss Sorvio14 nvpi,r1, ue.okly

Value Lira Investment Survet
Value Line W0,4,111411 %mei.) weld.]:
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5. United States Governinent Publications

U.S. Depariment of Commerce
Construction Review, monthly
County BUsineSs Patterns irregular
Industry Reports, quarterly
Statistical Abstracts of the United States, annual
Survey of Current Business, monthly

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
Employment and Earnings, monthly
Occupatiosial Wage Surveys, annual

. Monthly Labor Review, monthly
National Survey of Professional, Administrati;le, Technical

and Clerical Pay, annual
Federal Reserve System Board of Governors

Federal Reserve Bulletin., monthly
Federal Reserve Bulletin, Chicago Bank, monthly

6. A ssociati on Publications

American Marketing Association
230 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60601

The Marketing News, semi-monthly
Journal of Marketing, quarterly
Proceedings, annual

National Association of Purchasing Management
11 Park Place
New York, New York 10007

Bulletin of NAPM monthly
Journal of Purenasing, quarterly

Chamber of Commerce of the United States
1615 11 street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Congressional :ction*, weekly
Nation's Business*, monthly
yashington Reports, bimonthly
Also publishes special reports, studies and research

papers on economic trends, labor relations, educa-
tion, national affairs, internationai problems and
organization work.

*Sometimes available through the local Chamber, or State Chamber of Commerce.
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7. Genural Studies and Information

National Bureau of Economic Research
261 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016

Annals of Ecom :We and Social Measurement., quarterly

Also publishes books, occasional technical papers, and
cmference proceedings. \

The Conference Board
845 Third Avenue
New York, New York /0022

Business Scoreboard: weekly
Road Maps of .Industry, semi-monthly
Mergers and Acqulitions, monthly
Cumulative Index, inonthly
Weekl Business Indicators
Graphic Guide to Consumer Markets, annual
Antitrust Proceedings, annual
Also publishes statistics, monthly supplemen bulletins,

' and results of continuing research in busine -s and
industry.

8. Qpneds_tspis of materials
Middle Market Directerr

Dun and Bradstreet, annual
Million Dollar Directory.

Dun And Bradstreet, annual

Standard and Poor's Register of Comorations, Directors and
Executives
New York, Standard and Poor's Corp., annual

Thomas' Register of A merican"Manufacturers ,

New York, Thomas Publishing Company, anutial

Who's Who in America
Chicago, Marquis Publishinr Company, biennial

Who's Who in the Midwest
Chicago, Marquis Publishing Company, biennial

Who's Who in Finance and Industry
CWicago, Marquis Publishing Company, biennial

I
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IL( -PLANNING THE STRATEGY

A. BACKGROUND !NFORMATION

The outline at the beginning of this guide lists the main items of
informition needed. It is intended to organize the information-gathering

process, to assure that all relevant categories are covered,.to keep
the information base within wtirkable limits and ftee of encyclopedic

detail. This particular pan of the guide will recapitulate the items
',of information needed, review their function and, as necessary, indi-
-eate sources for them. It should be stressed that information must be
up to date to be usable.

Much of the information can andihould be gathered before the em-
ployer contact. Duritig the contact it may be verified, supplemented,
and gaps filled in. The more in(ormation collected and absorbed prior
to the contact, the better will be the impression of the contact person
and his organtzation -- and the more time there will be for the substan-
tive purpose of the contact: getting more job orders.

1. Identification

Firm name
Address
Industry
Products or Services
Organizational identity (one-site independent firm; main office,

branch or rubsidiary of a state1b or national firm)
Persormel

Chief Executive Officer
Personnel or industrial relations director
Hiring officiais
Nnme and title of contact

Much of the above information can be obtained from kcal office

record:8 and staff, Chamber of Commerce and other directorioli;an-

nual reports, etc. It is simply identification information.
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When."organization identity" involves a branch or subsidiary oper-
,

ation, it is important to identify the total organization structure so that
strategy can be coordinated for units at all.sites in the arca.*

ri
The person to be eontacted will depelo» the immediate and

-

long-range objectives of the contact. If a poliey decision is required
to utiliv or increase utilization of the CETA, Olds may be a vice
president at the plant or headquarters offiLe or, in a smaller firm,
the president. If the range of job listings is to be expanded, this may
be the personnel director. If openings for applicants with special

ttlents or barriers are sought, this may be a staff specialist. It i's

i portant that the contact person be the one with deeision-making

authority about the particular subject you have in mind. Seareling out
thisinformation requires diplomacy, as people may feel threatened by

,
direct questions which happen to bear-on his or her status in the organ-
ization.

t

2. Characteristics of firm
Rate of growth

Dependenee on government contracts, subrdies, regulations
Corporate enyironmeat and. corporate image

.

,All of these items of information are indicators of dimensions of

opportunities for job development. The expansion or tontraetion of
the firm will affect the numlier and nature of jobs available, as well as
the possibiyities for upward mobility for applicants.

i
Dependence on government -contracts nifty bring the firm withh,

the purview of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance and mandatory
listing requirements. The stability Of the employer's product or service
market affects the.stabillty of employment. Corporate environment --
the customs, conventional beliefs and 'lases about people and how they

*The Employment Service would be oi help in learning about the organi-
zation, as many local operations arc a part of a, larger organization
located elsewhere in the gate or I. J (:. S.

k
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Indicator

learr and develw, about qbalifying rcqui rements, and about productivity
and attitude of supervision will influence receptivity to minority and

drsadvantaged workers. The corporate image that the firm wants, to
project and reinforce -- in the community, the industry and the larger
business workd --van affect the whole range of rules and practices
which guide the work force everything from selection and training to
wages, benefits, support services, working conditions, promotions, and
opporttinity in general.

The informati n collected in these areas will convey a sense of
the firm posture a I "personality." This can be most helpful as the
job develt per.for lutes his or her strategy and determines what. are
likely to be the most persuasive points and how they should be presented.

3. Job Potential Identification: A Marketinz,Strategy

Sources of Information

A. Business Characteristks
1. Rate of growfh of the

organization or nr

2. Effect of technology,
product or process de-
sign upon the occupa-
tional or skill mix and
"ob structure.

3. Dependence (and extent)
upon government con-
tracts, z.tilbsidies or
regulations.

4. Stability of emplovment
as reflected in.stability
of employer's markets.

5. Influence or %age kb% eli4
and benefits structure on
willingness to elnpio
margin;d %%01-ker4.

Evansville Labor Market Study; local newspapers;
annual reports of the firm; reference to business
publications sech as Fortune, Business 1Veek,
New York Times, The Wall Street Journal; invest-
went services such as Value Line, Standard and
Poor; census of manufaetwers; U.S. Dept. of
Commerce publications; annual reports of companies,
hospitals.

Interviews with cororate operating executives;
plani tours; analysis of technical literature f the
firm or industry; U.S. Dept. of Commerce studies;
Occupational Matrix; Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor. vent, nvi,r,Dun and Bradstreet repons; &

State human relations reports; employment service;
local newspapers (see 1. above); annual reports of
firms.

Review of layoff and unemployment records of the
state; interdews with executives of the firm;
analysis of company reports made public.
Reports in financial publications; interviews with
eMULiC.
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Indicator Source of Information

6. Effect of !ia.31_ growth
ratB,--maturation, inno-
vation and high technol-
= On ability of organi-
zations to absorb the
"new" work force and
increase employment.

B. Organizational & Behavioral
1. Effect tlf organizatkmal

structure on career op-
portunity for the indi-
vidual:

2.-/Effect of corporate or-
ganization practices on
employee mobility and
training opportunity.

C. Social & PSychological
Characteristics
1. Value placed b3 the firm

on its corporate image

2. Job and career epportun-
ity as reflected by man-
agement commitment.to
change and growth.

3. Influence of cotporate,
supervisory and werk
place environment Cin
employee relations. `,

4. 8xperience of the firm
in employing the "new"
and marital workers.

Interviews with first-line supervision and personnel
people; experience of applicants; "The Role of
Technical Enterprise in the U.S. Economy," C.S.
Dept. of Commerce, 197G*

Interviews with corporate executives; analysis of
organizational structure based on publications
available to public; E.E.O.C. reports.

Interviews with corporate executives; annual reports;
specific organizational charts provided by manage-
ment; examinations of goals and objectives'of the firm.

Interaction with corporate executives; corporate
newsletters, magazines, public relations releases;
applicant experiencestaffs of other organizations
in contact with the firm.

interviews; reports of investment analysts including
publications such as Forbes, Value Line, -Standard
and Poor, .Fortune.

Interviews with workers, applicants, executives of
the firm, Employment Service.

Employment Service; Chamber of Commerce;
analysis of contacts with employer; applicant
experience.

*Compounded growth rates; 1945-1971

Orowth Job Expansthp Example

Mature 7.8% 1.9 DuPont
Innovative 10.8 Xerox
High technology 42.5% 40.7 National Semiconductor
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4. Characteristics of work force and lob structure
Size of employment

Current
Usual
Peaks
Anticipated changes, and their reasons

Occupational composition or mix

Unionization, kinds of, degree

Hiring times (months, seadons)
,

Knowledge of the size of the 'work force, what it is.now, what it

usually is, when there are peak demands and the changes antimpated
-- due to economic, technological or other Lactors -. is necessary to
timing promotion for maximum effectiveness. Sensitivity to changes
in industrial processes is particularly important as Ms affects not
only the number but also the kinds of jobs available. Hiring times by
montlyand season are closely tied to changes in size of employment.

The best time for employment is clearly when there are work stations
to be filled and the employer is in a "buying mood." information on
anticipated changes and openings and hiring times can aid in advance

planning for recruitment and referral.

Knowing the occupational composition and job structure is neces-

sary to matching applicants on file, and to focusing recruitment efforts,

with employer needs. Familiarity with and understanding of job titles
is part of this. Some knowlet .4e of both job design and job structure

is necessary not only to determine the various points of entry for
applicants but also to estimate whether the position carries a potential
for mobility or is a dead-end job. Furthermore, there may be educa-
tional or professional barriers Interposed between workers am
higher level opportunities. There may be various kinds of job ladders
and lattices or there nta be only limited, unsystematized avenues for
lateral or vertical movement. Employer record forms, inactive orders
and referral unit interviewers should have information'on occupation
composition and job structure. Such publications as the United States
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Department of Labor Handbook for Analyzing Jobs, Training and Ref-

erence Manual for Job Analysis and Volume II of the Dictionary of oc-
cupational Titles, "Industry Arrangement of Titles," p. 531, are help-
ful in becoming familiar with job definitions. Employer job titles,
while often not synonymous with DOT, we frequently similar.

Unionization (or lack Of it) should be understood. Labor manage-

ment contracts affect waites, benefits, working conditions and entry; they

are an, inlportant determinant of the employee-supervit or climate.
.. .

Management's overall postbre toward unions is part of climate, too.
Labor contracts may or may not be an impediment-to the Use ef your

placement setvices; the labor contracts need to be qamined.to deter-
mine whether seeming obstacles are more apparent tha» r6a1.

5. Hiring practices
Job requirements

Job specifications
Master orders

In-house training

Usual recruitment sourees

EEO information
Proeedure

Employers adapt their hiring practices to accommodate changing
economic and social conditiolis as well as gwernmental regulatiens and

policies, so you are dealing with an ever-changing situation. Thc
practices of particular relevance to obtaining job openings' include;

realistic job requirements, ,availability of in-house training, the atti-
tude or the employer toward employing entty workers, the use of job
speifiations and availability of those specifications to the Emplo merit
Service.

I
Considerable information coneernh4 the.employer's hi zing pnte-

,, o
tiees should be available from the k.: nlp 1(11 nwnt Se r v ice. Man3 emplokrs

have written job specifications for Ow various classes of uorkers % i thin

1.55
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their establishment. If these are available in the Employment Service
office they Should be reviewed, as should any job specification and/or

master orders jointly developed by the employer and CETA, to deter-
mine whether they need verification or whether changes would make
them more realistic.

Employers are realistic in dealing With their customers, sup-
pliers and production facilities and it is possible to negotiate realistic
hiring pradices with them.

In-house training, both the krnd and amount available, is relevant
to applicants coming in at the entry level and for promotional oppor-

tunity for all workers. Related supporr services (buddy systems, coun-
seling, etc.) are especially important for disadvantaged workers.

The usual recruitment sources the employer.uses for specific
categories ef jobs, and his reasons for doing so, offer a key to where
CETA might expanki its range of job listings.

Equal employment opportunity documentation is increasingly a

regitlar pari of all employment transactions. Because of legislation

and community pressures, as well as customer relations, employer
establishments are more anti more interested in reflecting progress
in this sphere. Whatever the motivation, there is a giowing Leling
that equal employment opportunity can be good business (and sometimes

there is no business without it). Employers may want to discuss this
subject; be of help to them.

Equal employment opportunity information of a general nature

as well as that on the employer's special problems should be readily
available in the offices of the Employment Serviee. Application and

referral data are of particular assistance. Informal consultation

with Ernploment Service may provide clues to the employer's posture,
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and the equal employment opportunity district staff specialist may be

able to provide specific information not only on his past attitudes but
also on current problems and pressures, including data provided by-
various contract specialists.

G. possible difficulties in recruitina and maintainine work force
Pay rates (comparability)

Location (transportation)
, .

Work environment - conditions

Employee relations
'Seasonality

Worker personal investment (tools, safety ehuipment, etc.)

Recruitment and employment are affected by pay, job location,
working onditions, employee relations, seasonality and the worker's
personal investment. It is desirable for job developers to be aware of
any of those factors which make it difficult for an establishment to

recruit and maintain its work force. Knowing this will help him;
(1) to avoid promoting and obtaining jobopenings whioli cannot be filled

because workers will not accept referrals to them, (2) to furnish the
, employer with solid information on the firm's c,"Ippetitive disadvaq-

.
tages and how to overcome them. Employers will, when possible,
often make adjustments if they are made fully aware of the problems

and given suggestions on ways to solve them. While the job developer
is in an excellent position to provide feedback on problems related to
recruitment, caution is advised in -diagnosing problems related to
maintaining a work force. These can be caused.by many complex

_..-_
interrelated factors, such as training supervision, equal employ-

ment opportunity, promotion possibilities, which require compre-
hensive knowledge and experience to be dealt with adequately.

Employer record files, consultation with dETA staff members
who have made previous contacts, local wage surveys, maps and
transportation guides, feedback f. Drn applicants who have been hired,
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refused job offers or quit, are all keys to obtaining the necessary infor-
mation. A low ratio ondres to referrals, excessive turnover and
worker dissatisfaction are symptoms of employer difficulty.

7. ETA Eic_l_np_io inern lo ment
Previous contacts:

Staff involved
Special (non-placement) services provided
Problems encountered

Success of placement service: kinds and numbers
Openingi reccived"(occupations and levels)
Referrals
Placements ,
Total hires

To obtain additional job listings, the job developer must keep a

re0ord of past performance. You need to know what has happened, how

successful it. was, what problems were encountered. Each of the items
of information listed above helps to build up a picture They will help

you determine what next steps.to take, and be prepared to respond lcnou;l4

. cdgeably to employer comments or criticisms on past CETA experience.
An honest and reasonable explanation of less than adequate service plus
well thought out plans for change can win employer cooperation.
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The Exchange of Information and Inter-Agency Linkages

Deficiencies in the quantity and quality of information available to

administrators was said to be an important obstacle to the creation of

inter-agency linkages (see Problem Assessment Workshop Suimary page 19). Implicit

. in the statement of this obstacle was a feeling that dhe barrier arose

because of the failure of other units of government to actsappropriately,

'rather than the failure of the respondents ehemselves.

While this passive approach to dfie obstacles-to linkage may be correct

in some situations, it has only limited applicability with respect to the

information barriers now faced by administrators. Each agency has the

ability to improve the stock and flow of information. What is needed is an

active, possibly aggressive, pursuit of its informational self-interest.

This dheme is at the foundation of the model presented in this chapter.

The Modela Exchange of Information

A model of the relationship between information and inter-agency

linkage rests on three premises.

All agencies require information to adequately
fulfill their mission. That is, information is
an important and sometimes crucial resource.

No agency (or private organization for that
matter) possesses the maximum amount of in-
formation it could profitably use in achiev-
ing its goals.

No matter how an agency tries to secure more
information, it must bear a cost -- either
real or nonpecuniary -- of informational
acquisition.

Within this framework active pursuit of information creates several

tasks and related problems: (a) agency informational needs must be

identified; (b) criteria must be developed for determining the real value

159
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of acquiring more or better information; and (c) sources of desired data must

be located and strategies must be created to secure them. Eventually evaluations

'must be conducted of the efficacy of continuing informational exchanges or

linkages resulting from the model. These problems are graphically related

in Figure 1.

Figure 1.
The Relationship Between Linkages

and the Active Pursuit of Needed Information

.---...\\

)
Item Value Item Locationsl

, and Cost '------)1" Analysis and

ill
Assessment Acquisition/Exchange

Strategy

Active
(Marketing)
Orientation

Informational
Needs Assessment

Planning, \Implementation , 1 Evaluation
Admiaistratiee and Evaluation

16 1
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Needs Assessment. The informational needs of an agency are a function

of its mission and the processes it uses to achieve desired goals. Among

the broad categories of information generally relevant to an agency engaged

in human resources are the following:

The characteiistics of supply and demand of
labor in the local labor market

The identification of other relevant agencies --
their mission, resources and expertise .

The characteristics of client groups, with special
attention to detai1 on their wants and objective
needs

Past performance data of programs, contractors
and other agencies

The type, extent and quality of resources available
to the agency

Financial and cost accounting information

SerVi.te delivery performance by appropriate activity
or task

Service receipt information by individual client or
relevant groupings

Job vacency data

Client, post-program experiences

Since every facet of an agency's existence bears some relation to

information, it is impossible to create a definitive listing of generic

informational needs. Even within a single agency, the task of identifying

informational requirements may be onerous. For this reason, it is often

useful to conduct needs assessment in terms of the major tasks (and respon-

sibilities) of an agency involved in a national approach to servlce organi-

zation and delivery. Planning, implementation, administration and evaluation

activities -- the major managerial tasks -- are direct influences on the

overall performance of an agency. It follows therefore that the process of
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assessing information needs, like the process of identifying physical plant

requirements, should adhere to these general managerial activities. In

Figure 2, elements of Lhe above listing'are associated with the managerial

activities for which they are typically most relevant.

Figure 2.

Informational Needs by Managerial Activity

Myron Roomkin
Northwestern University
Graduate School of Management
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Evaluative Criteria. If, as assumed, the acquisition of desired

information will represent a cost to the agen-dy then it must be determined

whether dhe value of the information sought will be greater than the cost

of obtaining it in terms of actual expenditures, staff energies or political

obligations. Five concepts of information science are of aid in making

this evaluation.

Marginal Cost and Utility. Both the benefits and costs cf a
piece of added information may exhibit,diminishing returns.
That is, at some point the marginal value -- or change --
associated from one more unit of information-may be zero and
negative thereafter:

Timeliness. Information must.he timely if it, is to have

value. As timeliness decreases, the value may also decrease
at'an ever-increasing rate.

Agencies may seek out information of high value
but hot always find it gathered in a form best s lted for
the agency's needs. Sometimes this is called the format
issue.

Error and Noise. Collected information very often includes
misinformation and inaccuracies. This is called error. This
condition should be distinguished from the presence of useless
or irrelevant information, often called noise.

Risk Aversion. In light of the above considerations, an agency
should consider thc extent to which it is willing to take rinks
in pursuit of and in interpreting collected information.

k

Locational Analysis and Acquisition Exchange Strategies. Having judged\

certain data to be valuable, an agency must determine how it will secure them.

The steps in this process include:

Determining which other public and private organization either
posses or could acquire the desired type of information. We
have called this locational analysis.

Designing a strategy of acquisition based on exchanges between
agencies. This cntails constructing an exchange interaction
diugram.

16.4
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In an exchange interaction diagram, the informat on-seeking agency

identifies the unilue informational resources of the significant other

organizations: 'By grawing lines of exchange and inter ction among the'

component organizations,,patterns of exchange, influenc/e, cobperation and /

perhaps organizational linkage should beoyme evident. Figure 3 illustrates

such a diagram.1:

Figure 3.
Information Exchange Patterns Among Agencies

Wm.

Programs

Orgenization.or Group

0 Unspecified Source

t ommmill 0 Line of Exchange

Plant closing
Information

IA similar schematic can be fou d in DHEW, Region 8, Coordinating MI
Programs with CETA: An Intro uttion..
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Specifically, such a diagram will tell the agency how it must proceed

in de7eloping such information, that is:

whether such development should be conducted by
the agency operating alone, because no other
agen f is likely to value the inforthaticn sought
or because the seeking agency has a competitive 1

advantage over others,

whether such information is provided gratuitously,

whether acquisition coUld be achieved through an
exchange with some other.agency where one type of
information or service is exchanged for the
desired data, or-

whether the sought after inforimation can best or
' perhaps only be acquired through a joint effort

among ag4ncies.

As a practical matter, the value of an added piece of infor-

eation is partly dependent upon the mode of acquisition selected. A few
,

examples illustrate titis point. We have all received gratuitous information
/

1

whiO is by definition received withouticharge. Buewhile the absence of

. /
.

costs tends to make such data relative/ ly valuable, the benefits of

gratuitously received data can be significantly offset if it is received

in an untimely manner or possesses:a high incidence of error. Similarly,

/
too often the data supplied by fe eral authorities tends to arrive in an

,
inappropriate format and usually pavers much more ground than the recipient

requires and therefore contains noise. The value of this data would be mach

greater if the noise were eliminated and the formating werge appropriate.

In short,it is important that agencies, contrary to thei, conventional wisdom,

be sure to "look a gift horse in the mouth."

In summary, data costs money. The agency must decide what it needs,

how much it costs, where it can most easily and usefully be obtained. In

the next section we provide some applications of the model,
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Applications of the Model

In this section we examine examples ofinter-agency linkages which

involve information sharing to some extent. The discussion focuses on

linkages which have been forged in connection with the following types of

information:

(1) knowledge of organizations - who does what, whe4, where,
with what and for whom

(2) labor market and community ne

(3) program operation

(4) program ellaluation

Knowledge of Organizations. Perhaps the most important type of information

is that which identifies for one agency all other-organizations active in
4

raployment and training planning and serVice delivery.

Among the alternative mechanisms st havd developed for sharing such

information are the following:

: Distributed directories
1

Pamphlets and brochures
Conferences and meetings '

Inter-agency memos, and
Formal pres& releases

Regardless of the form which an organizational descliption might

take, it should include sevaral basic elements of information.

First, it is perhaps most important that information on ac broad a

range of agencies as possible be collected. To ensure this, it is necessary

to spend considerable effort designing a stIrvey technique which will ensure

broad participation by relevant agencies.
2

1
The term "direetorfes" is applicable to a wide range of documents,. The
"Directory and Referral Guide" of The Forum of Community Services on McHenry
County, Illinois for example, is a relatively inexpensive project in compari-
son to Oregon's computeuized state-wide directory.
2
This is a lesson well-learned by manpower pfl.amfiers in Illinois State

government. See Governor's Office of Manpowe and Human Development, ttlaws_,Ier
Report to the Governor, August, 1975 (mimeographed), pp. IX-9-1X-16.
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Second, agencies require information on the m sion of other agencies.

At its most simple level such information could erve to document theo

extent and characteristics of overlapping misa,Ons among agencies, in terms

of client group or policy goals. An illustration of this concept, Using

a graphical format is Figure 4 (on tne following page).

Third, we must Irclude information on the programmatic activities of

different agencies. At the Federal level examples abound ranging from

straight listing of services and programs by agency
1 on one hand to sophis-

ticated system descriptions on the other.2 Locally, the approach_most

often used is one of compiling directories which group-agencies by type of

service provided.
3 -

Fourth, a description of the resources used by external organizations

in fulfillmene of their missions would also be of vs.lue.

Fifth, agencies frequently benefit from information on the legal

and,regulatory constraints operating on other'agencies. Here again experi-

ence suggests many different ways to display that information. Specialized

studies have been made of the relationship between particular programs4

and directories of applicable regulations have been compiled.
5

1
E.g., HEw, Inventory of HEW--Manpower Programs or HEW, Services to People,
October 1974.

2
See DOL, by S. Q. Enterprises, A Guidebook System For Program Linkage, 1976.

3
Such as in the directory compiled by the Prime Sponsor in Oklahoma City.

4
DOL grant No. 21-11-74-31 "Legal and Administrative Impediments to

Cooperation Between Sponsors of WIN and CETA Programs."

5
Region X of HEW has been classifying all HEW progrcms according to

statutory and regulatory provisions. "F4 1976 Planning Reform Study - Law
and Regulation Analysis Format."
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c.

Last, and frequently overlooked is information on the processes of

external organization: By understanding processes elsewhere,an agency

increases its probability of obtaining proper and speedy accesd into the

structure of another. To date,the most comprehensive approach to system-

atically outlining agency processes by major progrmn or activity has been

J. Q. Enterprises, ep. cit. However, it is probably too complex for general

use. On a less technical level, efforts to produce a listing of standardized

terms and definitions across manpower'programs and governmental agencies

are in process and eventually may yield dhe most immediately useful inform-

ation on how agencies operate. None, however, is yet developed which is

of general utility.

Despite actions of many manpower agencies to meet the need for

descriptive information on the characteristics.of manpowsr-related qcgani-

zations, three important questions remained virtually unanswered. First,

who should assume the responsibility for producing and disseminating such

data? Second, which of the large number of potentially beneficial elements

should be disseminated? Third, iv what form should those elements be

gathered to ensure their maximum utility?

Judging from experience, it has been agencies of the federal govern-

ment and local governments which have been most active in providing organi-

zational descriptions. At the local level it as been a matter of necessity.

Federal agencies have acted out of mixed motiv ttions, not the least of

1 .

which is a desire to itimulate inter-agency linkares. States have not, by

and large, sought to produce state-specific descriptions of relevant

organizations, nor have they generally sought to provide a liaison between ,

federal agenctes and local authorities for the purpose of compiling and
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Aisseminating such descriptions.
1

SignifiCantly, A-95 organizations have not been active in manpower

programs. Those Who run this area-wide review process are in an especially

unique position to assume greater responsibility for gathering information

on all levels of government on the characteristics of agenties relevant to

an area's manpower needs. But apart from a few noteworthy instances, 2

A-95 bodies have not assumed this responsibility.

No matter who acts to gather data on relevant organizations, a

continuing problem exists over the formating or display of such data. The

diversity of organizational goals, services, and processes suggests that

studies are needed to determine the moct efficacious method of display for

organizations with particular characteristics.

Knowledge of the Labor Marhet and Client Needs. The 1975 study by the

National Manpower Commission found that 38 percent of all prime sponsors

wanted.improvements in the quantity and quality of labor market information

(LMI). This sentiment ranked first among all possible discretionary uses

of the Federal government's 4 percent funds under CETA.

However, from the government's perspective, it is not enough to provide

disaggregated data for CETA alone. Even if data were published for units

identical to CETA jurisdictions, other programs not funded'under CETA

necessitate the collection of data on different geographical groupings or

with modifications, thereby diminishing its utility to other organization:.

1
As noted previously, Oregon and Illinois seem to be exceptions to this
generalization.

2
The North-Central Texas Council of Governments in Dallas/Fort-Worth, an

A-95 organization, plays an important role in disseminating information on
area-wide organizations involved in manpower. It,m4Y, however, be the
exception that proves the rule, since the Counciralso has actual planning
and administrative responsibilities for manpower program in the Dallas/Fort-
Worth and other areas of the state. Ihe Council's current involvement in
manpower programs stems directly from its previous designation as a CAM'S hgenpy.
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In one sense, then, the design of appropriate LMI is in and of

itself an occasion for inter-agency linkage, as we have seen in the

cooperative efforts of CETA and the State Employment Services. Even more

opportunity for kinkages will be created once satisfactory LKI can be

produced and dlitributed.

Unders-tandably, che Department of Labor, in conjunction with other

Federal agencies, has been heavily involved in the development of more use-

ful LIU. The Department has identified four more products, which wi11 appear

at different intervals. A description of the core products can be found

in "LNI Program Providect Basic Data for Planners,". ETA Interchange, February,

1976, pp. 4-6 and subsequent articles in that newsletter.

But states and local CETA organizations have also initiated efforts

to improve LMI, often working cooperatively with other agencies. In

Illinois, for example, a research and analysis unit of the Governor's Office

of Manpower and Human Development, directed its attention to the following

actions, among others:

preparation of a data sourcebook

coordination of the actions of four state agencies in
the production of occupational projections for the state

dissemination of descriptions of key local employers using
information obtained from Dunn and Bradstreet services.

Others doing similar work are the Little Rock-Central Arkansas Consortium

which has conducted its own survey of local labor markets concentrating on

large employers and sampling a group of smaller firms', the Duval, Nassau and

, Baker County Consortium of Jaeksonville, Florida; McHenry County, Illinois;

and three counties in the Consortium of Jackson, Michigan who are cooperating

with the Michigan Employment Service and the University of Michigan in

112
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developing local LMI for use by prime spollsors.
1

One of dhe more interesting sources of new.LMI might come from the

group of eight demonstration projects intended to develop pilot occupational

information systems (OIS).
2

While the grants were given to set up informa-

tional systems which would aid students to make sound occupational decisions,

the first few months of experience suggest the considerable potential for

inter-agency cooperation between OIS and CETA, as well ea other agencies.

CETA can.utilize OIS as a source of labor supply information for use it .

the creation of local manpower plans and in participant career counseling.

Of course it seems prudent to include representatives from prime sponsors on

the advisory boards of the OIS. The state of Michigan in fact has surveyed

Michigan's prime sponsors in an effoAto design an OIS.potential useful to

CETA users. Similar actions are planned for the Ohio MS. What appears to

be the most extensive cooperation between CETA and OIS is found in Oregon,

where it'ia estimated that most prime sponsors are users of MS data

through an intermediate linkage With community colleges. The role of MS

information in stimulating linkages may be further enhanced when.scveral

grantees move to include job vacancy data, in most cases provided by state

employment services, into data files already containing comprehensive labor

demand information.

ComMunity Wants and Needs. The model used in this chapter calls for

increasing the stock of information so that linkages may result. One type

of information likely to induce linkages is information on the extent to

i.fore detail on construction, use and problems of employer surveys is
provided in the chapter on Public/Private Linkages.

2
The eight recipients of grants are Massachusetts, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin,

Minnesota, Alabama, Colorado, and Washington. See U.S. Department of Labor,

Employment and Training Administration, Occupational Informationlystams
Grants Program Standards and Guidelines, 1976 and Bruce McKinley, The Man-
power Information Clearinghouse, Final Report on Contract No. 82-41-7203
(mimeographed).
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which different agencies share a common service responsibility or clientele.

But should there exist differences in the perceived needs or wants of

those clients, then by measuring community sentiments, agencies could build

the administrative consensus needed to overcome other barriers to cooperation.

The measurement of community wants and needs entails two problems. First,

data on those wants and needs must be gathered. And second, a mechanism must

be created for the purpose of establishing a consensus on the priority of

the competing wants almost certain to be extant.

On the matter of measurement, a recent National Manpower Commission

survey found that most prime sponsors have used newspapers, open hearing or

representatives of community groups to learn community wants. More system-

atic information, with correspondingly improved accuracy, could be gleaned

using any of the established fieldwork approaches\for measuring community

sentiments. Table 1 identifies some of these approaches along with their

respective advantages and disadvantages.

The setting of priorities among competing wants is a'lesS developed

process than the measurement techniques described in ehe table. One approach

holds considerable promise, however. The Ann Arbor prime sponsor, working

in conjunction with the School of Social Work at the University of Michigan,

has developed a planned routine for administrators which yields a priority

ranking on the needs of important svbgroupf of clientele. While a consensus

among agencies on the priority needs of their respective clients would

eliminate barriers to linkage, the processes ehrough which needs are identi-

fied and prioritif are established would themselves involve linkages among

agencies.
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Table 1.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Several Fieldwork Approaches

Approach Advantages Disadvantages

Mailed Can reach large samples at
Questionnaire relatively low cost

Personnel need not be highly
trained

All materials can be prepared
In advance and distributed
according to schedule

Difficult to achieve 100 per-
cent response

No personal contacts

Cover letter and foliow-up
provide the only motivation

Requires carefully written
instructions to respondents

Drop off-pick up Personal contacts aid motive-
questionnaire tion

High response can be achieved

within a few day&

Personnel need only minimal
training

Personnel costs arc relatively
low

Most materials can be pre-
pared in advance

Little record-keeping by field-
workers

Group
Administered
Questionnaire

May require a large number of
fieldworkers

Travel tine and expenses may
run high

Requires carefully writtn in-
structions to respondents

Low cost

Few staff needed

Very limited use

Must be used with the popu-
lation

Restricted by availability of
respondents in groups

Interview Personal contacts to motivate
respondents

Fagh response can usually be
attained

Provides opportunity to probe
respondents to gain extensive
data

Smaller sample can be used

Requires highly trained field-
workers

Cost for fieldworkers and
training are high

Travel expense and contact
time can bc high

Usually requires a good dual
of respondent's time

Substantial record-keeping by
fieldworkers is nuccssary

Telephone
Interview

Few staff needed

No travel costs

Source:
Understanding Communities. by James A. Conway,
Robert E. Jennings. and Mike M. Milstein
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Very limited use

Easily biased by the vagaries
of telephone subscripttowi and
services
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Program OperatingLInformation. The focus in this section is on the

linkages forged for the purpose of exchanging information on the program-

matic activities of agencies and the status of individual clients. ,The

section does not concern itself with management information systems, Ber

21, since most organizations have access to many materials on how to design

and start up a management information system.

The mechanisms which have developed to exchange information on

programs and clients have ranged from ad hoc communications in response to

specific needs to communicate, to institutionalized and regularized flows

of information on predetermined issues.

Newsletters are probably the most widely used means of exchanging

operating information. According to a_survey by the National Governors

Conference, state councils used newsletters more frequently than other

mediums of information transference.
1

The Illinois newsletter, Illinois

Manpower Impressions, received special notice by the conference study.

Illinois, in addition, has recognized the plitential value of its newsletter

and has conducted a survey of its readers so that eht newsletter's content

2
could be improved.

Another vehicle for exchanging operational information has been used

in San Francisco. A Job Training Interchange was treated in 'which as

exchange of views on community training needs and progress was conducted.

McHenry County in Illinois utilizet; a formal Inter-agency structure

for exchanging program and client information. About 25 agencies meet

once a month as part of the Community Forum.

'National Governors Conference, State Manpower Services Council.

2
See, "Now It's Your Turn, Impressions Readers," Vol. 1, No. 12, August 22,

1975, and "Impression Survey Results," Vol. 2, No. 1, October 31, 1975.
Edited by William Lripley.
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In sort Wayne, Indiana, local agencies have created a manpower

clearinghouse. The clearinghouse has addressed such problems 4s: agency

hopping by clients; disequal access to employers among agencies; and the

coordination of services for multi-problem clients.

One of the more ambitious examples of sharing information on

operations among ago4cies is a proposal of the North Central Texas Council

of Governments to computerize the information on the programs and clients

of all social service programs i its county jurisdiction. The goal is to

have these data easily accessib e to all interested public and private

agencies.

Whether a clearinghous is only a weekly meeting of concorled

agency representatives or an electronic data processing system, the lack of

comparability in gathered information will always pose a problem. In this

connection it is worthwhile noting the achievements of the Community Service

Council in Indianapolis, which has devised a system for categorizing the

needs and received services of clients (see Figure 5).

Evaluation. In its intrinsic form, program evaluation is an information

gathering process. Like other types of information, appropriate dissemin-

te scion could produce cooperative arrangements among agencies, as agencies

begin to recognize their competitive advantage in providing one type of

service or in serving a particular client group. Cooperative evaluation --

where agencies pool resources in order.to gather evaluative information --

is less likely to occur.

One obvious barrier to cooperative evaluative effort is the political

charactwe of manpower programs themselves. This does not mean that local

manpower planners and politicians desire to distort evaluative data for

self-serving ends, although one cannot rule out such motivations. There
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Source; Comeunity Service Council

Figure S.
Sample of Clearinghouse Information
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Figure 5.

Sample of Clearinghouse Information
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is, however, in the r '41Ling structmpeof manpower prbgrams a real (or

perceived) competittveness which makes agencies undesire of sharing

credit for their achievement. Ways of dealing with this phenomenon,

sometimes labeled "turf:' are discussed in the section om"Implementation."
% .

Political consideration aside, evaluation efforts may also be

hampered by conceptual problems. For example, who should get credit for

a co4erative placemeni.

)

Consider rwLompeting agencies.serving an .

IF

identical group. Is the success of one agencyr- say in terms of its t inee

placement reward --,a d' ect result of the quality of its training and

placement staff or is it the consequence of poor staff work by its competitor?'

A similar difficulty is encountered where the goals of a encies are

competing.

,sConclusion. While there is conEenps on the beneficial jsequencesAf

improved informational stocks anA,,flows on the amount of cooperation among

agencies, we know vdry little more about,the best method for developing

' these data and the proper form they should take. The strategy of active

pursuit of informat' ladvocated here permits an individual agency to actr' positively in searc of the information it judges to be'worth the cost of

k

'acquisition.

We ha've noted several examples of inter-agency cooperation efforts

structured around the collection or dissemination of information. They are

offered solely as examples, for we knour little about the effectiveness of

alternaave information sharing arrangemeilts.1

1
AlthoLgh we cannot be certain, the information based linkages seem to c

follow a pattern common to all,linkages under CETA. They exist where a pre-
CETA history of cooperation can be found. See Sumner M. Rosen, "CETA:
Sone Case Studies," Social Falicy, (Nov/Dec., 1975), pp..44-48.
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9:00 - 9:30

' 9:30 - 11:30
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11:30 - 1230

12:30 - 1:30

1:30 - 2:30

2:30 - 4:00

Exchange of Information Seminar Agenda

Welcoma

1. Introductions
2. Program Agenda

Information as a Resource

I. The need for an active strategy
2. Allied techniques

-information needs assessment
- evaluation criteria
- locational analysis.

- acquisition/exchange analysis

Examination of Selected Informatioa Based Linkages

Lunch

Examination of Selected Information Based Linkages

A Simulation: Emplokment and Training Information
Exchange (Exhibit xy

4:00 - 4:30 Review and .::oncluaions
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FXRIBIT I

Employment and Training Information Exchange: A Simulation

General Tnstructions:

This simulation may be used to help participants operationalize the
concepts explored in the morning session of the seminar. Each participant
should receive a set of general instructions, a description of his/her own
role, and s directory of players.

Goals:

1. To explore the process by which information-based linkages can be
forged in local manpower planning.

2. To examine facilitators and barriers to information sharing.

3. To identify principles of information science.wiach influence the
choices agencies face,.!.n the process of acquiring information.

Group Size:

Teams of six role players with one process/content recorder.

Space: --

Each team requires a separate room.

Time Required:

Approximately one hour and fifteen minutes.

Materials:

!.

1. A copy of the Directory of Local Employment and Training Organization&
for each participan1,-4-;-1.83)-

I

2. A card identifying the organizational role of each'participant.

3. A copy of the appropriate role description sheet for each participant.(p.187)

4. , copy of the Observation Report for the Process/Content Recorder. (p. 194)

Background:

You are a representative of one of several organizations in a local labor
market area that is concerned about the training and employment of water quality
inspectors, whose job it is to measure the quality of water samples taken from
a/large lake in your city. At one end of the lake, industry has been depositing
waste materials. The other end of the lake has traditiona/ly boen used for
recreational purposes. The mayor of this city along with the governor of the
state have made water quality improvement in this lake a major political issue.
Evidence indicates that ail parties to the problem favor immediate action to
improve lake water quality for recreational purposes.
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In this exercise you represent an organiradon in the locality. The

interests of the organization revolve around a desire to increase the number
of water inspectOrs so that the lake reclamation may be achieved.

The Task:

To exchange supply and demand information which will facilitate information-
based linkages that bmprove manpower planning in your city.

The Roles: Representatives of the Following Organizations

- Employment Service - local office
- Local Prime Sponsor under CETA
- Community College funded by Vocational Education with state and

federal funds
Environmental Protection Agency - Local office of state agency

- Employer Number 1
- Employer Number 2

Instructionax

1. Each of you has been assigned a role representing an important
or agency within the local manpower employment and training system. A
sign identifies the name of your organization. Make sure everyone can
sign.

institution
cardboard
see your

2. A special role description has been provided for you. Kindly take a
moment to read it carefully. You will see that it describAs who you are, what
you are seeking, and how much money (if any) you have to spend in that purs3it.

3. To facilitate mattera, you have also been provided with a Directory of
Local Employment and Training Organiiations. This document has been sent.ro you
without charge by an unidentified federal agency. It tells you who the other
players in the "group are, what they are seeking in your locality with respect to
monliower policy, and how they may be contacted (i.e., their access code).

Rules:

i. Any two players may talk with one another. There are no lim4ations on
who may talk with whom. Group discussions may also take place.

2. No-player will be allowed to respond to another player without first
receiving the appropriate accas5 code. Should a player fail to receive the proper
access code from another, the luestioned player taunt tell the questioner that his
access code is wrong. Once a correct code hds been given there is no need to
reiteree a codc Al successive interactions.

3. Should y..0 need to learn the acc,ess code of a specific player yol may
purchase it froa any player in the group with the money given to you (see your
description). Do not give away this information. Tho cost of an access code is
$10.00.

4. The game begins when all players have finished reading these itstrvctions
and tneir role descriptions. The game is over when the process researcher so
announces,

5. You have one hour to obtain your goals.
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Directories

Ideally the game should be played by at least three separate groups.
Where three or more groups are formed, the director of the game should vary
the Directories given to each group. Three editions of the Directory exist.
The first is totally accurate and complete; the second is partially inaccurate;
and the thivd is partially incomplete. These directories.represent the problems

ofaccess agency's encounter. In past usage,teams with the perfect directories
work through the problem faster than those with incowplete data which in turn
finish faster 'tan those with inaccurate data. The three editions of the
directory fol .*:

V
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DiRECTORY OF LOCAL EMPLOYMENT AND

TRAINING ORGANIZATIONS

(FIRST EDITION)

Gathered and Distributed by
a Friendly Federal Asency

* * Disclaimer: The Federal agency bears no responsibility for the accuracy
of this directory. (P.L. 999 S (103.6))

Access
Code

ABC

VVV

DEE

XYZ

Agency_

Employment Service (ES),/

Community College (CC)

Prime Sponsor (PS)

Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA)

Employer #1 (El)

Employer #2 (E2)

(4(

1 6

Mission

Identifies water quality inspector
vacancies in public and private
organizations.

Currently offers a course foA7
water quality technicians.

Seeks to train water quality
inspectors.

Needs to employ water quality
inspectors and technicians.
Wmber or the college advisory
board; files vacancies with ES
regularly.

Will need to hire water quality
inspectors; uses the services
of the ES regularly.

Will need to hire water quality
inspectors; does not use the
services of the ES regularly.



DIRECTORY OF LOCAL EMOYMENT AND

TRAINING ORGANIZATIONS

(SECOND EDITION)

Gathered and Distributed by
a Friendly Federal Agency

* * Disclaimer: The Federal agency bears no responsibility for the accuracy
of this directory. (P.L. 999 S (103.6))

Access
Agency Code Mission

Employment Service (ES) TUV Identifies vacancies in pubtic aria
private.organizations in the occu-
pation of water quality inspector.

.

Community College (CC) VVV Currently offers a course for
water quality technicians.

Prime Sponsor (PS) UVW Seeks to train water quplity
inspectors.

Environmental Protection XYZ t Needs to employ water quality
.Agency (EPA) inspectors and technicians. A

member of the college's advisory
board and files vacancies with
ES regul4rly.

Emplor #1 (El) GHI Will need to.hire water quality
inspectors; uses the setwices of
the ES regularly.

Employer 02 (E2) QRS Will need to hire water quality
inspectors; does not use the
services of the ES regularly.
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DIRECTORY OF LOCAL EMPLOYMENT AND

TRAINING ORGANIZATIONS

(THIRD EDITION)

Gathered and Distributed by
a Friendly Federal Agency

* * Disclaimer: The Federal agency bears no responsibility for the accuracy
of this directory (P.L. 999 S (103.6))

Access
Agency Code Mission

Employment Service (ES) (N.A.)

Community College (CC) VVV
water quality technicians.

Prime Sponsor (PS) (N.A.)

Identifies vacancies in public and
private organizations in the occ47
pation of water quality inspector.

Currently offers a course for

Seeks to train water quality
inspectors.

Environmental Protection XYZ Needs to employ water quality
Agency (EPA) inspectors and technicians. A

member of the colleae's advisory
board and files vacancies with ES
regularly.

Employer #1 (El) MNO Will need to hire water quality
inspectors; uses the services of
ES regularly.

'Employer #2 (E2) (N.A.)

Not available
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Individual Roles

...
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EPA - Code XYZ

You have $20.00 to spend on information.

Your agency will require 5 water inspectors next year. You have notified
the Prime Sponsor and the ES of thii fact. You have also told the community
college since you sit on its curriculum and placement advisory boards. The
college, however, is not lijcaly to offer courses at this le4e1 of skill, pre-
ferring to concentrate on meeting the demand for water technicians, which is
also one of your job needs. One of your goals is to convince dnem to offer a
course for ingpectors.

At the moment you are negotiating with Employer #1 concerning his request
to wait one year before installing automated water quality inspection equipment.
Employer #1 requires 10 water inspectors next year in order to meet the EPA
standards. However, if you allow the continuance of one year, chances are it
would only need 5 inspectors. Given the political realities and the ecological
consequences of delay, under no circumstances will you grant a delay,to Employer
#1. You are not allowed to reveal the progress of your negotiations with #1,
but you will tell anyone who asks that an expedient timetable for the water
reclamation project is your highest-priority.

Every once in a while you must stress the need to the Prime Sponsor to get
moving oft his water inspector course. In fact, you think this to be so important
that you're willing to spend your $20.00 to survey any organization in the'group
to determine the total future demand. Since you already know your needs and
those of Employer.#1, you need only query Employer #2. You are permitted to act
independently or in cooperation with other organizations.

188
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PRIME SPONSOR - Code DEP

You have $100.00 to spend on information gathering through two tasks.

Due to a number of factors you must contribute to the lake reclamation pro-
ject in one way or another. You hive, therefore, decided to finance training
courses in water quality inspection. Your central problem is to determine the
size of these classes (i.e., number of students). This requires that you make
intelligent estimates as to (a) the number of persons locally who have the
necessary qualifications for interests in this occupation and (b) the number of
jobs that will likely be a4ailable to them at the time of graduation.

Task One: At a recent public 'tearing on the reclamation project, spotesmen
from local community basedLorganizations indicated a great deal of community support
fox the project. These organizations indicated further that there was an ample
number 8f persons qual:a.,ed to take training as water inspectors and interested in
such training. In the past, however, you have gotten burned relying on the impres-
sions of crmmunity based organizations since they are not usually based on hard
surveys.

Your first decision then is either to accept these estimates or to conduct an
inde endent scientific surve of the_local constituents. Such a survey will cost
you $20.00 and have consequencesfor yowin the completion of task two. If you
decide on a survey, simply olduct the'$20.00 from your Information budget and
assume the validity of the survey's results, Indicating that an ample number of
prospective trainees exist: ,

Task Two: With the moneYyon. have left, you must find out the number of
vacancies for water inspectors4likely to develop within the Twxt year.

There are three prospective employers ok such workers; (1) EPA who employe
both water inspectors as well as water technicians (a higher skilled occupation);
(2) Employer #1 and (3) Employer #2. EPA has already told you it will need 5
inspectors. Employers 41 and Ii42 will not come to you with this information.
You must purchase it from them or other orpnizations. They will set the price.

There is also a local Emplo*ent Service office which has already received the
information on occupational needs of EPA and Employer (i1, It will give you that
data for a fee, in order to cover tabu'ation -barges. The Prime Sponsor and Employ-
ment Service have not functionedlwell together in this city. The ES is suspicious
of CETA and probably will require a'vety nigh fee to demonstrate the Sponsor's
good faith.

A local Community College ha been conducting a water technician training
program for over a year and has gOod f-ies with EPA and Employer #2, both of whom
sit on the colleges curriculum and placement advisory boardi. You haven't been
close with the college either. Yet you recOgnize that the college already has
much of the expensive water testing equipment needed to condtct training in water
inspection.

You are permitted to work independently pr in conjunction with other organi-
zations.

When you have learned/the total number of vacancies at EPA, Employer 4: or
Employer #2, the game is over. Tell the process recordert If you exhaust the if
$100.00 allocated to you, your part of the game is over.
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EMPLOYER #1 - Code MNO

You have *20.00 for the purpose of buying information.

You will require 10 water iuspectors next Y ear in order to meet the standards
being established for you by the EPA locally. There is a good chance, however,
that should you receive a continuance of one year from EPA, a new technology
could be implemented which would reduce your inspector needs next year to 5.

During this exei:cise'you will be asked to specify next year's demand for
water inspectors. You will tall anyone asking you that you can tell them one
number now, but if they come back after you've talked with EPA, the number may
be something else. 1Z will cost the asking party $50.00 for them to learn the
number now or $30.00 to learn it later. Since it co-sts you the same amount of*
money to review your records each time, you'll charge $70.00Af the asking party
warts to know What the'number is now and what it is after you've talkea with EPA.

Because you have a lot of government contracts you always-tell the ES about
your vacancies well in advance. They've already been advised about the 10
inspectors you are likely to need. Should EPA grant a continuance, you must
tell ES (so only they hear you say it) that the Job order is reduced to 5.

1 0 2
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EMA6YER #.2 - Code OS

1

You hive $20.00 to spend on information purch 001. Ehmks

-T1

You are ..ot a receiver of government contracts and a under no,compulsion
to lis4 vacancies with the ES. In fact yRu are susplcious o the ES for its
.past practice of sending what you Save found'Co be unqualified iiferTals. Even
though ihe Prime Sponsor is a pew organizationin town, in your ayes dhe Prime
Sponsor is just anoiher ES-type agency.

Tour firm needs 4 water inspectors to meet.next yer's EPA'requirements.
You.will mo.t tell ES or Prime Sponsor the magnitude of your needs unless they
pay $50.00, mostly as a sign of their good faith.

You sit on the Community College's curriculum advisory bOardV.iina if you
had your druthers you would encourage the Community College to offer a course-
in this occupation to balance their offerings in the technician occupation.
To bolster your case, you should sek out Employer #1 so that youahay approach
dhe college jointly (this liaison mill not cost money).

4
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EMPLOYMENT-SERVICE - Ciai Aid .

4

You have $20.00 to.spend Con_information gathering activities:

You have in-the past taken jOb orders from EPA and_Employer #1 for water .

inapeztors, For-next-year-EP& saysi'it Will neid j inspectors and Employer #1
'sgOs it laktn employ as'many as 10.

You have ilad very little success getting job orders from Employer #2 but you
-arewilling to spenA all 01 your $2000 to convince #2 to send in his inspector
referrals.

Your relatiops with the Prime Sponsor have been very limited to adverse. Any
attempt by the Sponsor to utilize your job bank information oli water inspectors

. .

will require a fee of $50.00 lieruse computer manipulations will be required to
separate out such infoppation. Besides, you are looking for evidence of the
Prime's good intentions. Should anyone else ask for these dates, the charge
might be less.

41 Through the grapevine you have heard that the Community College h.as been
considering the feasibility of offering a training course in water quality
inspection. They apparently are holding back until the size of that occupationts
demand can be.definitely determined. You also know, as a matter of fact,"that
Employer #2 (the one not cooperating with you) has been feeding the college
information on water inspector vacancies.

N.

A
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EMPLOYMENT-SERVICE - COde ABC .

You have $20.00 to,spend On information gathering activities:

You have in-the past taken job orders from EPA anCEmployer.#1-for watAr .

,inFpentors* For-next year-EPA-sayi-it Will iAed 5 inspectors and Employer #1
saYs it matt employ as'many as 10.

You have had very little success getting job orders from Employer #2 but you
are willing to sperA all of your $20:00 to convince #2 to send in his inspector
referrals.

Your relatiops with the Prime Sponsor have been very limited to adverse. Any
attempt by the Sponsor to utilize your job bank information on Water inspectors
will require a fee of $50.00 computer manipulations will be raquired to
separate out such inforpation. Besides, you are looking for evidence of the
Prime! good intentions. Should anyone else ask for these dates, the charge,

" might be less.

Through the grapevine you have heard that the Community College has been
'donsidering the feasibility of offering a training course in water quality
inspection. They apparently are holding back until the size of that occupation's
demand can be.definitely determined. You also"know, as a matter of fact,'that
Employer #2 (the one not cooperating with you) has been feeding the college
information on water inspector vacancies.

195
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PROCESS/CONTENT RECORDER

You Are ai oiserver to thi's process. As you read this, others are learning
that they need certain information on the future local demmnd for water inspectors.
That infofmation is known by representatives of EPA, Empleyer #1, and Employer #2.
The Prime Sponsor,.the Community College and the'ES know some or none of the demand.

'information_ and must try to purchash;..lefrom the organizations in the exercise.
To succeed, organizations wil/ have tiatiare their resources -- this 4, the money
each has,been given to,purchade inform& on.

Your job has seyeral tasks:

(1) Make sure that the partied preface all communication with the proper
access code, until they h4ve proven that they know each other's co

'(2) Document in writing any agreement that nay develop between the parties..

(3) Call the game oyer when the'prime sponsor_tellsyou to, or offer one_
, hour of play. //

(4) When the game ends, see if you can get the\greap to approve: '

(a) a list of'agreements into 41hich they have entered
(b) a decleation of mofteilleld by each player

(5) Feedback to thc large group at the end of the hour session. Be prepared
to speak about:
'(*) limkages'taking place in your group
(b) how that happened
(c) things you learned from the proces

(6) You w 11 serve as the group facilitator. ,If you see that twenty minutes
or s had passed without ny togress you might suggest diet each person
tak some time to learn he.goals and constraints of each representative
be re taking addition* action,_

To give spice to the exercisw, the Directory provided the players may have
; in Kcertain errors of fact, such as faulty access codes. If such'a problem

arises, you must tell the group that a proper code maylbe purchased for $10.00.
He or she may then keep that information as a secret, or share it publicly,
or sell it for, less.than $10.00.
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Discussion Points

l..Aik each procesi recorder to comment on die way the information in
dhe directory affected the group.

2. Starting with the prime sperdr,ask dhe participants to state briefly
What their role was and how'they went about playiug it.-

3. Determine whether members of.the groups sought to use the tollsof
locational.and acquisition:analysis: Did adyone construct an
Information exchange diagram?

4. Aik participants to'speculate about ale impact 'on dheir exchanges had
there not been,a common commitment to improving the lake's water
quality.

, .
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Budvting and Program Analysis

In the Problem Assessment Merkshops, one category of barriers to

linkage that was identified by many participants was the budget and

planning cycle. This seemedto have many aspects: differing fiscal years

among agenciu;;the limited time horizon for planeing and budgeting; qie

uncertainty inherent in short-term funding; and the incongruity of funding

formulas.

However, subsequent field interviews undertaken for the purpose of

locating cooperative ventures.among agencies revealed that while'these

structural issues are problems,ler government agencies, they are not

necessarily barriers to linkage. Of the twenty prime sponsors and other

agencies interviewed, those who engaged in inter-agency cooperation offered

no evidence that resolving,these structural issues was a prerequisite for

.cooperation. Rather, it appeared that once communication, information and

liaison issues were resolved, structural budgeting issues could then be

dealt with routinely. In some instances, budget problems,far from being

barriers,actually precipitated linkage, as in the casesd an agency whose

funding was unexpectedly reduced, forcing it to turn to a CETA prime

sponsor to fill the gap.

This does not imply that the current budgeting process is optimal.

On the contrary, the current process can lead to seboptimization,,in which
.

'one agency maximizes its own objectives without concern 1..orlhig4er level
.r

goals of other agencies. This undermines the objectives of linkage, In

this section mt present a discussion of the budget process and a model of

the program planning process as it, relates to the subciptimization question.

Sebsequent sections deal with an application of the model.

193.
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The Budgetary Process

The budgetary'process involves the allocation of scaice resources for

the accomplishment ..)f organizatiolal objectives. In a government organi-

zation, the process uSually involves the granting of legal.authority for

spending to specific agencies by the legislative branch.

Theyrocess begins with a consideration of what resources be

available to the goWernmental unit. These resources include funds carried

_over_from the previous year as well as curxent revenues such as taxes, fees:

and grants from other organizations.,

In allocating resources, traditionally the appropriations are made

for.particular items of expenditure to specific departmii1 or organizational

units. This so called "line item" budget is often organization bound in

that it.does not permit an opportunity to consider programs that involve

more than One unit. Furthermore, the focus on inputs discourages consider-

ations of bow best to accomplish'end'objectives by alternative means. As

a result, budgets are often prepared on the basis of "incremental" steps

over the previous year's allocations. While this nay be 4ysfunctional,

the question is somewhat moot since such budgets are usually required by

Iaw.

Ont alternative to the line-item budget is the 'so-called performance

.budget. The performance budget relates expenditure to the scale of activity

Which is an improvement over the line-item budget. However, it is still

organization bound, and also tends to focOs on activities rather than final

objectives.

Another alternative, the program budget which has been impleniented

in several governmental,organizations,overcomes the basic weaknesses in

both the line-item and performance budgets. In program budgeting, the
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focus,: is on end-objective oriented programs and resources may be allocated

on the basis of-programs which span organizational lines.
4

Moreover, managers in organizations using program budgeting are.able

i, analyze prograne to compare costs and effectiveness of various alter-
0

natives. Thus resources get 'allocated in sudh a way as to best accomplish'

stated objectives. This is preferable to the incremental approach in

which resources are allocated primarily on the basis of previous years'_
' allocations.

A Model toi_gatimal Resources Allacation: Program Analysis and Joint Pliankag
Committees

Program Analysis is the first, critical step in what has become known

as Program Budgeting. The-entire process-of pi gram badteting is shown in

Figure 1.

Figure 1.
Process of.ProgIam Budgeting

1. Program analysis:
carefully specify
and analyze basic
program objectives

2. Analyze output of
a given program in
terms of objectives
initially specified
in Step 1

3. Measure total asts
of the program for
several ye4rs ahead

{---_4. Analyze alternatives

->
5. Joint planning

,committee analyzes
lalternatives with
respect to possible
cooperbtive programs

6. Select optimal
alternatives

In our discussion we will be focusing only on boxes 1 and 5. The

reader interested in further information on the entire process is referred
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to the readings listed in the attached bibliOgraphy.

Step 1, the careful specification and analysis of basic program

objectives,cati be accomplished ina systematic fashion b4/ considering the

following-factors.

. 111

Obiective functions, usually quantifiable, which are the set of

values to be optimized. These could be nuMbers of unemployed,

dollar amounts of earnings, water .quality levels, or whatever

'.

parameters relate to the objectives of the program. The selection

4

of the proper objective function,is crucial to die analysis and

cannot be overemphasized. It may seem simple to specify certain

quantifiable items-such-as-unemployment rates-and absume-theser
4

liagilifilireflect the objectives of'the program. In fact:however,

the easily quantifiable may noebe our prime objective; what we must

do is first state jthe objective and then see if it can be quantified.

Criteria, which a the test of program effectiveness. This,could be

maximization of j bs, minimization of unemployment, etc.

- Constraints, which are factors limiting the range of feasible alter-

202

natives. These could be physical barriers, resource availabilities,

or even policies which restrict certain activities. Ignoring

constraints will lead to solutions that seem optimal, but are not

feasible.

Models, which are abstract representations of program operations. A

mbdel could be descriptive or predictive. /t should permip the.

analystito test various assumptions to see their effect.

Alternatives, which are different means Of acLoMplishing the stated .

objectives. Too often only a single course of action is considered,

2(32
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whelLother possible'solutions exist. Consideration of

alternatives is the essence of analysis, and generation of new

alternatives should be encouraged.

These factors must be weighed against the progrem cost. If two

programa:both co;t the same amount, then the one!oith the higher level of

ef ecttveness in terms of the designated criterion should be chosen.

Alteinatively,lf two programs both achieve the same level of effectiveness,

then the one with the lower coat shouli be chosen. It may be assumed

that rational decision makers using a program budget will allocate re-

sources in this manner.

Sometimes, however, the rational decision maker sees only the per-
.

speetive of one 4gency when a more optical soluiLon mift result from
. -

considering the resources available from several agencies to accomplish the
. .

smile goals. Thus=if each of several agencies acts rationally in allocating

its resources towaki the accomplishment of its own goals, it is possible'

to have each agency independently arrive atIdecisions that are less'optimal

than those that might have been madethrough cooperation wiCh another .-genci.

This may be true not only when viewed from the perspective of a higher

level entity, bitt also from Chi viewpOint of the individual agencies. This

phenomenon is referred to as "sub-optimization." /t results from program

analysis app,ped at the individual agency level when an analysis which

included inter-organizational cooperation would have been more beneficiar..

A classic example of 'sub-optimization is the "Prisoner's Dilemma" (Exhibit 4).

TO overcome this *eakness in the traditional progranyplanning model,

we have added Step 5 which proposes that planning committees be formed

from among planning and budgeting personnel of various governmental agencies

and organizations. These committees would not be actual decision making
A
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entities, nor would they validate decisions made by the constituent

organizations. Rather, they would serve as a forum for sharing program

planning information and for developing inter-agency programs ancLgoaLs...---

The committee would have at analytical staff capable of analyzing program
-

costs and effectiveness At * level higher than the individual agency. In

addition, the staff should be capable of monitoring and evaluating the

inter-agency programs.

//
While the project did not attempt tO formulate the decision rules for

iscertaining whiuh agencias should participate on tfie planning committee,

1 It was observed that Agencies with close program ties can initiato inter-
A

agency planning on their own. Rotating leadership on an annual basis

' mould alleviate leaderihip burdens on only one agency and would prollide

for equal allotment of time and energy on the 1;art of each agency. iAtate

.1"
0,

departments ihich dispense state'and federal funds to itate snd loc' al.-

agenci4s deRartments of vdcational education, child wel'-f:;;;Ibanpower,

public Aid, for example -- can encourageintet-agenty planning by accepting
;

proposals for sharing costs with the'coopetating agencies. This would

require endorsement of the concept ofinter-agency program planning by the

govermor and hii administration.

a

IMEMUCE

Olufrescearch indicate's that while budget rules per.ge are not i signi-/ ,

ficant barrier to program linkage, current budget,,and filanning,procedures

,

can and do lead to suboptimal decision
\
making. In thLis discussion of die-

budget and planning process we have emphasized the importance of two steps

in the planning procedure: program analysis and ihe use of joint committees.'
I

In the application secte of the report (Applyin& the Models), we will

demonstrate how this procedure,can be taug"_,: and how it eau' be used.

204 A 2C
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C.

Budget aria1 Planang2Seminar Agenda

t

9:00 - 12:00. .Budgeting Process
, .

.

4.
.4 . .

Welboe.

le /Intr oduction.:

m. .

..

" 2. 'Put sAinar in, Oevconteit of-whole
-." prolect

..

,
3. Define Linkage-in Budgeting Contex5.

...4.
.

.
Mec hanics and Structure:, "(Lectute)

. . n.

. The mechanics and structure of the.governmental
vallocation process. Thespegker'should be

. familiar with mariag;.6ent, allocatIonand man-
power processes. Au outline of contiLt is fou&l

. , in Exhibit 1. The Oint must bepade that all
orianizations have 4mited resources. In order .

to provias the maximum effectilmiess from.the .

mtiligation'of these resources, allocations must_
be made oy the basia of program costs and' ,

,? effictiv ess.
.

,ft,1

I .

f

.

;o.
s

1:oo

,

. .

.

date9 ilreale- i
r

..... .

t
.' o

.
. . .

. 'The4Bhdget as BarriepIto Link4ge (Discussion)
.. .

. -

. i
. .

'PattiCipanediscussion of,the1bu4get as a barrier.

..4. ,
Confirm die fact that perhaps its not, ttu't discuss

, ,

'why it is.constantly rneBritioned as one. .A

,

How to COpe I'd& Budgeting POobiems (Lecture, Guest .
. -: Speaker)'

-
.4. .

- ,

c ,
.

.

il .Speakershould be seleOtedlfrcm an agency,that
succeisfully rung progrim&which are.funded by
several.sources. Leave time for questions.

Lunch'
149,,

4

. N,

4 i .
.

. 1:00 -' 4:00 Program Analysis
, . .

e Introductitri to Progra0 Analysis (Lecture) ,- ,
. ,

° '. .

1Kn-ouEline f6E-00 session is included Tri
Exhfbil0:2, ind Exhib-c 3. To illUstrate the Con-
.cepts invOlved the jticle entitled "A Cost-Effect-T

iveness Anal.iiis o Ilblected Manpower Programs" by

.
Batty and Cotton iusfrilbe daed; v.

s.
S . ......_

.,
,......-o A o I

4

.44

,

t "

/4.
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Coffee Break

'NSuboOtimization: A 6nall Group Exercise
-
; 'A small group exercise'forcing peOple to choose

41e nost appropriate alternatives. We bave
developed a hypottletical case for class discussion
.purposes to demonstrate-the effect of suboptimization.
The case provides program cost'and effectiveness
information for alternative,programs for two
different'agenciés,(EXhibit 5).

Nlhe Zeminar participants are divided into small.
/ groups of about 10 to 12 persons to facilitate

discussiOn. Each group is-given 942;0f-the agency
problems, bit-does not know about the complementary'
problem for the other agency.4

The groups designated'as Group I are instructed to .
'analyze the programs-of the hypothetical Water.
?rotection-Agencr (WPA):- WhenthibAse was'tested, '

the conie6sus seemed to favor Program A, although
one group did select Program B in a close vote.
Program A provides a slightly lower level'of effective-
ness, but the'cost is substenlially. less-frOm;the WPA
point of,viei. !
The groups designed a's ptoup 2 areJnstructed to
analyze the programs of the hypothetical Manpower

,ftvelopment Agency (K6A). Wherrthis was tested, the
consensweseemed to favor Program A. For the same-
cost as Program B1,.11.t.provides 45 more jobs With .

nearii the same salaries, and provides.only slightly
fewer jobs-than 1.ogram 82 at substantially lower cost ".

from MBA point ofrvied w.

When allkthe particidants are reconvened in a plenary
sesaiort, a spOkesperZon for,eich group reports thb
results of thegroup'a deliberations. It should be
clear that from ,thaisten4poiht of the individual
-agencies wortcing Zeparatelye thelprograms designattat
as Program A would mOst likely havefbeen chosen.

With ill the groups' together, the case ia-revieed
from a boperative point of view. A majoncost-ele-
ment of Program B for the WVA is the cost of training

.4 ($600 0). If thio
t en Program B would cost the.same as Program A, yet
'provide a higher level of effectiveness. Similarly,
the primary/advantage of Program; A to the MA is
that it costs lass than Program B2. If the cost of

206.,
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Program B2 could be reduced to $500,000, it would
then cost the same is Program A, yet provide a
higher level of effectiveness.- more jobaat higher
salaried.

The potential for a cooperative solution3hen emerges.
, If the' MDA could provide the training needed by the
WPA, perhapd it would improve the solutions for both
agencies. The WPA could afford to pay the t4DA up
to $200.;000 for the training seiwices and stillhe
better off,. On the other hand, if the MBA received
anything moie than $100,000, it would be able to conduct
ehe training program for less cost than.the referral
program, and with a higher level of effectiveness. Au
area for negotiation exists in a range.of $100,000
to $200,000 that would leave both agencies (as well
as-the public) better off.

Iowa Pesticide Inventory Project: An example 'of

successful planning.

This project, described in the case we developed
(Eihibit 6) involved the successful utilization of:
senior cittzenS (with funding provideeby Cher oider,
Americans Act), to provide nanpower resources-heeded
by,an important environmental protection-Progiam.
This suotessful pase-helps reinface the coillieptual=
ftamework daiWiriiiFfEtWly, and provides an

_ optimistic conclbsion to the day.

Of course, other examples of successful'planning
and bUdgeting could be used.

The JOint CommiZtee (Alternative Seminar Possibility)

Close the day with a participant discussion on the
posdibilities for the Joint Committee as a Linkage
oPportunity.

.

11
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,EXHIBIT 1

The Badgeting Process, Mechanics and Structure

1. Rationality in'Managemen

A. Theory of the firm: the classical economic model assumes
that.a rational-manager acts in"such a way as to maximize'

profits Of the firm.

. Non-profit organizations'bannot use profit maximization as a

criterilon of rational behavior. Nevertheless, they can be

--managed rationally.

C. /t is axiomatic that it is better to have rational management

than irrational danagement. The budgetary protess tan be used

effectively to rationalize management in all types of organizations.

'/I. .6efinitiops

. A. Planning--consideration of objectives ofthe organization and--2)
.

_ _ weighirik costs and benefits of alternative activities.

B. Programming --making spect.fic deCisions as tO whic.. alternative"
activities will be undertaken.

C: 'Buageting- -assigning resources to the various chosen activities.

//I. Budgeting Concepts

Objecti of expenditure (or ").ine items")

1: Usually required by law

2. Oriented toward control (in a narrow iense--E0 discpurage

theft or overspending)
3. Focus on inputs '

4. Organization bound

5. Disproportionate in detail

B. Performance budget

.1. Relates expenditures to scale of activity

2. Focus oh, efficiency
Require'siqUantitative measurement of work units

4. OrganizaEion bound

C. Progtam Budget

/_11._F_oculoh*ctilei
2. Considers_effectiveness
3. Allows consideration of alternative me s of accmnplishing

objectives
. .

4. puts a&ross organizattonal lines
5. Control a policy-making level



IV. Characteristics of an effective budgetary systim

A. Explicit recognition of objectives

B. Program budgeting

C. Extended time horizon

D. Evaluatioh of alternatives through systematic

E. Reporting of accomplishments

.

analysis

r.

t

e

1
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: ON ACIMW AND SUILACIIVIT?

8114 Swag of Buhl Services: -.-
,.

01 Supervisory ird clerical -.4.-
Dtal ts\\. II ea treataes IOWA .- T..ark.
Patients examined
Ifealth edseatioy oar*** ----

\
Adak Heiltitsad Aging:...-:.,--

Superyisory and clerical-
Bean patients visits -Visit
Cower patients .visita--_: WNW.,
Diabetes patient vieas-Visit N.

4

kratritioaal gaidii;co viaits :--Virit N

EXHIBIT I. (Continued).

Example of Performance Budget

WORE UWITS

--5/14-2Coatsel Comaytakabls-- -

;

02

OS

Is

.......

410,000

400,000

474,310

$4.389

-59,199

34,300

*Wm'
%aloof 1071 -Ms. III71

440.90() 432,443
221,750 328,565

253,186 233,210

65,921 41,603

65,548 39.601

23,001 18,627
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1173 1973

ist 190

14 . 12

38 38

135 136

4 4

I 1113014/
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EXHIBIT 1 (Continued)

area Budget'

/97$ /171.
.00 .09

m/

Mobs,
11173 Att. $911 1973

191

14

A00 44314443 .38

7$0 326,565

11 44444
46044wii
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190

.m4,4**

54

3$
136

'4'

183.310

do*
43,730

105,480

7,280

53 91.534 90.388

ion
181.310

21,840

40,670

111,520

7,280

18 3102 31,634
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JOURNALCITY COUNCILMa-GO

109-0srporalsi nod.

Appropriations for expenditures for the fiscal year
beginnipg January 1, 1975 and ending

December 31, 1975.

No. I. CORPORATE PURPOSES FUN1)-100

CoM

MAYOR'S OFFICE.
Aftii

Aprosoriar4

3110.000 For persockti services 551.358.09
1110.100 Forcontmlual services 23,850.60
3110.200 For travel 3.750.00
1110.300 For commodities 14,500.0

Teta for *woes Ofilcolteemitive ... ,593,458.00
.

Mayoes Committee for Froonotelo and
4 Cultural Development.

3115.000 For personel 228.487.00
1115.100

,services
For contractual services 11.300.00

0
3115.200
3115.300

'For travel
For commodities ....

3.000.00
2,000.00

4*.

0 1115700" -For coatiagencies---- -

el Total for Mayoer '..lotaizdttee for, 4.

g
EPOROMie and Cultural Development: 245.017.00

1.1
%.0 Mayoes Ofece of IrRalry and friformailois.- et0 -1120.000For-personaLserdees.---.1.-........:....... _ 331,115.00
H ,4 .. 1120.100 For contractual services 4 4 4

a II 0 a

i two. 1120.300 For comModities ....
1120.700 For contingencies

..
i

;a 0 Total for Mayor's Office. of Inquiry and
iInformation

,

;a
%-......-1

212
k

1130.000
1130.100
1130.200
1130.300
1130.400
1130.700
1130.801
1130.802'
1130.803

1130.804

Slayer's Office, for Senior Citizeas.

For personal seriices
For contractual serVices

Tor travel .
For comModities
For equipment . .
For contingencies
For Commbnity Leadership Developmept,
For Retirement Education Program

...

For MvisoryFouncil on Aging
To provide fdr research, pimping and service pro

grams for the handitapped....,

Total for Mayor's Office for Senior Citizens
.

3,000,00
3,500.00
1,000.00

139.275.90

740.224.00
129.050.00
17,000.00
12,500.00

3,800.00
500.00

7,500.00
7,500.00
1,000.00

25,000.00
944.074.00

, ,

Mayees Omeodudgetary Division.
/ t__ ..Ii40.000 Torierermet serriGes .... -524;4400- .

1140.100 For contractual services 79,550.00
1140.200 Fr e travel .1 12,725.00
1140.300 For commodities' .... 3,700.00

p. 1140100 For-contingencies . 50.00
. Total for Budgetary Division .. 623.499.00

2 t 2

BOUM:. City of Chica.co Aporopriation Ordinance for 1975:



EXHIBIT 2

Program Analysis

I.100hatacteristics of program analysis

A. Involves the use of many disciplines for the solution of complex problems
1

B. Scisitific mothod

1. Systematic
2. Objective
3. Reproducibii

p.

C. Use of models -- abstract representations of reality

1. Descriptive
2. Predictive
,3. Quantititive

//' D. Evaluation og alternatives
, .

'E. Time context is the future

F. Consideration of uniertain

G.Itewgitition7of externaliti
-

4

H. Use of judgment -- art val. science

I. Timeliness-'

fi: Metho of.programPanalysis

A. Objective function -- the set of values to be optimized

,

a

B. Criterion -- measure of effectiveness

. o

IC. Constraints -- limits on the'lrange of feasible alternaiiVes

J. Resources -- money, men, machines, etc.
2. Political ward boundaries,'interest groups, etc.
3.'Physical -- capacity, speed, etc.

D. Models

1. Simple enough to allow analYsis and manipulation
2. Detailed enough to include all important variables

E. Development of alternatives

F. Analytical tools 4

'"7----1Marhematica1 programming
2. Program Evaluation and Review TechniqUe (PERT)
3. Simulation
4. Scenario constrrtion
5. Cost-effectiveness analysis

213



ITI. Cost-effectiveness analysis 14

A. Definitions

1: Cost-benefit analysis -- benefits usually measurable in money terns
2. Cost-effectiveness analysis -- effectiveness measurable in any terms

B. Evaluation of alternatives

Frequently one hears the statement, "We want the maximum effectiveness at
the minimum cost." This is not a rational basis for decision making, as
the maximum effectiveness is infinitY while the minimum cost is zero.
These two states are generally incompatible. There are, however, two
rational basis for comparing alternatives:

1. Givih alcon'stant level of cost, maximize effectivIness
2. Given a ac7tant level of effectiveness, mimmize cost

IV. Measuring costs:

A. Estimates may be nece sary

E. Full system costs -- inclq7 operation and maintenance as well as invest-
ment

1....TirciTeirce of costs -- direct ksts vs. costs,iiPosed on others

V. Scale fctors . .

,-,

\,

A. Limitations of ratios -- cost/effecti. eness ratio should not be used
nnleAS romparing-alternatives-of-simi ___-_____-_et

B. Diminiihing returns -- highest priority aiternatives may be attraCtive
for spending the first avtilable dollar. itfer spending,a ceitain .

amount in any one directiOn, however, the effectiveness gained from the
last dollar spent in that direction may be less\than the effectiveness

'. expected from spending a dollar on an alternati4project.
4

$

C. Marginal analysis -- optimum mix of expenditures reAchedijben.marginal
effectiveness from last dollar spent is the same for .S.11 alternatives.

214
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EXHIBIT 3

Cost Analysis and Hati-Year.Planning

I. The multi-year financial plan

A. Present decisions mode with consideration of future consequences

B. Future estimates for planning purposes are not definite commitments
\ C. Comprehensive vs. soli:cif projection
)

Situations requiring forecasting

A. Small programs to attack long-term useds

B. Future costs expected to increase rapidly

C. Funding sources expected to change

D. Capital programs expected to impact.on operating budget

III. Cost estimation

A. Cost estimating relationships
!..\

S

1. Statistical regression techniques
2. The problem of extrapolatiah.

4

B7- /iipiCt "Of inflation

IV. Tiee phasing of costs

9

-101,

A. R & 0 phase

B. Investmente_-- affected hy_scale_of-oparation-______

d. Operating phase --'affeeted, by serail,. of duration of operation

D. Present value vs. sash requireients -- budgeting requirss that money be
appropriated in years when needed. present vilue calculftion msy beuseful in planning (choosing between alternatives) but opefor budgetiig.

V. Uncertainty

A. Cost estimating uncertainty -- difficulty in predicting costs when
configuration is known.

B. Configuration incertainty -- most cost changes are due to design changes.
C. Uncertainty is related to time horizon -- the distaatluture is more

uncertain than the near future.

VI. Dealing with uricertainty.

A. Cost sensi4vay analysis

B. A fortiori analysis

C. Ranges-and probabilities



FIVE

YEAR
FORECAST

EXHISIT 3 (C ntinued)
The tral oandusion suggested by the projections comes
from al compariton of the bottom lines on both sheets
'totaf Unrestricted Funds" available on the revenue sheet
and tolal "Unrestricted Funds required" on the expendi-

. tures thee!, it is clear that, with low growth or high
growth, increases in Unrestircted Revenues will fall short of
being able to finance the current progrtms at their higher
costs and, in addition; those new programs represented by
Prorrosed "capital improvements of Priorities 1, 2 and 3.
Excluding undependable increases in revenues such as
increased federal aid, a less ambitious future set of pro-
grams is demanded.

The five year projections of revenues and expenditures
make it possible to view the recommendations contained in
this budget in a longer range financial perspective. In per-
Radar, they provide insight intp whether or not current
*RS can be carried through without tax increases and the
anent to which funds might be available to finance future
additional programs: further: they illuminate the long run
impact of the City's Captial Improvement Protram on
Operation s.

The .projections are based on the assumption
that all capital improvements contained in the Capital
improvements Program for the next five years and rated
Ile Priority Three or higher will be financed. This in-
cluded such items as a $1.2 million Senior Citizen's Center,
a 22 4 millien esp..reicentercer.eArea-liend-Acquisition;
Padtside Park,, Park East Park, Tantra Park Phase It,
1275,000 upgrading of older parks S1.9 million of neigh-
borhood Park develoment. Pottery Building and Art
Canter, $1.2 million Cenval Boulder Recreation Center.
$100,000 annual bikeways construction, and numerous
odor publiC facilities in the water. sewer and transPorta-
liew reas supported with restricted funds.

The projections also reflect the effects of continued in-
filetion. population growth and growth in real purchasing
power. Since it is impossible to predict future changes in
these variables with certainty, two sets of estimate.: have
been made to tepresent upper and lower !mild: on their
fehire values. Reflecting these upper and lbwer limits.
corresponding higher and lowet projections/of expendi-
twes and revenues aTe included. The low esfirnates reflect
dot minimum growth that might reasonably/be expected in
twee determinants. The high estimates rjeoresents maxi-
mum growth. Of course, neither of-these'extremes is very

.hltely to occur. Much more probaolef is some path in
between. The following table sets out the specific.assump-
tIona implicit iplithnsuawaigendltuce.estimates:.

,percent Annual Increase
Low High

Boulder Population 3 5
Consumer Pi ice Index 23 4
Real Personal Income 13 3
Wages for Municipal Employ as 4 8
Construction Cost Index 5 11

216

Another important point illuminated by the projegtions is
that if .General Revenue Sharing is not extended beyond
1976, a SI million shortfall in revenues in 1977 and 1978
will become a much mOre thrutening $2 million shortfall.

Though no figures are included in this budget, it canbe
shown that a substitution Of the more elastic sales tax for
the current level of property tax would very nearly cause
revenues to grow fast enough to eliminate the discrepancy
shown with thp City scurrent revenue strircture.

216
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EXPENDITURE
PROJECTIONS

EXIIII/T 3 (Continued)

PROGRAMS

NUM stemma
ow, Gomm Ilestawa
Ware Serateds Ch Adren

WartaftionaMimi
01004404.mmo4&4 ftf000Kow
PiersoolotSsmartitonos

Mwmeamom
Amr*Woefdwes
WWW44110.4qmonm4441ftpmew

1972
ACTUAL .

4.290Ma
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SUSI
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7730
10.40

..,.

19/:
UNMET

e

0.157
790323
9117.70
MACH
0.7194
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46.471"
72.173

-
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SOUR ,

7410
131141711

40343
44.611
1E14
17,43I
71.1119

IRAS.
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MIN Tampanause 790 34931S I 7 21114

*iron -Teaawanatiso _ - 0235 ------ 21-$30
1,09297Moirt Trateuvw 0 es 1,0497 f AWL*

1.960 StmoN 90.541 1.3993 X 1,10141_--
Polik, 49,01 0317 TWO
119104,194 %gown 0.797 14111.1911 011.191
TeintostatIon Mown *at MOH 10.719 0.09

-
HROWTN- '

Newl.wwit letnew and C.Norditittom

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Zoom sad iv Code fintoreemene
Cdepontaty Plannntd end Pesten
Conntunny1Wwwi 44rointsuat.dn
Grete4e11
Itwiternnentat Central
Wean Gooney
&Wind Cede Inforcanont

0011SIn
Nevins I nIotaistiat end Co, animator,
Notrand Unit Alanadernand,
14entiod Cade I edwarrernit
11throntdRehatastatwart
Woman el Hawaii Units

PROTECTION
. Mew Histh Sitt.4s$

*mut Conti&
Ihrwo Ac1se448
penwnpen Crow& Aortic Ol Person
*maws of Voile Afilnit Psoosto
tit Mann Romans
laajttiennan
Closter loseparednett.

SERVICES 117 PROPERTY
Wet. Soaliv
WSW Itt stnItnt
Water Ontoltut on and Stater
Water Unkty Manor/nem
SanvIaPd Stew Conechen
smodsftt Sown Tmtment
$sentve Sewer Mantrtnent
Aged Con' HO,

.....
15.33* KIM

.
0.10 MUNI 112.741
7079 170.03 ' 11111.10'
16.763 55,714 ISA11

309.2119 3.772320 110.940
3920 0.704 OM

.11.11111
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.. 79,0611
- -

93.20

2

. 000
91.10

14,70 16204 7.1to
16.741 3100

39,432 38.776 46.1117. 70,0013
NAN 4$4$0

i

SMOG $04340 MIAS
IC.797 6903 139,70
75310 32236 197A I?

30,20 172337 791,139
0002 595.907 774)131
S541.954 904.07 000

41 114 70 04 MAL-
47,417 73.177

167,03 1.014,03 1,104313
176.03 550.710 46/A111

1,310A70 1,774,417 470.570
MA/ 157,173 40,410
467,647 tos:Ast 7411.111

1,101.00S 704,175 440.300
411,04 145.061 ' 303273

117341 717.130 1.390.391

Sourcel City of Boulder, Coloradot,Objectives ama Progrates, 1974; pi 94-100.
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EXHIB/T 3 (Caatinuad)

1975 19,78
_

LOW . 'HIGH
-

192S 1915 1977 - 1971 19/5 . 196 1977 1971

0203 ' .3 s2.461 S 93.181 $ 99276 S 66.606 3 97,129 3 106.933 s 17227
142,494 151.70 161,643 172,176 160136 168,759 . 189223 213,179
T.31.310 253246 20.949 385.671 252.161 281226 313239 35021
$1.244 54,523 58= - 61,219 53.857 60210 17.313 .a.,
SOO 1267149 - 91,581 ' 97,810 62.442 1.242,32 . 108.711 130 14 ..
MOO 30277 2107 28434 20.051 22,464 25.164 2 KS ; ..
44.494 111124 86.716, 92 353 10,403 60.051 100237 11 .960 -

MOOT 111219 117,331 204440 .1114,717 , 203.518 224,321 241,202

' ..
2LM17 25.077 26111 21,176 24.773 3027,498 .523 33,880
12260 13.457 14.203 14154

2

13.305 4.635 16.091 17,741
99,1110 1.121233 1200.322 1285239 1.134.431 1276,934 1,437.197 1,617151 1 "MIAS 12793323- 1,300.367 1,975 8415 1,218 nf 1252,773 1,501.571 1,S66.75l v

731.2410 129 099 137,457 146.357 . 127.645 142.939 160,066 179249
12300 452.804 484441 517180 462,363 522.454 530,353 674.363
'MOS .17,712 18,973 20247 17216 19,733 22.190 24,930

urn 10244 59101 63133 15221 52.290 . . - 20.263 -

_ .

1/4013 61283 66.530 .f., OAS *50.612 60.105 26$24 WM
MASI . 501,1137 168.02 59203 :72,133 $07,684 ,--" 178,567 73206
0702 67.136 71.636 75,436 £6283 - 74.503 13,741 94,120

3.1202411 716271 871228 973.411 2.338.940 939.778 , 1295$72 1.419,653
96,187 89,740 95,07 101.965 0.787 99.791 112251 126.064
13.1177 13,727 14.633 15.599 13,578 15,262 17,154 19261

1113.973 110,406 117,691 125.4St 109209 122.749 137,967 110.071
.... I . i, .

1 . 4 . - .
- ..

9.02 0.190 9.755 9.359 . 304 0,119 10.2SI 11.003
20.079 31644 32.7511 34.876 30.580 34270 i 39.426 43.077
481.088 522e 55,321 59081 51.683 58,060 0224 71273

.. . ... . re-=2n 348.956 365,180 381286 347.424 . 374,538 403050 432i21
.

19701 103211 203.633 317.33) 137,034 312,263, 239,46 271,025
1311517 136,900 145,774 155273 135214 151,424 169.57G 119,905
210,111 435.817 240251 256.338 221.900 249.302 280,04 " 314,679
14001 623.365 465,474 710,31 . 677285 01,01 777,101 ' 023.176
609.262 590.545 630.622 673.419, 648,767 501,365 631,78) 674297
111,130 763.107 615,149 8/0.297 753,178 E46,352 951,066 1,068221
117.694 168,461 179.954 192244 166,415 187,596 211.475 24397
31205 42,304 45,096 48,073 41,544 , 47,033 52265 59,420

l'
1 1,117.0211 1.6m,141 1.621,474 1,633 492

31070 4010 417,770 436211
610.451 03.81:0 639.578 652.561
474,436 522.431 537 133 563534
361266 277,302 268 140 266 438
1119.622 661.004 672.619 07170
422,638 449,751 08.535 sin III

3.242.112 933,114 2 837.017 835,065: 28

1419,479 1.655'.79, 1,691,023 1,121,227..
398.266 429,339 463.587 600404
624284 652,599 663,140 713.913
43: e.11 546 103 CO2 637 6CS.592
242.151 281 513 277.033 22060
625.100 709.750 726,19 753,471
436,256 478,954 575.831 577.429

2.461,730 1 061.1s.44 3.034253 1.160.414
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EXHIBIT 3 (Continued) . C''' .

Low
_.---.-~;--44*--- 1976 1977
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120134 ` 115476.
AO 3,497105 ,
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10072 t93.974 ..
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EXHIBIT 3 (Continued)

fr
EXPENDITURE..

PROJEcTIONS (Com.)

CULTURAL ANO R ECREAT1O.NAL
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REVENUES AND FUND
BALANCE AvAILABL

EXHIBIT 3 (Contittuad)
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EXHIBIT 4,

Prisoners' Dilemma

I

WEiTERN TOWN recently tw, outlaws had committed a nearly

perfeCt.-crime. People suspected them of doing it; abut there just was not

any evidence on which.to convict them.' The quick thinking, sheriff placed

them in separate rooms and made each the same proposition, "If-you confess

I will give you $1,000 reward and fine your partner $2,000. However, ifyou
.

both confess, VII fine you each $1,000." Each indiVidua properly reasoned

:that be would be better off confediing, regardless of what his partne; did:

However, it can be seeithat both would have,been better off if neitheehad

1

-confessed-.

0`. .1

Partner B's Don't confess
strategies Confess

The Payoffs

Partner A's strategies

Don t confess Confess
Oc 0 -2,1422.1221,1e-

+1,000, -2,000 -1,1300', -1,000

P

(Example of sub-optimization: In this situation, each outlaw acting alone
achieves a less advantageous result than would be achieved if the two '

individuals were allowed to solve their problem,pintly.)

'4
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EXVIBIT g
(.. .

Group 1 - Water Protection Agency (WPA)
\

The Water Protection Agency itAresponsible for assuring.high standards of
water quality in the State'of Illiaia. The agency iti currently considering two
alternatiVe programs for mpgredingtjater qualitriikthe, state. Estimates of
costs and effectivene0;of the twp prograMs are shown below.

, 4

Piogram A 4
/ .,

.
. .

.

Program A ithrolves physi
.

Ily yemoving pollutants fromAlsyste water by tile.:

additiolkof*chemioals
Th

use polluants toprecipitate, where theycan be
removed by i vacuum machine e machines can e operate y common a orers
moiking with'supervision. +

Effectiveness: 1Wa er Quality Index ut, 89

Cost Estimates. (eased ou'l Billion galloni treated), %

Personal Services
.N

10 SOerviiory @ $1.2,000
150 baborers @ $6,000

Materils and Supplies,

Chemicals an'd Precipitates

ipment

e

Program k

Program B involves the use of a portable electronic phlushastrobe to detect
water impurities and-convert,toxic substances into soluble oxygen by use of a
laser beam. Although this processresults in slightly better watert,quality than
the precipitate-vacuum process usid,in Program A4 the phlushastrobe is a very
sensitive instrument and must be operated by skilled personnek At,present'thers.
is a severe shortage of trained operators, and it is felt that-the oMly feasible

-way of obtaining these Rerators is to train them. '

50 vacuum Machines

TotatCost

$ 120,000
909.000.

1,02,000.

1,250,000

I 000 000

. $3,270,000

a er ua y ndex mg 9U
Cost Estimates .(Based on 1 Billion gallons treated)

Personal Services

10 Supervisory @ $12,000
200 Machine Operators @ $9,000

Materials and Supplies

Contractual Services' .

Training Phlushastrobe Operators
(200 @ $3,000)

Equipment

200 PhlUshastrobes

Total Cost

224

$ 120,000

1,920,000

150,0.00

600,000

1 000 000

$3,670.,000., 225



Group 2.- Minpower Development Agency (MDA)

The Manpower Developient Agency is responsible for deveioping eiaployment
opportunities for persons residing in the Stste of Illiana. The state currently
hes a high rate of unemployment. The agency is currently considering two .

alternative programs for ddaling With this problem: Estimates of the cosis and "1;1

effectiveness of the program are shown below. -.-

Program A

Program A involves a placement-referral service for unemployed-workers. It
conststs oi contacting emplOyers, arranging interviews, and counseling workers
in proper interview techniques.

Effectiveness: It is estimated that,195 unemplOyed workers can be placed
in jobs averaging $8,000 per year.

Cost*Estimates:

.0, Personal Services

226

Program B.

Counsellors (30 @ $10,000) , ,$300;000
Clerical Workers (12 @ $8,000) 96,000

Contractual Services

Rent, Telephone 79,060

MateriaIs and Supplies . 25,000

Total Cost 110.00m0 '

Program B involves training unemployed workers to oPerate a Phlushastrobe
-machine1-a-device-used-10-reduvirnrwa-tespot1Ertiorretraigtth-efeis-41-1116Ytage"
of Phlushastrobe *operators, it is felt that between 150 smd 200 trained operators
can be placed immediately in jobs paYlni $9,000 per year.

Alternative Bi (Based on 150 workers)

tffectiveness: Estimated'150 workers placed at $9,000 per year.
Cost Estimates:

Personet Services

Instructors (30 e $10,000) $300,000
Clerical Workers (12 @ $8,000) 96,000

Contractliat Services

d&ent, Telephone, etc. 79,000

Materials-sad-Supplies

Total Cost $500,000

Alternative 12 (Based on 200 workers)

' Effectiveness: Estimates 200 workers placed at $9,000 per year.,
. Cost Estimates:

Perional Servicef

Instructors (40 @ 00,006) $400,000
Clerical Workers (12 @ $8,000) 96,000

Contractual Services

:Rent, Telephone, etc. 79,000

Materials and Supplies 25 000

Total Cost $600,000
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.EXHIBiT 6

IOWA PISTIME INVENTOWPROJECT

One of the contractors-designated by the Department of Labor to.administer funds
under the Older Americans'Act is the National Retired Teachers Associatioi/kmerican
Association of Retired Persons (NITA/AARP). In June 1974 the NRTA/AkRP keceivad
an Older Americans Title Migrant of approximately $110,000 for fiscal year '74-
'75 for programs in the\State of Iowa.

Olean Northup is the ExecutiverDirector of the NITA/AARP. Leona Peterson is the.
Exseutive Director of the /owe Commission on the Aging. Darold Albright is the
President of the National Field Research Center, a priVate consulting firm Whose

,servicas have been engagsd by the Commission on the Aging. Northup recalls thst
ha, Paterson and Albright were at a meeting about another matter in the

Aging CMmmission's Office shortly after the amounts available -

became known, viten somsone'mantiondd'TitIe IX. Albright suggested that a ppasible
use would be ia-the environmentararia under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide,
hodenticide'Act 0/FR4$ and 66 rederal Environmental Pesticidea Act (FEPCA).
Petersen "had long been concerned with irojects.stressing interagency coopkration
ss in adjunct to amployine older adults, and as a consequence, was anxioucto
cooperate with thestiRTA/AARi in developing a model,project."

Robert Eaton, then invemployie of the Commission, now a consultant to-the--Comession,
explains that it was decided to pse the money to train older,workers-to be certified
pesticides applicators, pending the lisping by the EPA of pOiiicides that would

irs-cartificationv--There-wasAittle-activity-Cn-the-projeceuntil-Mt7-at
*Leh time it became apparent that for a number of reasons the EPA would not be in
a position to releaie the,lisf.in.iima to use the Title /X: money. At that point
the decision Vas made to-Shift to'another project, and statewide inventory of
banned and obsolete-pesticides.

,.-

The pesticide inventory like the pesticide certification arose out of the FIERA-
FUCA, which mandates that the pesticides and their containers must be registered
and stored, or disposed of, by'October 1977. The Iowa Department of Agriculture
had been designate& as State Lead Agency by the EPA, responaible for,bringing -

private and public institutions iito compliance with-the law.

At which point the Department of Agriculture was contacted is not certain. What
is certain, however, is that the Departm'ent was.less than enthusiastic at first

_about_cooperating...onthe pro4ect-.2aukewaria4n.the-xs?rds-of-444-11ook..-Admin-
istrative Assistant to Secr-narVof Agricultilre Robert Lounsberfy. Hook remarked
that "some agencies don't like to get involved with other agencie"." His agency
had misgivings about "not using state emplales" - the older workers were required
by Ulm to be employees of the NRTA/AARP - and "what embarrassments you might get
into." What convinced the Department to cooperate? According to Hook, "The nature
of the job: where would you find a young person willing to do this type of job?
We had a ready-mnde work...fez-de." Paul Bridges, Senior Consultant to the NFRC,
said that the NRTA/AARP and the Cbmmission on the Aging presented "testimonials"
to the Departmint of Agriculture in an.effort to persupde them that senior citizens
mould be capable of doing the,job.

* Employment of 0 der Workers in the Environmental Field of Pesticides, A Model
Ptogram, prepard by the National Field Research Center, Ins. Iowa City, Iowa,
1975.

4
-

This case was written by Cynthia Goldring, Northwestern Oniversi4,, Manpower Linkage
Project, for the purpose of 'class discussion. . 227 7
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Once the Department of Agricultuxe agreed to cooperate, a series Of meetings was
held during the fall of 1974 at .4hich representatives of Agriculture, NRTA/AARP,
NFIC, Commission on the Aging and eventually the EPA, planned the rhcruitment,
training and implementation phases of the project. It was determined that Agri-

,

culture would provide administrative support during all phases, and supervision
of the older workers during the implatentation phase. The coordination of recruit-
ment by state and local agencies would.be the responsibility of the Commission on
the Aging, and the NFRC wodld develop the'training program.

Agriculture's and the' Commission's responsibilities would be mat frmm their current
budgetsr, and.the Title.IX money woulu pay the wages of tia older workers. ,NFRC

then approached the EPA for funds to develop the training program. Northup recalls
the arshment Albright used to sell the project to the EPA: "Forevery one dollar
you spend, we will spend several. How can you refuse?" The EPA awarded the project
a grant of approximately S20,000. None'of this was used to pay instriitors 4 these
were provided by cooperating agencies.. Training sessions were to be held in
commuhity colleges in several locations in the state. (For full description of
tha training program, see Emoloyaent of Older Workers in the Environmental Field
of Pesticides, op cit.)

When the plans were substantially completed by the core agencies, other agencies
'whose cooperation was,needed were contacted by phone or letter. A very important

' ingredient in gaining cooperation; according.to,Bridges, was explaining to each
agency how the project fit.into its prograi andgoals. ,Eaton recalled that the
oily agencies that refused to cooperate on the project'i terms were a few local
CAP agencies who were asked io recruit, but would not unless reimbursed for
advartising_costs_. -

Finally a meeting was held attended by all agencies who had agreed to cooperate.
The meeting was, in Bridges' wOkds, "The formal approval stage." The following
list includes the agencies,which cooperated in the project:

Iowa Department of Agricultu re
U.S. AgritUltural Stabilization Conservation iervice (provided desks and
phones for workers during the implementation phase.)

Iowa Employment Security Comndssion (helped recruit senior citizens)
Iowa Office of Planning and Programming
Local CAP agencies (helped recruit senior citizens)
Cmmmunity Colleges
Iowa Commission on the Aging
Iowa Area Agencies on Aging (Local arms_ot_the Commission_on_the-Agam
helped recruit and train)

National Retired Teachers Association/American Association.of'Retired Persons
Iowe Department qf Social Services (helped recruit) -

Northup said that all interagency agreemenis 'were verbal, while Eaton noted that
everYone "knew in general who would do what." BrUges feels that all agreements
shoulo be written, so that no agency can pull out and leave others "holding the
bet.1 Also, he feels-that written agreements are more effective than, verbal
agreemantain "assigning responsibilities."

Recruitment and trAining took place in the winter and spring of 1975. Both Bridges
and Eaton remarked that during this time they spent much time on the telephone to
remind recruiting agencies/to send qualified individUals for interviews. Eaton
stelted that at the first Oaining sessions attended by the trainees, nisny individuals
did not know the nature of the job for which they were recruited, suggesting either

poor communication or a lack of understanding on the part of the recruiters.

228 ,
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----Ditrift-the-reiriitient, training and implementation phases, meetings of the core
agencies took place only as conditions demanded. One such meeting concerned data
processing, procedures for which Bridges says received inadequate attention during,
the planning phase. /he data processini problems were resolved by the Department
of Agriculture's employing two CETA/public service employees and Title IX older
markers to process the data manually. Another cause for interagency meetings
Concerned situations in which the Department of Agriculture was'ditsatisfied with
the .perfopmance of individual older worker employees. Agriculture's instinct
mas to fire the individuals, whereas the Commission felt that efforts should tie

- made to retain.then. The two agencies usually were able to come to mutually
.agreeable terms in individual cases.

Both Northap and Eaten made the point that Iowa is the only place where a project
of the type described has been attempted. fn.response to the que.itian, "Why.only
in Iowa?" Northup replied that Iowa is "unique in having a excellent commissioner,
Leona Peterson, who will rtin rampant over bureaucracy. The state hese large
nuaber of elderly and there has been a loni-time build-up of relationships among
those concerned with their problems." I

Eaton's response was that the "Commission was a prime mover. ,Leona Peterson has
4 clear commitMent as to what the Commil'aioner's business is: to provide a better
life for old peoale. Darold Albright has his ears open to all kinds of things.
He's not afraid of the new and differerit. We're willing to bend rules and fight
ihem if we feel they're unjust. We do a lot of hustling. We're neatpeople."

Bridges commented that "implementation and design are more of the problem than
finding funding. If an agency wantsia_program it_can usually fit it in utilizing

_

CUrreat resources. There is"usually slack in au agency budget; most budgets are
flexible enough to deal with the unexpected." With regard to EPA as a manpower
userBridges observed that the pesi5icide"inventory project demonstrated that the
agency doesn't always need highly qualified people; individualawith non-technical
backgrounds call be trained to perform many jobs in the environmental field. He
statiethat "planning and linkage are almost synonymous." He felt that the pesticide
inventory project "developed openeting and planning linkages" that can be used as
a model for agencies with "mutual interesLs."

228
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APPLY/NG THE MODELS

The Project Staff

Northwestern University
Graduate School of Management
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apelyini; The Models

The previous sections of this manual have provided conceptual models for

overcoming commonly identified barriers to linkage. This section offers,a

prototype seminar for teaching the application of thope models. The key

element of this"seminar is that Participants are given the opportunity to

apply the conceptual models to their own wor kplaces.,

What follows are the contents of a workbook used at the application

seminar designed for occupational level personnel.from RegiDn V, WOOL.

The contents of the workbook are gelOteily

added explanatory information where we felt it necessary. The workbook

begins with the agenda and continues mith exhibits and work pages used in

,

small groups. It should he noted that the morning sessions are lectures on

the models, the afternom sessions are small group work sessions. During the

afternoon sessions project staff serve as consultants and/or facilitators.to

the work groups. The pages in the morkbook serve to fotce the ork groups

into applying relevant decision processes to their own problem, areas.

4

wa.
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Employment and Training Administration

Inter-AgAncy Linkages

Why, ihere,,awl How

Northwestern University

Graduate school of Management

.101.

Project S ff:

Allan R. Drebin
Cynthia Goldring
Hervey A. Juris
Joseph S. Hbag
Judith A. Maylan
Leslie Nathanson
Ronald C.'Rodgers
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Agenda - Fiist Day

9:00 - 12:00

Welcome

COMMUNICATION (lecture)
- Leslie Nathanson

IMPLENENTATION: Defining and Solvingtgatson Probleias (leeturd)
- Hervey A. Juris

PUBLIC4RIVATE SECTOR COORDINATiON (lecture)
- Ronald C. Rodgers

Small Group Assignmedts

, -

LUNCH

-

l 90 :2:30

230 - 3:30

3:30 - 4:30

4:30 - 5:00.

1

GOAL SETTiNg (leeturl)
AllentR urebin

IMPLEMENTAION/PUBLIC-PRIVATE SECTOR COORDINATION
tfork Groups (Project Staff)

IMPLEMENTATI0i/PUBLIC-PRIVATE SECTOR COORDINATION
Work Groups (Project staff) .

Summary of Day I

232
235
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Afeudd 4: Second Day

9:00"- 12:00 ,

Welcome

0
I INFORIATION (1edture)
- Myron Roomkin

BUOGEtING/PRObRAK ANALYSIS (lecture)
- Alisn R. Drebiu

1:00 - 2:00-

. 2:00 - 3"1*
r.

300

ar

I.

IAFORAATION/BUDGRTING*AND PROGRAM ANALYSIS
Work Groups (Project Staff)'--"

"INFORMATION/BUDGET/NG AND PROGRAM ANALYSIS
Work Groups (Plorect SSaff)'

4

Feedback and Seminar. Seminary
- Participants
Project Stafft

re

S.

II

I.

'

236
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r
'ISSUE4RiaS

In the workshop conducted lor the DOL, each 11ber
of the large group was assignbd to an issue larea of
his or her choice for the afternoon sessions. The
issue areas on,the pages immediately following Were
wrttten for the use of the participants in this
aeminar and serve as examples For other seminars*,

id issue areas should be problems that the managers of.,
the agenctes for whomthZ seminar is cotductef ictu--,
ally face, problems that might be olved by linkage
efforts. It is important to select problems which
are of immeOiateoperatIónal concern to the Auitience.
Tht key concetit underlying the application sessions
is,that e ch ierfon be forced to apply the models to
a specif c iasue--to'work thrnugh the etitire appli-
cation f om beginning to end.

"'

4

,
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ISSUE AREAS

I. EMployment Develoemere--.'
.

Definition - Services which develo emp.t.yineil opportunities and services which

match participents with empfoyment opportu$tiea. This encompasses all of the

pemployer related activities such as joi-de elepment:placement, job solicitation,

and job creation.

There are numerous factors which hinder effective employment development services.

4..Duplication- of contacts to employers by job developers, representing various

: agenciaa frequently causes employer animosity. This is sometimta exhibited

tIquak verbal ind/or written complaints_by the employers an4 other times liy

t employers' action of not hiring individuals referred by any of,the agencies

whoae job developers contacted them.'
-

--Job developers reiresenting different agencies often have different target

group priorities. .

-4uaiication of employer contacts creates competition for available jobs
among agencies motivated by their interest in favorable evaluations often

resulting in inefficient services to participants and/or inappropriate .

job referrals. .
.- ...

'--Much steff time is wasted in the development of relationships with employers

when this relationship may hive already been established with another agency.
. 4

.Given that these are piobfems, what would your go;ls be for a project that would

overcome some of these barriers?. . 4
. .

. .

Assuming that linking with other programs oi agencies would reduce these sorts of

probfems, what ot agencies would you look to in your area?
-

If you don't 'how would xpu find out?

Definition - $lIvices designed to determine each participant's employability,

aptitudes _abilities, and interests ameto devel4 a plan to achieve the partic-

ipantis-e;ploymemt_and_ralated_goals. This service may be accomplished through

the processes of interviewing, testing, ani counseling.

A successful training and/or-job matelidepends oi aft accurate understanding of ihe

participant's abilities, interAsts, and needs. Unfortunately/this aseassment is

frequently superficial or inedequate', often remIting in inap(propriate services

. being provyled to participants. This may be reflected in high drop-out rates and/

or low placement rates. In depth assessment and testing services may be extremely

costly. In addition, they require extensive staff resources and technical expertise

usually not available on a sinfle agency's staff. Prime Sponsors are often

unwilling or,unable to allocate the amount of staff resources and funds necessary

to proyide couprehensive assessment services to all participants.

Given that these are the problems, what would your goals be for a prOject that-

would overcome slome of these barriers?

Assuming that linking with other programs or agencies would reduce these sorts

of problems; what other agencies would you look to in.your area?

If you don't knowihow would you find oUt? ! 239
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4 //III. Supportive Services /

Definition - Supportive services provide assistance tØ individuals ilmovercoming
perabnal or environment 1 handicaps which inhibit tIéir employability. For the
purpose of this exercis

i
we.are limiting the defin ion to heal h services, child

care, and transportati serVices. Health servic s include dia ostic and treat-
sant service provided f r participants to ident y and correct ysical, mentel

an4 dental deficiencies Child care services e provided to InsurepropeecAre
of children *bile the pi arent participates in program or is emplOyed. Child care
may include day care for pre.-school childre and after-school dare.. .Transportation

servtces-are-arranged-oi-prbvided-for-part pants-to--imsure-mOil4ti-between7-hom--
and the locations of training,' employuent and supportive iervices.

I

i

There are numerbus prohiem areas which jrequently hinder providing comprehensive
supportive services4 Ade primary pro em is the high cost of ;these services. An
administrator charges with the deva nt of a comprehensive ;manpower delivery
system is reluetan to allocate a 1 rge-portion of his resourcei,to services not
directly related tó the Program's rimary objective of unsubsidized employment. ,

i

Each service is

re

leded by e rel ively Small percentage of th total individuals

dserved. Thera re, it is Ile -ally impractical to offer tue ervices internally.
However, the ilure to provide these services may mean that )1i significant poition
of the targeepopulation ts/hot served. In addition, many individuals, once

..

enrolled,.are-unablero-coiplete-participatiolt-in-the-prograi7- '-

Given that these-are tise'protlems, what would your goals be tor a projett that '

would overcome some of these barriers?. ---fr ...
. .

. ..---
i

.
.... .

Assuming that lidking with other programs or agencies would reduce these sorta of
problems, what other agencies would you look to in your area?

If you don't know, how would you find out?

4.

IV. Labor Market Information
-

Definition - Data indicating the present and future,supply of workers by occupation',
. the present and future demand for workers by occupation, and the identity of the

--intermediaries in the procesgof matching workers to jobs.

There are numerous problem areas related to the colleCtion and use of labor market
information. Many agencies id'a geographic area employ individuals with respon-
*ibility rrt 4.nlloCr lAhar-market information. Prequently_thinAa_unnecessar
staff duplication. The information which is collected is often not available in
a usehle format. The content may not directly relate to program objectives. IE
may relate to a different geographic base. Tke assumptions on which projections
are made are not available or alternatives are not presented.. There is%db accurate
inventory of data sources. Although a great deal of information is,a4ailable, the
diversity,of sources makes it impractical to-put together for an individual project.

Given that these are the problems, what would'your goals be for a project that
mould overcome some of these barriers?

240'

Assuming that linking with other programs or agencies would reduce these sorts of
problems, what other agencies would jou look to'in your.area?
If you don't know, ho* would you find out?

236



A

GOAL SETTING,

The first task for each group is to'
establish their goals vis-a-vis their
.issue area. This exercise fdrces the
group through that process.

237
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GOAL-SETTING

In effect, at the initiating stage of a
values and goals vis-a-vis the project.
initiating stages should be an open one
with respect to goals can be reached.

V

linkage there is no consensus on
The communications network in the
so that discussion and consensus

Ordinarily this mould take a long time. No or more agencies have to take the
time to establish relationships; open communication networks,and establish' .

,realistic program goals (which are flexible and may be changed over the life
of a proAct).

.

for the pirifoie Of-this-156i-diY7iiiIiir;-WiTiii-iikiag7biii you

condense your time frame and reach'agreement within your group about one or
two goals which you canwork toward-over these two days.

I+

The following,steps may help your,progress:
4o-

(1) Tike.a minute to introduce Ourselves to one another.

(2) Take some time to write some ideas about goals on a piece of paper.

a (3) Have those who want to, share their most salient ideas with the
whole group.

(4) Vote on one or two-goals that you are comfortable enough with to be
' able to work on for the next two days.

(5) Write the-group goals at the end of these sheets.

Program goals - broad staiements of what the organization would like to
,accomplish for its clients over an extended time period.

(The handomts are available for future reference, you really don't have time
to review these now.)

Tile issue my group 'is working on is

My ideas for program goals with respect to thCs issue are:

'(l)

(2)

(3)

238
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(4)

(5)

-thait this-group-hae--agreect-to-work-with-is: .

a

239
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The paies Which follow are handouts to I
help the group think through goal-
setting as a process.



. Goals end objectives

I. Hierarch, of objectives

A. Goalsbroad statements Of what the organization would
like to acco*plish over an extended time period

D. Objectivesmore specific quantifiable statements of
, what is to be.achieved in a more,limited time period

-11:--aiiifying objectives

A. Defining the scope of activities

. Zilch organization has some limitations on its .

purposes which.place boundaries on die scope of
activities

B. 'Ail iterative process

A tentative statement of goals and objectives .

may be proposed, but when the cost and availability
of resources'is considered, a more refined state-

, went will be developed

C. 'Not an end in itself.

The process of clarifyinfobjectives should continue
Until 4 reasonable degree of refinement is reached.
But the process is supposed to assist in-management
decision'making and is not an end in itself. Thut
the process should be considered completed at some
point

D. Participation in the process

-Persufff-ditedtlydffieted by ogrectives should
participate in their determination. This has
positive behavioral aspects in addition to providing
informed inputs to the p_rocess

III. Criteria4or estahlishcng objectives

A. Objectives of a program should be compatible with each
other

B. Objectives at one level of organization should be
compatible with-objectives at higher levels

C. Objectives sKould be translatable into "specific benefits .

that can be quantified

241
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.1

D. Objectives sh uld be stated in such' a way asto
encourage cons'&:ration df alternative activities--
they should not be so explicit as to define the method
of accomplishing them

E. They should be spe ific enough to permit identification
of activities which do not contribute to the achievement
of the objectives

IV. _Multiple objectives and con licts

Any organization will have se eral objactives and these
may conflict with one another. At the Federal government
level there is a conflict betwe n increasing farmers' incomes
and reducing consumer prics. t the local level there may
be conflicts between traffic safety and fast transportation,
eto. These conflicts must be resolved by policy makers, but
analysis is helpful in clarifying tradeoffs

as.

248
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objeellme et oevernmeat, lamulased SI the higiest sopa* Welk
en fury gmeral. eapragies the mmeresly accepted Wags et _.;ety. For the
344 pmject, the highest Jewel ampules of objettias vretf" allied by the
perlkipatieg local seesaws's is ealt baud tame, a. "prelectioa et mem
sad peoperty., "oppetuelly for educed's," sereetios a. abaridart We,
aerthsalthysommusity."

?i1
The peellmitary stemma of bade *aims developed in

So le roasted hete to show the diva*s of the formulatio* of objectify.
II alma eovanmeet with a ti!kly broad Navel public tespamibilities.

ii. To seduce the esteem aad effects el permed hum sad the loss el roping
le the ekitens I,. thii community.'to parleys at atmeephete gennsty foga
Matta ectseadatamal swab::
H. To provide a comprehensive pavans of public heshh serviette for the cId
ems et the community on order to reduce the rates of morbidity and venally.
W. To pitivide tor intellectual demlopmest sad snout earichmeet for Ihe
cilium el the eommitaity.
IV. To fester ecommic development, a gatiataelety growth in invegtmeet eed
mployment.
V. To provide kisute time oppommitiet.
VL To provide transportation zervica (including provision for art
of &Weida and facilities that will move tragic ie a mishear/ wooer .

Substaatiatcommatelky ameng thr broad ebircave gatema$ a the dif
hint jurisdictiona would be expected. That is, every jurisdiction would be
expected to express an end cbketift televant to dse healtis of its citizens sad
timilarly to have end objectives for each of the othei basic dimensions el
what is considered the °good", government or the "gad life." And that is whet

5 ems found in the project. The booed program categories of Nallau emer0
C.) (New York) differ in some ways from this. of Nashville-Davidson, but by

end large there are no substantial difiereiess between the stagment of goals
set fords above sad those listed below from Nanau'a ptogtam at tuctute.

To provide protection from penoaal harm and propetty lose.
To consern and promote health, to analyze health cars ace& to centimesr) lo Improve county health standards.

- To foster selkviluation and self-fulfillment: to citable each individual io
function successfully to the full extent of his *Widen in both the economic
and noneconomic seders of society.4.)

ol To maintain and improve the counly's economic infrastruchtre; to intro
ts 'the ordedy physical growth and development of the county.

To provide a atisfgetdry balance of recreation and cultural opportudities. .

0 I A, To provide help (consultation. referral and supporting services) to.individuela
_At _sad familks-insacial.-egonomirerpenonat dinteultitc7:m order to tams

*el or enhance their ctirecity for led Can Or to be able to function more amen.00.0 0 fully.in society.
pl
g Objectives that sti al broad ag "to insure orderly physical grew* and de-o
'asit--ieloProtor-oscrloroardtetingrPanning purposes. fhe most difficult tut

El 4-000.if a
tz.

In developing objective statements ts to bleak dews% the broaditatements.mto
*gnawer. more restricted. and ultimately mcre operational terms. That is ihe
phase where signiicsat diffetinces among jurisdictions would be expected. as
Medi* perspectives am brought to bear on the 'noble mg with which a gov.
eminent must deal.

ft seems clear dial there is no single, lea" pattern for defining objectives
or developlag,i program entreaty. Euendally what is called for is forms.
lation of purposes la terms of those belie to meeting Public "sea' or tools, Or
that define end ptoducts produced. Statements of objectives that arc Cast is
statutory termsLe.., "to implement Act of -- of 1969"esst DO liiht on
the demand or the underlying purpose that led to the enactment of thc law.
Nor do statements of purpose in terms of "to opense is existing facility" or
"to card out respasibility for its operation" illuminate the basic end sought.

Objectives formulated by reference to maintaining and operating ongolog
programo-tvheshh programs, for exempleoetessarily Call provide jolitince
don only for what exists rather than a beak for *view. asaessment, and tom.
raison *I mesas toward the end goal:desired. 249243
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THE QUALITY OF LIFE

The Comprehensive Plan is a statembnt of
the city's purposes and a guide to what
Should bc done next to build on basic
strengths and recent accomplishments. The
plan is strategic in that it focuses on those
issues and opportunities that are most crin
ical today. It deals with things that can be
&no now to have ihe greatest beneficial
impact on the quality of life in Chicago
immediately as well as in the long run.
Thetefore, policies for action programs are
focused on six strategic 'objectiyeq:

Family Life and the Environment. Neighbor-
s; hoods that are attractive to families with

growing children, as well as young unmar-
sa tied people and older couples, will be
a mated and rctaipecl. .

Expanded Opportunities for the Disdadvan-
o roped. The city Wilt increase. intensify. and
(11

tt. coordinate prograths to arrest' poverty and
knprow living conditions for low-income
people, through urban opportunity pro-

* grams. .education and job training, public
housing, social services, and other efforts.

Economia Develotament and Job Oppor-
tunities. Chicago's dynamic industrial and,..
businezkeconomy continues to thrive be-

e

'4
cause of the city's location at a focal point_S.

"if-world vide routes and because of its
expanding role as a regional capital, The
city's programs will select and emphasize

-the key-opportunities-to-build-upon -this .

6 economic potential.

Moving People and Goods. Chicago's role
as a regional transportation center requires'
efficient and convenient air. rat highway.
and water routes and terminals. Within the
Chicago area, a system of high accessibility
corridors will provide a logical' framework
for the development of both *major trans.
portation routes and highintensity land
uses.

The Proper Allocation of Land. The 'city's
basic pattern of land use is logical. In most
Cases activities are appropriately related to

241

the lakefront, rivers, and inajor tranVorta-
tionJoutes. But there are opportunities for
great improvement in the quality of areas,
especially in the cenual city, while still re
brining their present funcfions.

Unified City Development. In translating;
these strategic objectives into tengshle
progress, the city will continue to work for
cooperation and coordination in public and
private efforts. The Development Areiplan
ning procedure will serve as a means of
achieving maximum effectiveness of pro-
grams within large areas of the city.

Thrt Comprehensive Plan envisions an im
proved quality of life for all Chicagoans,
derived from a wide range of actions di-.
reeled towird both human welfare and
physical order. Its proposals are designed
to achieve two basic human objectives:

individual capability to act..assured by
essential standards*of the physiCal and so-
cial environment. and

individual oPPorknity for variety, range
of choice. and personal advancement.

The quality of the environment as a Means
of improving the quality of life involves so-
ciaand-econornic.asastelLas physicaLcon.
siderations. A major goal of the Compre.
hensive Plan is to broaden human oppor-
tunities. and this must occur on two scales.
the regional and the local. On the regionall
level the unique advantages.and activities
that exist here because Chicago is a major
world city must be Made readily available
to all residents. And within the loCal corn.
munity the widest possible opportunities
for a variety of individual and group nosvi .
ties must be assured.

The Comprehensive Plan is presented as
both a vision of the future and a vehicle bY
which citizens and government can. 00
guided to act together in responding effec.
lively to the challenge of building a great
city.



IMPLEMENTATION

The Implementation model is a diagnostic routine for predicting
success or failure of a par icular project based on ex ante
knowledge about the relationship among goals, structure and N
communication. ghat follows is an exercise *Leh forces the
groups to work through the routine before proceeding with the
design phase and points up ways that potentially unsuccessful
projects can be made saccessful by chabging underlying condi-
tions.

Rule conflicts-are a potentially important barrier to.coordt-
nation. For eath issue area used in the workshop seminar
leaders should be'familiar with the relevant rules. On the
next page rules relevaht to the four DOL issue areas are

- includcd.
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I. BmaloYment Development

A) Bince the Employment Scrvic.... is funded largely based on the number of
placements it makes, it is unwilling to share job orders with other agenciep.

B) Somp agencies have a mandate to serve a particular client group, e.g.,
, veleraas, minorities. 4

,

- .

C) At least one state employment security agency has a strict regulation
regarding the confidentiality of job orders and applicants.

4

. -Assessment

A) The Emproyment Service can only use ES approved tests.
.

B) Under the proposed new CETA regulstions, an individual does not become a
participant until having received services other than outreach and intake
(including assessment).

4
III. Supportive dervices ;

A) The WIN regulations say thAt if a client is suspended to (Eu, WIN
resources should be used for supportive services only if they are
not available through CETA resources.

B) Some programs have cost limitations for specific services._

/V. Labor Harker Information

A) Confidentiality of information.

B) Data collection methodology may be legislatively mandated (e.g.,
employment service unemployment data is based on place of residence,
not place of employment).

C) CET& requires data related to its specific jurisdiction. Many other
agercies do not collect.data on this basis.

S
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ThiNie, is a.decision logic we can go through which will help us-to know; before

we begin a prpject, whether that prMect is capable of b r lamented as
conceived, While not foolproof this logic can help 42 void rose errors of
desist.' or conceptualization.

What follows are some' questions you might ask yourself so that you can take
first steps toward utilizing the implementation model in yourpianning.

My issue group is:

4

Ourfoals are: %
S.

A

I. CLIENT IN7ERACTI9N

r 7
, '1. With respect tol your project Who is the "client"?

t.

-
2. Vould you characterize this project as
I highly interactive with clients?

lowinteraction with tlientg?
.. .

II. RULE SPECIFICITY

1. Uhat are some of thi rules and regulations governing this project
which might present barriers to.cooperation.

. .
!

. 1

a)

. #

b).

.
d)

le I
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4. For each of the rules mentioned in "3" above.

______
'

.

What- is the-dOtaan7).-f-fice kule--

Who

N (a)
p

.

(b)
.

,

(c)
,

.

. What .
.

,

_When
.

.

,

,

.

,

.

.. ...._..-_ -...--.....__-.-

.

.

_.-.. AM.4.1... ..a.
. -. Ab-wA ._ . ....Z. . - .

.

11here, .

I

... .

-

'Row
.

What is the force of the rule?

4

1 Rational l
.

0

Intentional

. .

,



(a)
r (b) . (e)

a ...
r

(d)
I

1

1

A

..
.

.

.

.

.

A..

mg

P'

-..
4.

C
-

liw

...

. 1.

.

. .1
. .... .....w................,....

, ;

.

,,

A

.

i

I

'

\
.:".

\ ,.

a

`..
..

.

t
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--1.-Owthe_basis of: your_ answer to.question "4" would you_say that the_
rules and regulations governing this project are, in general;

highly specified and unambiguous
of low specifity, i.e. ambiguous

1II..PROJECT STRUCTURE

6. Would the proposed project organization be
highly structured (bureaucratic)
of little structure'(collegial)

IV: PROJECT Autunumx

7.,The personnel of this project, relative to the Oarticipating agencies,
have

a great deal of autonomy
very little or no autondmy

V. DEGREE OF OPENNESS

8. Within each of the participating agencies, the environaent could be
classifieduks:

closed

Agency (b) open
closed

Agency (c) open
closed

VI. UTILIZING THE MODEL

9. Now let us walk through'the decision model On the next page.

Pay attention to the sigials
- if xou reach a "go," continue with.the decision process
- if yOu reach a "go (Caution)" take time to consider whether

theze'is some way to change the design to get the program
into a "go" format

- if you reach a."stop" consider ways to get into the "go"
format. If that's not possible consider abOrting the project

. . _

2 5
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Planned,'
Service i

Hi/Lo Specification Hi/Lo Structure'
of Rules and' of Project
Regulations Governing Organization
Participants.

Hi/La Autonomy
. of Projects vis-a-vis

Participating Agencies

V

A

High .

Interaction
.Service

Hi

Stop

Co

Hi

Stop

Go

Hi

Go
'. (Caution) IA

Low.

int:erection

Service

Go

Hi

P

(Caution

Hi

-Stop

Cautibn

top

Hi

Stop

StOp

(Caution

lad

Hi
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Problem Solving_Paths for Improviimg the Implementation
of Inter-Agency Projects '



ts

Rink Structure RLILo AUtonomy.
of Project of Projects vis-a-vis'
Organization Participating Agencies-

GO .

(Caution)

Go

so
Caution

(Caution)
Go

(Caution)

g Paths for Improving the Implementa.tion
of Inter-Agency Projects

-
c4
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I.

, PUBLIC/PRIVATE COORDINATION

This diagnosiic tests each work group's understanding
of the privatt.sector labor market model (the model
itself is reproduced on the next page). The point
to be made in this session la that it is not enough
to know what jobs are available marketwide;.one must
also know enough about the labor market to know which
jobs are relevant to CET& "clients and what CBTA must
do to prepare clients for employers.

1-

A
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`---nenpover Sway,

Employed by
Public
!rivets

Employment Status:
full time
Fart time
With jobs, not
marking
In sehoOl:

Secondary
Community or
Jr. Colleges
Tech. Inst.
Ayar Coltigea
Graduate Sthools
Training ptograms

itaTirsee

110ftiatled by duration

Onomployed by'octupationel
groups

thiemptoysd by
characteristics:
tcoummicelly
disadvantaged
Public Assistanc
recipient*

Women
Vouch
yeterens
Minorities
Migrants
Limited,Englieh
speaking ability

Over 40 persons
Older workers
ilimBitsppod
Ix-Offenders
Educationally
disedvuntegad

Motive Americana
former mmgpower
enrollees

Location

it

,Mlwa

CtTA LABOR MARKET CUMMINS MODEL

Ihe

Parson4ob Information and A C

1. Recall of laid-off or former employees
2. lilting on eire, vik.ius
3. Void of mouth, reletives, friends
4. Civil Sett/ice or other caployaent list:

local, tete, federal
S. Public nd private employment,egentles
6. CETAvaaoclated agenclem, programs, prime

sponsors
7. Other employers (public end private)
8. Professors, teachers, counselors:

Graduate school*
Collegcsi- Jr. sad coomaicy Colleges.

9. Ptofeeelonel societies
10. Newspaper*. labor market publications

The Facilitators.

Remedial health ervites: medical lencel,
optical, psychological '

Day cafe, housing, family servfce, trans-
poitation

Preemployment readiness, orlentetion:
literacy, remedial reading, handling
rrsonat finances, pre-vocational skills
Professional knowledge, technical end skill
developmenct

_fachnicaLinsZi Di te soctenn I ty...

colleges, four year colleges, uolversities,
CETI., prime sponsor programs end agencies,
short specialired programs

Job success aids: counheling, coaching,
orientation, psychological Suppott of
employes end supetvisor
Transitional job, (PS2.)

R uir

Those of tht patron

(Supply)

Productivity
Skills,
Knowledge
txperience
Attitudes

ter emencs

Availability
Mobility
Job Readiness
Empioyabiiity

Pref
Occupational
Lifetime Career
oppor cunt ty

Environment
Supervision, work
*hansom pore,
variety, euronmay

Life style
pay, benefit., oat
costs
Worktelaure

Thou of the employer
(Demand)

Job Requirements
Technical
'Professional
Magas, hours of work,
working toad:tidos

Geographic
Artificial

Organisation
Opportunity atructOts
porta of entry
Rule*: seniority, tests,

@cc.

Environment
Readiness of immegsment
to accommodate the
supply

Job Decision

Rejection

if
(c) Frank IL-Cassell

Mond:water:, Unit/crafty Graduate School of Management
Manpower Linkage projcct
April 1976
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Acceptance

-Jeb-Pe, gad-

By Sector:
Public
Local
Public Service
Employment
Job Corps
Neighborhood
Youth Corp*

Scat.
Federal
Private

By oecupation

Existing job vacancies
.funded

By *actor
Sy function
By occupation'

Existing job vacuities
not funded

Future, funded
Enturk, not funded
(timetable)

By lotation
Urban-rural
Commuting distance and
travel cost

Move. ssssss ery

Full time,.part rime



PUBLIC-PRIME iECTOi 000RDIUTION

Mucirof-whatv-eIfirtebliut in this seminar.requires the knowledge of the
operation of private sector labor markets and potential lihkages tgichese
employment opportunities, support services end intermediaries.

What follows are some qwestiOns you might ask yourself so that you may tdke
first steps floward discOvering the public-private coordination issues which
are relevant to your own goals.

my issue group is;

D.

Our Goals &Fe:
\

2 55
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PUBLIC-PRIVATE SECTOR COORDINATION

A STRATEGY FOR, BUILDING.A, JOB TRAINING AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICE SYSTEMrNEMbIa-15ffisitiii-iii--,
jobs.potentially open?

le 1

'For which jobs might CETA
clients be trained and .

hired?
Table 2 and 3

INDUSTRY INDUSTRY

JOBI 1 JOB 2

,What are entry level
requirements for eadijob?

(1) Physical/medical_
requirements

(2) Training/skill
tequiremants

(3) Travel/mobility
requirements

(4) Employer-specific

___regOrfraeIttl _

J

,

What are job survival
requirements for each job?

(1) Working conditions

(2) Supervision

(3) Relationships with
2 6 ether work?.rs

10) Appearance

(S) Work habit., specific to

fir*, depaMment, job.



LIC-PRIVATE,SECTOR COORDINATION

MG A JOB TRAINING AND SUPPORTIVE SER9ICi\SYSTEM

INDUSTRY

JOB 2 JOB 3

,

JOB 4 JOB 5 JOB 6

,

.

. .

/
.

. . .

0

I

I

.

.

3

i-
.

,

,

2 5't

.



A STRATEGY FOR BUILDING A JOB TRAINING AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICE AYSTEM

, INDUSTRY

. JOB 1 t JOB 2 JOB 3. , JOB 4
1

Mat diagnostic services are
required to place clients?

..

(1) Skill assessment

(2) Job readiness

(3) Reftrral

..

.

.

.

'

_..

.

Whit supportive services are
.required during training and

after job placement?

(1) Transportation
. A

1(2) Wages or kltovances

(3) Day care

(4)-l4edical/detits1, ..

A

(5) Other

,

.

,

.

.

.

Idettify strategies for
operating training, upportive
services, job placement uhich
lead to job success-

(1) Would you still use CETA
fund( to prepare.clients
for each job?

(2) Which CETA clients are
most ready to train for
sad succeed in each job? .

.

)

.

-

2 58
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able 1

Southwestern Indiana Employer Survey
Jobs, Job Openings and Percent ef Jobs Listed by Industry

Projected
1975 Employees Listsizt1976-7_____

Full-time Part-time
Empleyegsl, Empleyees_ TOTAL

banking 680 134 814

n=15. 37 5%
.-

Constiuctien 449 112 561

n=I3 2% 4%

Eduoatien 751 150 901

n=5 3% 6%

GOverament 1131 199 1330

n=5 . 5% 8%

wealth 5939 897- 6836

n=17 24% 35%

Manufacturing 11913 200 12113
n=30 49% 8%

Mining -
Asriculture 57 ;0 57

.2%

Personal
t Services 711 178 889
nw22 3% 7%

Transportation
Communication
a:Utilities 1107 123 1230
n=11 5% 5

Molesale -
Retail Trade 1742 548 2290
n40 77 .22%

.
TOTALS 24430 2541 27021
tw179 91% 9%

Percentage of Projected Placemont
Opportunities in 1976-77

(c) 1976, Frank H. Cassell and Associates

262 260

Full-time
Employees

Part-time
Employes TOTAL

al 26 87
I% 3%

127 356 483
3% 44%

43 28 71

1% 4%

13i 16 147

3% 2%

927

21%

435
9%

0

-op.va.,.... R.%

174 4101
22%

69 2704

9%

0 0

718 19

5% 27.

97 49 14

2% 6%

214 58 272

5% 7%

4453 795

85% ,15%

187. 31%

5248.

19%
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Table 2'

Southwestern Indians Employ r Survey
Present and Predicted Employment by Job Title

Nenufacturers (n=30)

Professicnai-Manageriir-
- 1975 Anticipated -76-47

Pull 'Tort Njw Pull New Pail
Time Time ITime Time '

01 Accountants 99r 3 7

02 Credit Managers*
03 Computer Specitlistt-4 1$0 .! 1 4 1

-2-- 04 Dept; & Division Managers . 308 14-
I

05 ,Chemical Engineers 6' 1
06 Electrical Engineers 36 5 -

07 Industrial Engineers.' 82 . 12

.08 Mechanical Engineers 85 . .
- fr

09 Metallurgical Engineerf 4-
.

ro PetroleumEngineers 1

11 Other Engineers 93
12 Financial Maas ere '11

13 Marketing.Maiag rs 26. \... 3
14 Office Managers 12 .

,

15 Purchasing Agen e +54 3
16 Research Workers ! .

202 .25

. 5emistiCh10.
k

21 Physicist4 206
, . 7

22 Cther ScieKttists P 2
23 Advertising Utr.terb 87 4
24 Editors . 1

25 Photographers 5

'26 Public Relations . 6 1
1

28 , Cther Writers 97. 3

,Sub-Total 1601 4 97
Percentage of. Total 13% 2% 4%

Clerical & Sales Workers

0

s

29 Bill Coflectors 1

4 32 Mail Handlers '7 10 1 . 6

33 Kanufacturer Siles Reps. saP 1 124 .
,

. 34 Messengers 5

35 Keypunh Operatol.s 70 .--- 14'

37 Payroll Clerks'
T

32 , 2 3

38 .R4eptionists 10 1 2

39 SecretAries .. 337 29 43 8.

40 Shipping &.Receivpig Clerks 62 3
,

41 Spook Clerks 59, -- 3

1-ger Cleric0.
-
4, 174 5 18

.
1

ephone Operators 24 '8 :
.

3
.

Sub-Total 1363 56 '214 15
Percentage of Total 11% 277. 87. 22%

--
(0 1976, Frank H. Cassell aid:Associates
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Frank H. Cassell and Associates
Chicago, Illinois

Crafts & Technicians

Service Workers & Laborers

' 1

66 Janitors
67 Janitresses
68 Cleaning Supervisors
70 Cooks
71 CashieTs

74 Other Food Workers
75/ Freight & Material Handlers

77 Gardeners & Groundskeepers.
78' Guards & Watchmen
80' Warehousemen
81 Other Servicls

' 1

66 Janitors
67 Janitresses
68 Cleaning Supervisors
70 Cooks
71 CashieTs

74 Other Food Workers
75/ Freight & Material Handlers

77 Gardeners & Groundskeepers.
78' Guards & Watchmen
80' Warehousemen
81 Other Servicls

Percentage of Total .

Service Workers & Laborers

,

.-

.-

55 Heavy Equip. & Machiner) Mech. 71 2

56 Other MechAnics , 63 j
.

12

58 PhotoengralArs.& Lithographers 33 1

59 1:lumbers & Pipefittcrs 25 18

60 Pressmen &'Plate Printers 71
62 Sheemmetal Workers 15 8

.63 Technicians 130 23 10
64)(Tool &Die.Makers 198
65 Other"Crafts . 170 7

80
18 4 %

Sut-Total 2528 12 ` 222 15

Percentage of Total . 217. 67. 87 22%

Percentage of Total .

es'
Manufacturers (continued)

.190 8

47 7 -

29

-3 1

1 '

5 lf

349 4

10 6

85

113

397 46

1229 09
10% 36%

4

1229 09 340 12

10% 36% 11% 177

4

11

12

1

392

42
244

24

es'
Manufacturers (continued)

12s

340 12

11% 177

.190 8 11

47 7 - 12

29

-3 1 1

1 '

5 lf

349 4 392
10 6

85 42
113 244

397 46 24

12s12s



Frank IR. Cassell and Associates MaLfacturers (continued)
Chicago, Illinois

Oepratives & Transport

82 Asseiblers
83 Bottliorg & Canners

'Full
Time

1975 . Anticipated 76-77
Part
Time

.

New Full'
Time

, New Part
Time

2081
9.

1349

84 Delivery & Routemen 67 7 5

83 Dressmakers & Seamstresses 258 61

87 Examiners & Inspectors 635 89
88 Files,.POlishers, Sanders & .

Buffers 24 1

89 Forklifi & Tow Operators 655 71 20
91 Graders & Workers 3 20
92 Metal Platers 8

94 Mixers 30 1

95 Oilers & Greasers 33 16

96 Packers & Wrappers 70 7

97 Drill Presses
\

.62 40
98 Grinders 129 100

99 Other Machinists
100 Solderers

115
71

,...,---
15
75

101 Truck Drivers 106 22 36
.

102 Welders & Flamecutters 74. 10

103 Other Operators 695 10 27 7

Sub.-Total 5192 59 1762 27

Percentage of Total 44% 30% 67%. 39%

Total Employees 11913
,

200 2635 69

263
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Table 3

Southwestern Indiana Emp oyer Survey
Present and Predicted Emplo ent by Job Title

Me:1th and Medical rvices (n=17).

Professionals & Managers

1975 Anticipated 76-77
Full Part New Full Kw Part
Time Time Time Time

01 Accountants 20 //

03 Business Managers
;'/04 Clergymen & Chaplains 1
r

05 Computer Specialists
06 Dentists . i 4 1

07 Dieticians ( 21 3 7

08 Fo Od. Service Managers 5
Health Technologists:

10 Dental Hygienists I 1 I 1

2

11 Health Records Technicians
12 Medical Lab Techni

.(Hemotologists, etc.
special groups) 116

13 Medical Equipment Te nicians:
(Dialysis,-EEG, etc ) 37

14 Radiologic Technicia 112
15 Surgical Technicians 4S
16 Therapy Assistants

(specify field) 35
:

17 Other Technicians 1 39

10. Managers & AdministratOrs 209
19 Medical Librarians . \ .10

,

20 Microbiologists 2

21 Operating Engineers 1

22 Pharmacists 39

23 Personnel Workers .26

24 Physicians 16
25 Public Relations & Publicity

ltaff 10

26 Purchasing Agents 8
28 Registered Nurses '936

29. Social Workers

.Thetapists: 19
30 Occupational Therapists 3

31, Physical Theripists 22
34 Other Therapists 31
36 Other Professionals &

Managers 4

Sub-Total
Percentage of Total .

1793
30%

16

8

8

21

16

16

10

4 4
1 10 2

11 41/ 18 1

"Jr

1 "13

.

1

340 252 47

1 3

2 2

2 6

4 7

1 1 1

403 392 53
45% 42% 307.

(c) 1976, Frank H. Cassell aryl Associates



Frank H. Cassell and'Associates Health and Medical Services (continued)

Chicago, Illinois

Service Worker

37 Janitors &Janitresses
38 .Linen & Laundry Workers

39C1eaning SuperviseLs
41 Carpenters
42, Electricians .

43 Maintenance Mechanics
44 Plumbers

...

45 Power PlantWorkers
46 Other Haintenance Workers

47 Cooks .

48 Diet Aides
49 Dishwashers
50 Other Food Service
51 Gardeners & Groundskeepers
52 Guards & Watchmen
53 Attendants .

54 Dental Assistants
56 LaboratbryAides
57 Nursing Aides
58 Oiderlies
59 Practical Nurses
60 Student Nurses
61 Surgical Aidps

.

62 Other Service yorkers

Sub-Total
:

Percentage of Total

4110.cal Workers

Full
'Pima

423
. 165

64
18

19

1975
.Part,
Time

40
6

1

Anticipated 76-77
New Full
Time

New.Party
Time

55
14

2

1

1

85 1 4
8 2 .

23
22 1 2

70 7 6 1

195 59 12 26

17 '17 1

95 30 11 25

14 3 2

18 49
.

19 2'

38 8 20
3 . 2 2 3

25 11 ,

1302 86 108 35

34 5, 111

378 31 29 1

29

6 2 . .
1

286 10 21 2

3308 398 418 101.

562 , 44% 45% 58%

63 Admitting C..._rks
64 Billing Clerks .

65 Bookkeepers
66 Clerical Supervisors
67 File Clerks
68 Insurance Clerks
.69 Keypunch Operators

70 Laboratory Clerks

51
. 52

6
8

43
9

18

13

7

3

'I

11

1

'

6

6
1

17

8
' 2

*

,

71 .Hailhandlers 8 2
72, Medical Record Clerks 64 6 3
73 M$7.ssengers,

/
3 1

74 Payroll Cterks :10
75 ReceptioAists '29 8 6

76 Secretaries '172 8 13
77 Supply Clerks 29 1 2
78 Statistical Clerks 2 2

4!

79 Telephone Operators 27 16 6
80 Typists 5

.

SI Afird Clerks 237 21 31 20
82 Other Clerical 52 4 16

z

Sub-Total 838 96 117 20
Percentage of Total 16% 11% 13% 11%

.

Total Employees 5939 897 927 174
267
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INFORMATION
0

The purpose of this session is to sensitize
participants to the kinds of information
needed in their issue area; to help'them
determine alternative sources'of supply,for
this information; and to introduce.them to,
cost/benefit analysis in order to help them
determine if an aggressive posture is
desirable.

stv

The first two pages which follow are summary'
charts from the Information model.

r^
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Item Value
and Cost

Assessment

Active
(Marketing)
Orientation

tem,
Locational

AnalYsis and
Acquisition/Exchange

Strategy

Info:

Excl

Informaiional
Needs Assessment

Planning, Iiplementation,' Adminitration
1

and Evaluation

'

4"dn''.....a....61°.41..............Evaluation

267 Figure 1: The Relationship between Linkages and the Active Pursuit of Needed Ief



,

Item
Locational

Analysis and
Acquisition/Exchange

Strategy

1

e

Evaluation

Information
Exchanges

Other
Typ 6$

of Linkages

268
between !'., hates and the Attive Pursuit of Needed Information



Programs

Plant closiug

Wormation

Eigure 3 Information.Exchange Patterns among Agencies

0 = Organization or Group

= Unspecified Source

= Line of Exchange

272



INFORMION

To pome extent eiCh of the four issue areas generate informational needs for
an agency operating in,the area of employment and training programs. The
model of information exchanges and interagency linkage depicted in the pre-
ceding pages yields the following diagnostic questions'and directiond.

My issigroup is:
*.lo,

- -
. ..

.

Our goal's ale:

-

I. Identification of Informational Components

1. What data do you need to solve dhis problem?

2. What is the form of the dita you need?

3. What shoulql\be the period of measurement?
'(weekday, minth, year)

4. What should be the frequency'of collection?

5. How will this data ts used in the performince-of your mission?

270
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11. Ability to Collect Data e-\
In order to assess the ability of your organization to acquire the data outlined
above in the form desired consider:

6. Which of your data needs do ydu have in adequate abundance?

7. Who supplies the components you now have?

8. Which components do you not have in adequate quantity?

9. Which components do you not have in adequate quality?

R

10. Which caMponents do you not have at all?

/..

271



III. Appropriate Data Posture

In order to establish whether or not an aggressive posture is worth while,we
should ask the following questions.

11. How would acquiring tho missing ihformational components contribute
to the performance of the managerial task:

- with respect to the issue at hand?

- with respect to the total mission of the organization?

.srO

IMM...111 ir
12. What costs would be associated with getting the information?

(Be specific)

- Monetary?

- Political?

- Organizational.?

2.72

275
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IV. Pe.asibllity of an Aggressive Posture j

In order to determine if an aggressive posture is feasible we can take tbe
following steps.

13. Construct an exchange interaction diagram using the attached format.

- Identify the significant other organizations in the local
manpower system

- Identify who has the information you need

SpeCify the form in whijh these data exist

Now that you identified:

- the informational needs of your organization

- whether an aggressive posture is worth while

- whether an aggressive posture ks feasible

- and where the relevant information is

You are in a position to develop a strategy for acquisition of the needed
information for interagency linkage.

2



lecher,- Interaction Diagram

AftenCY:
Agency:.

what
iThat

WhatData:
Data:

Data
Forza of

Form of
FanoData:

Data:
Di

Al$!:007.:

What
Data:

Agency:

What
Data.

Form of
Data:

Porm of
Data:

A4Ancy:

What
Data:

Font of
Data:

Agency:

What
Wats:

Form of
Data:

What
Data:

Data:
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BUDGETING'AND PLANNING

This session emphasizes tglbudgeting and planning
for projects which are determined by time mup to,
be feasible, once other linkage/1'am ffit place.. The
group focuses on alternative,prograik to achieve .

their goals, and estimates costs and benefit.s?pf the
alternatives.

The six pages immediately following are a summary
rdminder of the elements of program and budget
analyils.,

J.
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Program Analysis

I. Characteristics of program analysis

A. Involves the.use of many disciplines for the solution of complex problems

J
\

1 Systematic
\

2. Objective

3. Reproducible

I. Scientific, method

C. Use of models -- abstract representations of reality

-IDescriptive
2. Predictive
3. Quantitative

D. Evaluation of alternatives

E..Time context is the future

F. Consideration of uncertainty

C. Recognition of externalities .

f. R. Use of jUdgment art,vs. science \

Timeliness

I/. Method of program analysis
116.

. A-Objective function -- the set of values to be optimized

B. Criterion-- measure of effectivenesz

C. onstraints -- limits on the range of feasible alternatives

/ 1. Resources -- moneY, Men, machines, etc.
2. Pc.litical --/ward boundaries,,interest groups, etc.

.3.'Physical -- capacity, speed, etc.

4 D. Model

' 1. Simple enough to allow analysis and manipulation
2. Detailed-enough to include all important variables

L. Dtvelopment of alt ernatives

F. Analytisal Eools

1. Ma thematical programming
2. Progiam Evaluation ard Review Technique (PERT) .

; Simulation
4. Scenario consCructiOn
5. Cost-effectiy,g0a analysts

277
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/II.,COst-effectiveness anilysia

A. Definitions

1. Cost-benefit anal$sis -- benefits usually measurable in money terms
2. Cost-effectivenes# analysis -- effectiveness measurable in any terms

;

B.,Evaluatloa of alternatives

Frequently-one haars the statement, "We want phe maximum effectiveness at.
the minimmn cost." This is not a rational basis for decision making, as
the maximum .effectiveness is infinity while the minimum cost is iero.
Theda ZWD states are generally incompatible.' There are, howevert.itwo
rational basis for comp4ring alternatives:

/...

1. Given a constant level'of cost, maximize effectiveness 1

2. Given a constant level of effectiveness, minimize cost

IV.-Messuring costs I 0.

A. Estimates may be necessary

//
B..Full system coats -- include eperaiion and maintenance as.well as invest-

ment

C. Incidence of costs -- direct costs vs. costs imposed on others
0

V. Scale factors

,

A. Limitation's of ratios -- cost/effectOeness ratio should not be used
unless comparing alternatives of silent-- Scale'

B. Diminishing returns -- highest pritity alternatives may te attractive
for spending the first available dollar. After spending a certain
amount in any one direction, how9er, the effectiveness gained from the
last dollar spiLt in that direction may be less than the effectiveness
expected from spendi g-a-dollar On an alternative

C. Marginal analyst -- optimum flific of expentliiures reached when marginal

.effectiveness f am last dollar spent is the same for all alternatives.

.

282
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.The Budgeting Process, Mechanics and Structure

I. Rationality.in Management

A. Theory of the firm. The classical economic model assumes
that a rational manager acts in such a way ^6 to maximize
'profits of the firm.

R. Non-profit organizations cannot use profit maximiiation as a
criterion of rational behavior. .Nevertheless, they can be
managed rationally.

C. It is axiomatic that it is better to he7e rational management
than irrational management. The budgetary process can be used
effectively to rationalize managementan all types bf organizations.

\Definitios

A. Flanning7-consideration Of,objectives of the e.rganization and
-.weighing costsland beneflts'Of alternative activities.

/B. Programmingmaking specific decisions as to which alternative
v. activities_will be undertaken as

C. Bu.dgefing-r-assigningresourca,stothe-various chosen activities

mi Budgeting Condepts

A. Objects of expenditure (or "line items")

I. Usially required by law
/

. 2.. Oriented tow.'d rontrgl (in a narrow se/Ose--io discourage
eheft or overspendina

3. Focus on inputs

4. Organization bound
S. Disproportionate

. Performance budget

I. Relates expenditures to Tale of activity 4
2. Focus on efficiency

.

Requires quantitative medsuremen of work units

4. Organization bound

C. Program Budget.

1. Focus on end otjjectives

2, 'Considers effe tivenesg
Allows cozisLde4ation of alternftive means ot accomplishing
objectives

4. Cuts across organizational lines
5. Control at policy-making level

219
283
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IV. Characteristics of an effective budgetary system

A. Explicit recognition of objectives

B, Program budgeting

C. Extended time hOrizom

-284

D. paluation of alterfiatives through systematic analysis

41E. Reporting of accomplishments

10.

s.
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Boxrc if HealthContinua
PEBTORtAXCE DATA --CsatIward

WOtt UNITS
1.4vrtSer

UM itarn14 4WD SULACIMYT Hsu.* ht. 1973 110dqo 1972 att. l'al...?:
2114 rense el Stela Services: ......-. I

In S3r-M.1m.y sad &vita .... ...-.... ..... *N....4m*

Oa Dettal treat:seats Om ........-Each 470.000 440.000 432,443

OS Putieuts marained ........--ExandastIon 400.000 118,710 318,565
04 ankh education services ........ .....

..

3112 *Adult lltaIth awl Afitics.....-..... Mi OM

01 . Stipervisory ad ticriuti ,............ ...........

. 01 neon patients visite ..---Vialt 4707.0 253466 133,210

63 Caster patients ettits.--...Visit 54,389 65,021 41.603

04 Diabetes patilesot visita........---Vialt 29499 85,541 32.601
OS Maritimd foidastei visits .,..-Visit 24.300 23,000 12,627

2111

01

02
OS

04
0$

8117

01

01

1:2

OS

00
09
0$

Control ot Comvitskable
Diseases: 1.41.1.1.ftw ....

i
Sup:Maar, and tlericsl .......6.4. .........
Stahl: salter's Tleits ----VW . 10,090 17,300 too
Medical letereirwer's tWta ...Visit 40,400 69,500 36,312

V.D. ?cleat visits. . L..Vislt 128.000 117,000 100,225

V.D. lei estigstions a...t...--..-Ssizeol 50,000 60,000 45,000
./. \ . .

Ctatscloos Disease iloolialFacititievv.--.-- - .

Soyerriacry- an.1 clerical -- . - i
Patitus. tare pralliltd....7.--Ja,nt day ' 10,013/ 30.000 ' 6,362

X-rsts vale,' end incerpreta..X.ray\ 6.500 6,000 5.726

Meals pripared and scr441---tit4 \ 170.000 165.000 153.207

Laundry processed .........Pound \ 275.000 220,000 251.973

Preoiding ambulant* serviceRound trli 900 1,000 717

Id Mute Wag bospkal buiidlefa. Square toot \ 139344 130,30 130.369 ,.

1E9014PM
Nvonlpor t40m.flovet 04441ovri ter.044

1973 107.. 1973 1973.. 1073 1072 19

191 190 10,310 1 1,310 ...,.... ........ 22.8
14 12 26,209 , 21.C40 ....... r

33 38 43,750. 40.670 .09 ,49 6

135 136 105,190 111,520 .26 .49 1,9,
4 4 7480 7,260 ........ .......

-
.

3: 35 91.530 903:1° .........

12 Id 31,652 3' ....... 2,
14 15 24,440 .45 AS .10 2,
9 9 15.938 4,08 49 43 1,

1 7 1,590 .8.586 .14 .13
6 4 16,920 10,020 .45 .47.

.

80 83 113.050 127.702 .-- ...... 1 03

33 33 . 60,060 60,337 .... ...Me
_

2 2 1.820 1.820 .11 , .11 3

12 13 . 20.020 22,117 .50 .32 IC
24 26 26,500 27,187 .21 .23 3

9 9 14,560 16,331 49 .27 1

147 OS 270,423 284.905 ...m... ..... 1.

14 17 20,120 30,040 ........ 18

16 . 69 105,080. 110473 10.50 11.01 40

3 4 4.065 6,160 .63 1.03 3
33 34 60,060 61,8J0 .35 .38. .
13 13 21600 23,660 .09 .11

4, 2 7,710 05t2 &SS 9;57
22 23 40,780 42,600 .31 .23

co

C\
we.
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et;St
4.

Beard of Beelth-cortfisusa
tIOUVIDIANCE DATA-"Catbroci

09.1
m.
213,166_
65,921

63,541
23,020

99......99

17.300
69,500

117,000
641,000

MI

1040o0

com
, 165;690

220,v00
1,000

130,361

Pt tSONN$ I.
NwPobar

OPt9ATINO CCISTs
79.39-11stes me*.toaros Irt.1/411 : ,e1 Oar Two, *T. Coe Pw-1.0.11

Att. 1971 1973 1971 1973 1972 1973

I61.310

1972 1972 1972

19t 190 /13,310 12.858.233 $2.127,714
14 12 26,800' 21,640 250.365 429,542

432,443 38 43,750 40,670 .09 .09 663,560 520,20 6
3214,5-65

38
135 134 105,180 111,520 .26 .49 1.828.166

4 ?MO 7,200 ...- ..-..
.1,906,042

G6.S66 49,717

wow*. 66.. 34 55 91.530- 90.338 ....... ........ 0:13.145 484,473

IS 14 31,652 31,654 ........ ........ 203,833 118,167

233,210 14 15 24,440 24,336 .05 .10 209,034 21 4,06.1
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16,627 6 '6 16,020 10.020 .45, .4% 07,786 79,656

dowoNam19 SO 83 123.050 127,192 ........ 111.9.94 1.032,547 968.340
33 33 00,960 '60,337 355,036 329,7434

. .1111;19 2 2 1,620 1,820 .18 11,156 29,355
36,572' It 13 . 20,020 22,111 .50 .32 153,836 Ii1,186

100,225 24 26 26,590 27,1P 7 .21 .23 329,191 312,791
45,003 9 9 14,560 16,331 .29 .21 140,408 145,265

r;

147 153 270,123 214.905 Oa.....*6 1,289M7 moss
14_ 17 29,120 30,910 181,213 166,506

6,362 50 59 10 4988 110,093 10.50 ILOI 494,121 <sou
5,720 3 4 403$ 6,160 .43 1.03 51,143 424,117

153.207 33 . 34 60,060 61,880 43 48 444,724 260,751
25%073 13 13 2300 23,660 .0' .11 90.116 76,4 G6

717 4. 6 7,720 0.:51 40.732 47,921
130,364 22 23 40,7641 42 il .33 114.616 150,209
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1972 1972
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1.61 1.53
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JOURNALCITY COUNCILCIIICACO

100Cornoiste Fund.

Appropriations for expenditures for the fiscal year
beginriing, January 1, 1975 cnd ending

December 31, 1975.

December 13, 9I4

No. 1. CORPORATE MITOSES FUND-100

moron% OFFICE,
AmoOs

. Aormaveloted

1110.070 For personal services .. 551,358.00
1110.100 For contractual services 23.650:00
1110.200 For travel 3,750.00
1110300 For commodities 14,500.00

Total kor Mayor's 011icearecutire 593,458.00
-_

irayor's Committee tor Damon:do cud
Cultural Development.

1115.000 For personal servicci 228,467.00
1115.100 For contractual services 11,300.00
1115.200 For iravel 3.000.00
1115.300 For commodities 2,000.00
1115.700 For contingencies 250.00

Total tor 'Mayor's Committee forI k
Economig and Cultural Development 245.017.00

Ilayor's bride of Inquiry and I:dorm-Alm.

1120.000 For personal services 131,775.00
1120.100 For contractual services ... 4. 3,000.00
1120.300 For commodities .

- 3,500.00
1120.700 Fix contingencies 1.000.00

Total tor tfayor's ()Mee tf Inquiry r..nd .cl .
, Information :39.275:01y

Usyor's Othen for Sensor Citizens.

1130.000 For personal services . 740,224 00
1130.100 1..'or contractual rcrvices 129.050.00
1130.200 For travel ... ., 1700000
1130.300 For commodities . 12.500.00
1130.400 For equipment . .. 341;0.00
3.130.700 'For contingencies . . .... , 500.00
1120.601 For Community Leadership Development.. 7.500.00
1130.502 For Retirement Education Program .... ... 7,500.00
1130.803, For Advisory Council on -Ar.ing .. 1,000.00

To provide for resc'ord11, plan:tin and service pro.
1130.604 grams for the handicapped .. .. ....... 25.000 00

Total tor Mayor's ,Oifice for Senior Minas. .. 944.074.00

MaYor's OfliceDudgotary Divibloa.

1140.000 ''For personal scrce Vi.t, 4.0w
1140.100 For contractual services .... .. 7 .550.00
1140.200 For travel 12,725.00
1140.300 IFor commodities 3,700,00
1140.700 i For contingencies -50.00

Total for Uudgetary Division . ----6199.00

Source: City of Chicago AppropriatiOn Ordinance for 1975.
December 13, 1974; p. 9440. 263
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BUDGETING AND PLANNING

Aocompliahing goals requires the development of programs or groupings of
functions directed toward goal achievement. With limited'resources, we
must analyze programs in terms of cost and effectivpness and select
alternatives chat will best permit us to accomplish our goals with our
resources.

The following are some questions that might be considered analyzing programs
from a budgefinl perspective.

Ni issue group is:

Our goals are:

I. What alternative programs could you propose to accomplish the stated goals?

Desoribe them.

Program A.

.Program B.

284
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2. What resources are requirid to perform the activities involved in each
program?

A
Personnel

41.1=01.11..

11

Equipment

Materials & Supplies

Other

11

ell
=1101



3. How can we estimate the costs of these resources?

PersOnnel .

Equipment

Materials & Supplies

'Other

286
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4. Row would you measure the effectiveness or each programa

' B

w.

5. Are there an: other age cies you can think o.. that might benefit from either
program A ol is in accom lishing their own objectives?
If you don't know, how an you find out?

A

6. Are there any other agencies you can think of that might be abre to provide
resources (functions, acLivi ies) needed for program A or B?
if you don't know, how would you find out?

A

°

wIl



7. How would cooperation with another agency permit us to accomplisn our goals
at a higher level of effectiveness or at lower cost?

mi.,,m1.,,1 mMIIIMMNY

1110.10

j.

10.11... 1
4m,


